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ABSTRACT
Among the types of remote sensing acquisitions, optical images are certainly oneof the most widely relied upon data sources for Earth observation. They providedetailed measurements of the electromagnetic radiation reflected or emitted by eachpixel in the scene. Through a process termed supervised land-cover classification,this allows to automatically yet accurately distinguish objects at the surface of ourplanet. In this respect, when producing a land-cover map of the surveyed area, theavailability of training examples representative of each thematic class is crucial forthe success of the classification procedure.However, in real applications, due to several constraints on the sample collectionprocess, labeled pixels are usually scarce. When analyzing an image for whichthose key samples are unavailable, a viable solution consists in resorting to theground truth data of other previously acquired images. This option is attractivebut several factors such as atmospheric, ground and acquisition conditions cancause radiometric differences between the images, hindering therefore the transferof knowledge from one image to another.The goal of this Thesis is to supply remote sensing image analysts with suitableprocessing techniques to ensure a robust portability of the classification modelsacross different images. The ultimate purpose is to map the land-cover classes overlarge spatial and temporal extents with minimal ground information. To overcome,or simply quantify, the observed shifts in the statistical distribution of the spectra ofthe materials, we study four approaches issued from the field of machine learning.First, we propose a strategy to intelligently sample the image of interest tocollect the labels only in correspondence of the most useful pixels. This iterativeroutine is based on a constant evaluation of the pertinence to the new image ofthe initial training data actually belonging to a different image.Second, an approach to reduce the radiometric differences among the images byprojecting the respective pixels in a common new data space is presented. We ana-lyze a kernel-based feature extraction framework suited for such problems, showingthat, after this relative normalization, the cross-image generalization abilities of aclassifier are highly increased.Third, we test a new data-driven measure of distance between probability distri-butions to assess the distortions caused by differences in the acquisition geometryaffecting series of multi-angle images. Also, we gauge the portability of classi-fication models through the sequences. In both exercises, the efficacy of classicphysically- and statistically-based normalization methods is discussed.Finally, we explore a new family of approaches based on sparse representationsof the samples to reciprocally convert the data space of two images. The projectionfunction bridging the images allows a synthesis of new pixels with more similarcharacteristics ultimately facilitating the land-cover mapping across images.
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RÉSUMÉ
Parmi les types de mesures par télédétection, les images optiques sont certaine-ment l’une des sources de données les plus largement utilisées pour l’observationde la Terre. Elles fournissent des informations détaillées concernant le rayonnementélectromagnétique réfléchi ou émis par chaque pixel de la zone étudiée. À traversun processus appelé classification supervisée, ces images permettent d’identifierde façon automatique et précise les objets à la surface de notre planète. À cetégard, lors de la production d’une carte de la couverture du sol, la disponibilitéd’exemples d’entrainement représentatifs de chaque classe thématique est crucialepour le succès de la procédure de classification.Cependant, dans des applications concrètes, en raison de plusieurs contraintesdans la collecte des échantillons, les pixels étiquetés sont généralement rares.Lors de l’analyse d’une image pour laquelle ces exemples clés ne sont pasdisponibles, une solution viable consiste à recourir aux données de terrain ap-partenant à d’autres images précédemment acquises. Cette option est intéres-sante, mais plusieurs facteurs tels que les conditions atmosphériques, au sol etd’acquisition peuvent entraîner des différences radiométriques entre les images,empêchant partiellement le transfert des connaissances d’une image à l’autre.L’objectif de cette Thèse est de fournir aux analystes d’images de télédétectiondes techniques de traitement appropriées pour assurer la portabilité des modèlesde classification entre les différentes images. Le but ultime est de cartographierl’occupation du sol sur de grandes étendues spatiales et temporelles à partir d’unminimum d’informations au sol. Pour corriger, ou tout simplement quantifier leschangements observés dans la distribution statistique des spectres des matériaux,nous étudions quatre approches issues du champ d’études de l’apprentissage au-tomatique.Premièrement, nous proposons une stratégie pour échantillonner intelligemmentl’image à classifier afin d’acquérir les étiquettes thématiques en correspondanceque des pixels les plus utiles. Cette routine itérative est basée sur une évaluationconstante de la pertinence pour la nouvelle image des données d’entrainementinitiales appartenant à une image différente.Dans un deuxième temps, nous présentons une approche pour réduire les dif-férences radiométriques entre les images en projetant les pixels respectifs dansun nouvel espace de données commun. Des méthodes à noyaux pour la réductionde dimensionnalité adaptées pour de tels problèmes sont analysées. Il est montréqu’après cette normalisation relative, les capacités de généralisation entre imagesd’un classificateur sont fortement augmentées.Ensuite, nous testons une récente mesure non-paramétrique de distance entredistributions de probabilité pour évaluer les distorsions causées par des différencesdans la géométrie d’acquisition affectant des séries d’images multi-angulaires. Enoutre, la portabilité des modèles de classification à travers les séquences est aussimesurée. Dans ces deux exercices, nous discutons l’efficacité des méthodes clas-siques de normalisation à base statistique et physique.Enfin, nous explorons une nouvelle famille d’approches fondées sur les représen-tations parcimonieuses des échantillons afin de convertir réciproquement l’espacede données de deux images. La fonction de projection joignant les images per-met de synthétiser de nouveaux pixels avec des caractéristiques plus proches quifaciliteront finalement la cartographie de l’occupation du sol entre des images dif-férentes.
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Part I
I NTRODUCT ION

1THES IS OVERV IEW
1.1 motivation
The field of remote sensing provides key tools for the observation of the The origins ofremotesensingsurface of the Earth. Ever since the launch of the Landsat 1 mission in1972, the images provided on a regular basis by the satellites enable usto understand the many natural or anthropic phenomena impacting our en-vironment. Well before this turning point, analogue aerial photographs and,later on, the development of digital photography have paved the way forsuch a rapidly growing and fascinating discipline. Remotely sensed imagesconstitute one of the most important sources of information to describe thespatial distribution of the objects and land-covers at the Earth’s surface.The historical archives of images that are continuously complemented withthe new acquisitions allow a constant assessment of the evolution of thelandscape, with several valuable and diverse real-life applications. In fact,frequently updated, spatially extensive though precise imagery is paramountin assisting the development of cartographic products, conceiving land man-agement systems, monitoring different types of natural hazards, to name buta few examples.At first, satellites were carrying sensors bearing a low to moderate spa- A wealth ofdatatial resolution, capturing synoptic views of large areas of the globe. Thelast two decades, instead, have seen the launch of a variety of satelliteswith on board high to very high resolution sensors providing images withan unprecedented spatial detail. Moreover, the amount of sensed data hasgrown extraordinarily also because of the increase in the number of spec-tral channels used by the sensors both in satellite and airborne missions tofinely sample the electromagnetic spectrum.Nowadays, such an evolution requires the proper tools to efficiently treat Much neededanalysis toolsthis large quantity of data. In this respect, the latest advances in the fields ofsignal and image processing have proven success in answering this demand.The early approaches to information extraction from remotely sensed imagesbased on a visual interpretation by the analyst are more and more replacedby computer-based procedures. The key to success for such automatic rou-tines is their ability to cope with issues like the high dimensionality ofthe pixels, the presence of noise in the images or the scarcity of availablereference information to calibrate the models.This last aspect is particularly delicate when considering the classifica- Ground truthcollectionissuestion of the images to identify the types of land-cover appearing in the scene.Indeed, the collection of ground truth data is among the crucial factors in-fluencing the quality of a land-cover map. To be effective, a supervisedclassifier needs examples suitably representing the spectral signature of
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the thematic classes found in the image. In an ideal situation, this set ofground truth samples is acquired for every image the user intends to ana-lyze. Nevertheless, the sampling process is not a trivial task. The procedure,depending upon the type of application and the type of image, requireseither expensive terrain campaigns or time-consuming photo-interpretationanalyses. The former solution is adopted especially when dealing with hy-perspectral data of low spatial resolution, whereas the latter concerns inparticular studies with very high resolution images. In some critical cases,gathering new field data is simply impossible, for instance because of aninaccessible area (e. g. dangerous or politically unstable regions) or dueto time constraints when a quick map update is required (e. g. emergencysituations after natural disasters).In this context, the aforementioned archives of already existing acquisi-Adaptation tore-use existingground truth tions could be conveniently exploited to alleviate the demand for referencedata. If a ground truth collection has been carried out for a previous studywith similar objectives, this labeled data could be profitably re-utilized, pro-vided that the images involved share some key characteristics. The sensorshaving acquired them should cover the same region of the spectrum, whilethe imaged geographical areas should, of course, display the same type oflandscape. When these conditions are met, it is likely that a classificationmodel appropriately mapping the land-cover on the first image could per-form satisfactorily on the second as well. Yet, the images have likely beenacquired at different time instants and/or at distant spatial locations. Theradiometric differences among them can be passably large, owing to sea-sonal effects, changes in the atmospheric conditions or different acquisitiongeometries. Therefore, an even more attractive and elegant solution con-sists in devising adaptation strategies to ultimately ensure that the modelsuitably adjusts to the new image one is interested in.
1.2 objectives
The purpose of this Thesis is to find effective solutions to the adaptationMachinelearning &remotesensing problem outlined above. We aim at providing dedicated processing tech-niques to enable image analysts to easily map the land-cover over large spa-tial and temporal extents by leveraging already existing models or groundtruth data. To this end, we take advantage of the latest developments in thefield of machine learning, a discipline born at the confluence of statisticsand computer science. In particular, the methodological framework in whichthis work sits is that of domain adaption, the branch devoted to the study ofstrategies to overcome a change in the statistical distribution of the datasets.As regards machine learning, methods for classification, regression and clus-tering have been widely utilized to analyze single remotely sensed images,proving to be decisive in applications of land-cover mapping, biophysicalparameter estimation, etc. However, the fundamental problem of adaptationbetween several images has often been left aside.
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We believe that joining the efforts of the more method-oriented field of Benefits forbothdisciplinesdomain adaptation and those of the more application-oriented field of re-mote sensing can be highly beneficial for both communities. The challengesto face are basically the same, just the perspective is slightly different. Ma-chine learning researchers studying adaptation strategies are introducedto a new stimulating field of application and will receive useful feedbacksregarding the concrete issues to focus on. On the contrary, remote sens-ing scientists are supplied with innovative advanced methods to solve theproblems they always faced relying on techniques whose limitations weresometimes apparent.The image analysis needs in Earth observation are often dictated by the Two solutionsfor adaptationlack of or by the difficulty in obtaining ground truth data. In this respect,two possible ways to handle a cross-image thematic classification exerciseexist. The practitioner either decides to spend some resources to sampleeach new image he receives or prefers to only rely on the already availablereference data belonging to other acquisitions. These two approaches cor-respond to two families of adaptation methodologies developed in machinelearning: supervised or unsupervised domain adaptation approaches. In thisdissertation, we will analyze and discuss the advantages and shortcomingsof both solutions.On the one hand, supervised adaptation approaches allow to take full Superviseddomainadaptationadvantage of the opportunity to access additional samples in the new ac-quisitions. In this case, the end-user is supposed to have a budget to collecta limited number of samples in the analyzed scene. As some known spectralsignatures of the new image at hand are being exploited, supervised adapta-tion procedures are supposed to yield very accurate thematic classificationproducts.On the other hand, unsupervised adaptation methodologies do not require Unsuperviseddomainadaptationany thematic information associated with the new images. Such a freedomopens additional opportunities if compared to the previous approach. If theappropriate normalization techniques are available, the user could success-fully apply on the new images an already trained model from a previouscollection. However, as no new samples can be used to refine the model,this comes to the detriment of the accuracy of the thematic maps. The fieldof domain adaptation proves useful to answer these needs since the changeof the feature representation of the datasets is a topic of great interest.A central aspect contributing to the design of both the mentioned types Dataset shiftassessmentof adaptation approaches is represented by a correct and thorough under-standing of the processes causing the change in data distributions. Thus,a further objective of this Thesis is to provide robust tools to detect andassess the dataset shift. Again, we will take advantage of the recent devel-opments in the field of machine learning to yield a data-driven solution tobe concretely used by remote sensing experts when interpreting their data.Additionally, it is worth noting that among the factors affecting the radio- Angulareffects &compensationmetric homogeneity of the images, the geometry of a remotely sensed acqui-sition is one of the most crucial. This is particularly evident when working
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with high spatial resolution images. Different combinations of satellite andsun positions with respect to the scene control several fundamental physi-cal phenomena. Therefore, another goal of this research is to analyze theangular effects ensuing from images having been acquired with different off-nadir view angles and to study the best strategies to overcome the problem.With this purpose in mind, we deem essential to evaluate the compensationability of physical and statistical approaches traditionally used in Earth ob-servation. We also discuss the synergy of the two approaches in identifyingthe reasons behind the observed spectral drift.To sum up, the main objectives of this Thesis can be stated as follows.Summary ofthe objectives 1. Increase the portability of land-cover classifiers by investigating both:• supervised domain adaptation strategies and• unsupervised domain adaptation strategies.
2. Evaluate the dataset shift affecting remote sensing images with suit-able statistical measures.
3. Study and overcome the angular effects related to the geometry ofthe acquisition with a multidisciplinary approach based on machinelearning/statistics and physics.
The application of the approaches investigated in this Thesis is twofold.Large-scaleapplications First, the joint analysis of series of spatially and/or temporally spaced im-ages can be improved. Second, we also address the related issue arisingfrom the usage of training data sampled in small localized regions of largeimages. An adjustment is thus required to increase the generalization powerof the classification rules learned on these shifted datasets. Eventually, amore accurate and automated large-scale mapping will be within reach inboth cases, with practical applications including, for instance, the study ofglobal urbanization trends or the continuous monitoring and timely assess-ment of natural hazards.
1.3 contributions of the thesis
The key contributions of this Thesis will be briefly outlined in this Section.These contributions are all directly linked to the objectives discussed inthe previous Section. They will be presented in four separate Chapters inPart iii of this manuscript. In addition, the relevant publications preparedduring this Thesis project that are connected with each topic will be listedafter each description.
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1.3.1 Chapter 6: SVM-based adaptive Active Learning via sample reweight-ing
The first contribution is represented by the study of a supervised domainadaptation strategy to smartly sample the newly acquired images. In thisChapter, we propose a scheme to optimally direct the collection of newground truth pixels based on an initial training set available from a differentyet related image. The adaptive procedure separately reweights the samplesof the two images based on their representativeness of the land-cover classesin the new image. At the same time it suggests which pixels are the mostuseful to label in order to achieve a maximal improvement of the currentclassification model for an effective land-cover mapping. This type of routineprovides the end-user with a list of priorities allowing to minimize theadditional sampling efforts.
The findings of this Chapter have been published in:[Matasci et al., 2012] G. Matasci, D. Tuia, and M. Kanevski. SVM-basedboosting of active learning strategies for efficient domain adaptation. IEEEJournal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sens-ing, 5(5):1335–1343, 2012.
The following work is also related to this study:[Matasci et al., 2011a] G. Matasci, D. Tuia, and M. Kanevski. Domainseparation for efficient adaptive active learning. In Proceedings of the IEEEInternational Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), pages3716–3719, Vancouver, Canada, 2011a.
1.3.2 Chapter 7: Kernel-based Feature Extraction for relative radiometricnormalization
The second topic addressed during the Thesis concerns an unsupervisedadaptation approach. This Chapter investigates strategies to statisticallyalign the images in a common subspace constructed anew so that radiomet-rically shifted acquisitions can find a correspondence. We analyze a featureextraction technique aiming at reducing the distance between the probabil-ity distributions of the images. This type of transformation can be thought ofas a relative image-to-image normalization approach. After the projection,the model portability among acquisitions is thus facilitated. As no labelsfrom the targeted images are required, practitioners are enabled to rapidlyapply on new imagery a thematic classifier they have trained beforehand.
This Chapter is based on the following accepted paper:[Matasci et al., Accepted.] G. Matasci, M. Volpi, M. Kanevski, L. Bruz-zone, and D. Tuia. Semisupervised Transfer Component Analysis for domainadaptation in remote sensing image classification. IEEE Transactions onGeoscience and Remote Sensing, Accepted.
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The following works are also related to this study:[Matasci et al., 2011b] G. Matasci, M. Volpi, D. Tuia, and M. Kanevski.Transfer Component Analysis for domain adaptation in image classification.In Proceeding of the SPIE Remote Sensing conference on Image and SignalProcessing for Remote Sensing, Prague, Czech Republic, 2011b.
[Volpi et al., 2012a] M. Volpi, G. Matasci, D. Tuia, and M. Kanevski. En-hanced change detection using nonlinear feature extraction. In Proceed-ings of the IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium(IGARSS), pages 6757–6760, Munich, Germany, 2012a.
[Matasci et al., 2013a] G. Matasci, L. Bruzzone, M. Volpi, D. Tuia, andM. Kanevski. Investigating feature extraction for domain adaptation in remotesensing image classification. In Proceedings of the International Conferenceon Pattern Recognition Applications and Methods (ICPRAM), Barcelona,Spain, 2013a.
[Volpi et al., In press.] M. Volpi, G. Matasci, M. Kanevski, and D. Tuia.Semi-supervised multiview embedding for hyperspectral data classification.Neurocomputing, In press.
1.3.3 Chapter 8: Assessing angular dataset shift and model portability inmulti-angle image sequences
This Chapter is devoted to the study of the angular properties of remote sens-ing image acquisitions. We aim at detecting the many physical phenomenathat cause distortions in the imagery when the acquisitions take place withskewed geometries. In order to isolate the impact of the effects related tothe view angle, we resort to multi-angle sequences quasi-simultaneouslyacquired by the satellite. We quantify the dataset shift by means of a non-linear measure of distance between probability distributions. Furthermore,adopting an unsupervised domain adaptation setting, we assess the abilityto port across the entire sequence a classification model developed on onesingle specific image. In this context, we shed light on the suitability ofstandard both absolute and relative normalization methods to overcome theobserved angular shift and we analyze their combined use.
This Chapter is based on a submitted paper that is now under review:[Matasci et al., Submitted.] G. Matasci, N. Longbotham, F. Pacifici,M. Kanevski, and D. Tuia. Understanding angular effects in VHR in-trackmulti-angle image sequences and their consequences on urban land-covermodel portability. ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing,Submitted.The following work is also related to this study:[Matasci et al., 2013b] G. Matasci, N. Longbotham, F. Pacifici, M. Kanevski,and D. Tuia. Statistical assessment of dataset shift and model portabilityin multi-angle in-track image acquisitions. In Proceedings of the IEEEInternational Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), pages4134–4137, Melbourne, Australia, 2013b.
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1.3.4 Chapter 9: Cross-image synthesis with dictionaries
This Chapter presents the last and most recent contribution of this Thesis.We focus again on the fundamental problem of changing the data space ofthe images to make them more similar to each other. This time, we proposeto apply an algorithm that takes advantage of sparse representations of theimages. Set in a supervised domain adaptation context, the methodologyseeks a mapping function directly linking the two representations that ulti-mately permits to re-synthesize the pixels of a given image as though theywere generated under the conditions found on another image.
This Chapter will appear in:[Matasci et al., 2014] G. Matasci, F. de Morsier, M. Kanevski, and D. Tuia.Domain adaptation in remote sensing through cross-image synthesis withdictionaries. In Proceedings of the IEEE International Geoscience and Re-mote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), Québec City, Canada, 2014.
The following work is also related to this study:[Marcos Gonzalez et al., 2014] D. Marcos Gonzalez, F. de Morsier,G. Matasci, D. Tuia, and J.-P. Thiran. Hierarchical sparse representationfor dictionary-based classification of hyperspectral images. In Proceedingsof the IEEE Workshop on Hyperspectral Image and Signal Processing, Evo-lution in Remote Sensing (WHISPERS), Lausanne, Switzerland, 2014.
1.4 organization of the manuscript
This Thesis manuscript comprises four distinct parts structured as follows.After this introductory Chapter, the remainder of Part i consists of Chapter 2presenting the discipline of remote sensing and the related challenges thatare being faced nowadays. In the more theoretical Part ii, Chapter 3 intro-duces machine learning and the associated techniques that will be utilizedas starting point for the experimental part of this Thesis. Chapter 4 followswith a thorough overview of the sub-field of domain adaptation. Next isthe core of the dissertation: Part iii, featuring the adaptation approacheswe propose. Chapter 5 firstly sets the context for adaptation studies whenapplied to remote sensing and reviews the state-of-the-art of the currentresearch. The four subsequent Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9 report the respective find-ings previously outlined in Section 1.3. Finally, Part iv, with its conclusiveChapter 10, summarizes the main achievements and discusses the possiblefuture research directions in the field.

2REMOTE SENS ING AND EARTH OBSERVAT ION
Outline: This second Chapter will delineate the fundamentalprinciples of the remote sensing technology as well as the mainchallenges arising from its latest developments. In Section 2.1,we introduce the types of sensors that can be mounted on re-mote platforms and discuss the possible real-life applications ofthis relatively new discipline. Subsequently, Section 2.2 outlinesthe physics and the related concepts describing the transfer ofthe electromagnetic radiation occurring during a remote sensingacquisition. In Section 2.3, passive remote sensing systems willbe described in more detail and the principal satellite/airbornemissions will be reviewed. Next, with Section 2.4 we will lookat the products ultimately issued from remotely sensed imagesimagery, with special attention to land-cover classification. Aconcise literature review of the latest developments in the fieldwill also be provided. Section 2.5 discusses the opportunitiesoffered by jointly using multiple images, details the related ra-diometric issues and describes the most common answers to suchproblems.
2.1 introduction
Generally speaking, remote sensing can be defined as the act of mea- Definitionsuring (sensing) the properties of objects at the surface of the Earth bymeans of a data collection platform not in direct contact with them (remote).The nature of the sensed signals ultimately allowing to derive the men-tioned object properties can be multifaceted: optical, microwave, acoustical,etc. [Schowengerdt, 2007].The systems designed to acquire such signals can be divided into two Active vs.passivesensorscategories, depending upon the type of interaction with the target. On theone hand, there are passive remote sensing instruments collecting the solarelectromagnetic (EM) radiation that is reflected or spontaneously emittedby the Earth’s surface. Among such devices we find multispectral and hy-perspectral sensors [Richards and Jia, 1999] that record the energy in thevisible, infrared and thermal range of the EM spectrum. On the other hand,active remote sensing instruments possess an artificial source of radiation,an antenna, that sends EM signals towards the Earth. The radiation that isscattered back by the objects on the ground is then detected by the sensor.In this category we find radar systems working in the microwave domainsuch as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) [Curlander and McDonough, 1991]or technologies such as Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) aimed at
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illuminating the objects with laser beams [Shan and Toth, 2008, Wehr andLohr, 1999]. This Thesis focuses on the processing of optical images (visi-ble through thermal wavelengths). Thus, in the following Sections 2.2 and2.3, we restrict the introduction of the physics of the image acquisition tothis type of signals and the description of the imaging systems to passiveinstruments.The above measurements are recorded by a detector arranging the col-Georeferencedimage lected signals in a set of cells called pixels forming a rectangular regulargrid, the image. The final product output by the remote sensing image ac-quisition chain is a spatially georeferenced image that can be integrated,for instance, in a Geographical Information System (GIS) for further analy-ses involving additional spatial layers. Generally, the sensors are mountedon an aircraft or on a satellite collecting thus the energy at-a-distance in-stead of in-situ. Especially in the case of spaceborne sensors, this enablesthe monitoring of vast portions of the surface of our planet within shorttime-frames.For all these reasons, the applications of remote sensing for Earth obser-Applications vation are numerous and can be pursued at a large scale [Schowengerdt,2007]:
• monitoring of natural hazards (earthquakes, landslides, etc.) [Manto-vani et al., 1996, Joyce et al., 2009, Jaboyedoff et al., 2012, Hilleyet al., 2004]
• urban studies (land-use/land-cover mapping, urban growth assess-ment, etc.) [Jensen and Cowen, 1999, Weng, 2012, Manakos and Braun,2014]
• agriculture (mapping of crop types and crop condition, yield predic-tions, etc.) [Moran et al., 1997, Lamb and Brown, 2001]
• ecological and environmental assessment (biodiversity, hazardous wastedisposal, etc.) [Asner, 1998, Nagendra, 2001, Well et al., 1994]
• change detection (deforestation, melting glaciers, etc.) [Mas, 1999,Achard et al., 2002, Raup et al., 2007]
• resources exploration and monitoring (minerals, oil, natural gas, etc.)[Sabins, 1999, Brekke and Solberg, 2005]
• meteorology (climate change, weather prediction, atmosphere compo-sition, etc.) [Yang et al., 2013, Kidder and Vonder Haar, 1995]
• mapping (regional land-cover mapping, extraction of topographic in-formation, etc.) [Manakos and Braun, 2014, Rabus et al., 2003].
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Figure 2.1: The EM spectrum. Adapted from http://commons.wikimedia.org/.
2.2 radiative transfer
2.2.1 What is measured by the sensor?
The solar or thermal radiation reflected or emitted by the materials consti- EM spectrumtuting the surface of the Earth can be separated into categories following theregions of EM spectrum: visible (0.4− 0.7 µm), near-infrared (NIR) (0.7− 1.1µm), shortwave infrared (SWIR) (1.1− 2.5 µm), midwave infrared (3− 5 µm),thermal or longwave infrared (8− 14 µm). A diagram depicting the mainregions of the EM spectrum with wavelengths and corresponding frequencyvalues is reported in Fig. 2.1.In the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) to SWIR region, the part of the At-sensorradiancespectrum we will mainly be dealing with in this manuscript, the radiationtransfer occurring during a remote sensing image acquisition is controlledby three distinct components, all of which depend on the wavelength λ[Schowengerdt, 2007]:
• the unscattered surface-reflected radiation, Lsuλ• the down-scattered surface-reflected skylight, Lsdλ• the up-scattered path radiance, Lspλ .Making use of these terms, the total at-sensor radiance Lsλ reaching theplatform is simply defined as
Lsλ = Lsuλ + Lsdλ + Lspλ . (2.1)This quantity is what is eventually measured by the sensor in [W·sr−1·m−2]units. Its counterpart in the thermal region of the spectrum, the total at-sensor radiance from surface emissions, will not be considered here. Fig-ure 2.2 graphically illustrates the components of the total at-sensor radianceas well as two other physical quantities described in the paragraphs below.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the main physical quantities controlling the radiativetransfer of a remote sensing acquisition.red −→: unscattered surface-reflected radiation Lsuλ .green 99K: down-scattered surface-reflected skylight Lsdλ .blue 99K: up-scattered path radiance Lspλ .
2.2.2 Components of the at-sensor radiance
The first term of (2.1), the unscattered surface-reflected radiation Lsuλ , firstIncidentirradiance depends on the initial energy coming from the sun that reaches the topof the atmosphere, i. e. the spectral irradiance E0λ . The irradiance actuallyattaining the Earth’s surface, denoted with Eλ, is controlled by the solarpath (from the sun to the ground) atmospheric transmittance τs(λ). Thelatter represents the fraction of the irradiance E0λ that is able to make itsway through the atmosphere. At this time, another factor influencing theprocess is the incidence angle with which the solar radiation reaches thesurface of the globe in a given point (x ,y) of it. For instance, a maximumreflection occurs in case of a surface perpendicular to the incoming EMbeam. Therefore, the final incident irradiance is computed as follows:
Eλ(x ,y) = τs(λ)E0λ cos(θ(x ,y)) , (2.2)where θ(x ,y) is the incident angle, i. e. the angle between the solar vectorand the surface normal vector at the coordinates (x ,y).At the surface level, the actual surface radiance Lλ scattered back towardSurfacereflectance &surfaceradiance the sensor is the result of a rescaling of the incident Eλ by a factor trans-lating a crucial property of the materials, the surface reflectance ρ(λ), aunitless quantity between 0 and 1:
Lλ = Eλρ(λ)pi . (2.3)This is valid for surfaces with an equal reflection in all the directions ofthe hemisphere (Lambertian surfaces). In most real-life situations this israrely the case, since anisotropic behaviors are observed for many typesof surfaces. Hence, the ρ(λ)/pi values are substituted by a BidirectionalReflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) [Simmer and Gerstl, 1985, Schott,
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2007, Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006]. Such a function describes the ratio ofoutgoing to incoming radiance as a function of incident (related to the sun)and view (related to the sensor) angles.Finally, since the outgoing radiance still has to traverse the atmosphere Unscatteredsurface-reflectedradiationon its way back to the sensor, to obtain the unscattered surface-reflectedat-sensor radiance, we apply a rescaling by the view path (from the groundto the sensing platform) transmittance τv (λ):
Lsuλ = τv (λ)Lλ . (2.4)The view path transmittance depends upon the geometry of the acquisition,as lower values are expected for high off-nadir view angles (low satelliteelevation angles) with respect to nadir acquisitions. Indeed, the optical paththrough the atmosphere is longer in the first situation than in the second.Moreover, note that both transmittance quantities τs(λ) and τv (λ) (propor-tions between 0 and 1) are highly dependent on the wavelength, as wideradiation absorption bands (around 1.4 and 1.9 µm) occur in the regionof the spectrum we are considering. The presence of water vapor and car-bon dioxide in the atmosphere are among the main reasons behind such aphenomenon.The second term of (2.1), the down-scattered surface-reflected skylight Lsdλ , Surface-reflectedskylight &up-scatteredpath radiance
accounts for the radiance scattered towards the object by the atmosphereand then reflected upward. The fact that shadowed areas do not appearas completely black is an evidence of this diffuse down-scattering. Instead,the third term of (2.1), the up-scattered path radiance Lspλ , relates to theradiation directly reflected at the sensor by the atmospheric layer. For im-age collections taking place with slanted geometries, that is with importantoff-nadir view angles (long optical path), the path radiance will heavily im-pact the total radiance Lsλ measured by the detectors. Both Lsdλ and Lspλ aregoverned by molecular small-scale Rayleigh scattering, and by aerosol andparticulate (smog, haze, etc.) Mie scattering. The former type of scatteringmore than the latter strongly depends on the wavelength, with shortwaveradiations (blue and ultraviolet light) being the most affected.
2.3 passive remote sensing imaging systems
2.3.1 The hypercube
A passive sensor acquires a remote sensing image by sampling the continu- Fromradiances toDNsous EM spectrum within specific wavelengths and recording the associatedradiance values. This results in images having multiple spectral bands (orchannels), each one responsible for different adjacent parts of the spectrum.Sensors possessing a limited number of wide bands produce multispectralimages, whereas instruments with many (more than one hundred) very nar-row bands yield hyperspectral images. Moreover, sensors bearing a singlespectral channel having a bandwidth covering the entire VNIR range acquirepanchromatic (PAN) images. The spectral resolution of a remote sensing
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Figure 2.3: Hypercubes and associated spectral signatures produced by panchro-matic, multispectral and hyperspectral sensors. Top row shows the im-ages with a different number of spectral bands. Bottom row showsexamples of the spectral signatures of four land-cover classes. Adaptedfrom http://commons.wikimedia.org/.
sensor is defined as the bandwidth of the featured channels (in [nm] gener-ally). This type of data can be thought of as a three-dimensional hypercubeconsisting of two spatial coordinates with the spectral wavelength as thethird dimension. The actual physical quantity measured by the instrument,the at-sensor radiance Lsλ, is converted and stored as an integer value, theDigital Number (DN), usually coded in 8, 11 or 12 bits formats (to obtainthe desired radiometric resolution).Each pixel of the image is described by a sequence of its DN valuesSpectralsignature in the different bands, the spectral signature. Depending on the ground-cover constituting the pixel, the spectral signatures can be very different,allowing to finely discriminate the materials. This is exactly the key op-portunity offered by remote sensing systems that is shared with the fieldof spectroscopy [Clark and Roush, 1984]: the user is enabled to accuratelyrecognize the materials or to derive meaningful parameters describing them.Figure 2.3 shows an illustration of the hypercubes resulting from ac-An example quisitions with the above-mentioned types of sensors. We present the re-lated spectral signature for pixels belonging to the following four land-coverclasses: “pinewood”, “grassland”, “sandy soil”, “silty water”. A panchromaticsensor (1st column of the scheme) outputs a gray-scale image composed ofa single band in which each pixel is described by one DN value represent-
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ing the average radiance recorded over a large portion of the spectrum. Amultispectral system (2nd column) instead images the scene through multi-ple spectral channels. When the VNIR region of the spectrum is involved atrue color RGB composition of the bands can be created. Each land-coveris described more precisely with several DN values. Hyperspectral sensors(3rd column) collect a large number of bands yielding a hypercube withmany layers along the spectral dimension. The measured signatures arevery detailed, approaching thus the true reflectance profiles of the consid-ered materials. This permits for instance to effectively discriminate thematicclasses such as “pinewood” and “grassland” that were spectrally very similaron both the panchromatic and multispectral images.
2.3.2 Types of sensors
The imaging systems mounted on airborne or spaceborne platforms can be Scanningsystems andspatialresolutiondivided into two categories with respect to the scanning procedure utilized tosense the scene. The acquisition always takes place with an in-track motionof the platform (along the flight path). On one side we have pushbroomscanners (e. g. SPOT, QuickBird) that image the full swath width with alinear array of detector elements. On the other side, whiskbroom systems(e. g. Landsat) achieve a sequential cross-track (perpendicular to the flightline) scan by rotating the series of detectors aligned in-track [Schowengerdt,2007]. In the resulting image, for both types of systems, the pixel centers arespaced by the ground sample distance (GSD), a property often referred toas the spatial resolution of the image.In this respect, we distinguish the recently launched Very High Resolu- VHRmultispectralsensorstion (VHR) sensors (e. g. QuickBird, WorldView-2), producing images witha metric or sub-metric spatial resolution (< 5 m), from the previous moder-ate resolution sensors (e. g. MSS/TM/ETM on board the Landsat satellites,ASTER on board the Terra satellite) bearing a decametric spatial resolu-tion [Richards and Jia, 1999]. VHR sensors yield images with a high spatialdetail, enabling the end-user with the resources to carry out case studies in-conceivable until the end of the 1990s. However, such high spatial resolutionis obtained through a compromise: VHR devices are normally multispectralinstruments with bands that are rather broad and mainly cover the VNIRregion of the EM spectrum. This type of sensor is often mounted with apanchromatic instrument allowing to achieve the smallest GSD. The PANband can then be exploited to enhance the spatial resolution of the rest ofthe bands by means of pansharpening techniques [Brower and Laben, 2000].Another asset of the advent of VHR sensors is related to the higher temporalresolution of the image collections. Indeed, the increased agility of the plat-forms produces shorter (< 3 days) satellite revisit times (temporal intervalbetween two consecutive acquisitions of the same scene). Finally, note thatthe recent launch of the WorldView-3 satellite marks a significant changein the spectral properties of VHR instruments. With its 8 SWIR channelsat a 3.7 m resolution complementing the 8 VNIR bands already used by
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Table 2.1: VHR satellites and their sensor characteristics. All native GSD andswath width figures refer to nadir acquisitions. Band names: C = coastal,B = blue, G = green, Y = yellow, R = red, RE = red edge, NIR =near-infrared, NIR2 = near-infrared 2. WorldView-3 CAVIS channelsare dedicated calibration bands. For non-US government customers theimagery must be resampled so that the output GSD is ≥ 0.5 m. Adaptedfrom http://eijournal.com/2012/buying-optical-satellite-imageryand http://www.satimagingcorp.com/satellite-sensors.html.
Satellite Launchyear Swathwidth[km]
NativePANGSD [m]
Output PAN-VNIR(-SWIR)GSD [m] Bands
IKONOS 1999 11.3 0.82 1 - 4 PAN + 4 VNIR (B, G, R, NIR)QuickBird 2001 16.5 0.61 0.6 - 2.4 PAN + 4 VNIR (B, G, R, NIR)
SPOT-5 2002 60 5 2.5 - 10 - 20 PAN + 3 VNIR (G, R, NIR) +1 SWIRWorldView-1 2007 17.6 0.5 0.5 PANGeoEye-1 2008 15.2 0.41 0.5 - 2 PAN + 4 VNIR (B, G, R, NIR)
WorldView-2 2009 16.4 0.46 0.5 - 2 PAN + 8 VNIR (C, B, G, Y, R,RE, NIR, NIR2)Pléiades 1 2011 20 0.70 0.5 - 2 PAN + 4 VNIR (B, G, R, NIR)SPOT-6 2012 60 1.5 1.5 - 6 PAN + 4 VNIR (B, G, R, NIR)
WorldView-3 expectedin 2014 13 0.31 0.5 - 1.2 - 3.7 PAN + 8 VNIR + 8 SWIR (+12 CAVIS)
WorldView-2, this satellite can be deemed the first spaceborne platform car-rying a superspectral VHR sensor. A list of the main VHR satellites/sensorswith their characteristics is reported in Tab. 2.1.Considering the spectral resolution of passive sensors, at the oppositeHyperspectralsensors end, we find hyperspectral sensors capable to acquire up to hundreds ofnarrow bands finely sampling the spectrum [Goetz et al., 1985, Plaza et al.,2009]. Such type of instruments, when mounted on satellite platforms, neverreaches the spatial resolution of multispectral sensors. In fact, since the spec-tral resolution is much higher (≈ 10 nm wide bands), to register enoughenergy for each pixel, the GSD needs to be larger (> 15-20 m). The listof spaceborne hyperspectral sensors is quite short. The two main instancesconsist of Hyperion (30 m GSD, 220 spectral bands in the VNIR to SWIRregion) [Folkman et al., 2001] on board NASA’s EO-1 satellite and CHRIS(highest GSD of 17 m, programmable up to 62 spectral bands in the VNIRregion) [Barnsley et al., 2004] on board ESA’s PROBA satellite. On the con-trary, for budgetary reasons, the development of airborne sensors has beenmuch more dynamic. In this category, a non-exhaustive list of instrumentscomprises ROSIS (115 VNIR spectral channels) [Mueller et al., 2002] oper-ated by DLR, AVIRIS (224 VNIR to SWIR spectral channels) [Vane et al.,1993] developed by NASA, APEX (up to 534 VNIR to SWIR bands) [Ittenet al., 2008] manufactured by ESA, as well as HyMap (126 VNIR to SWIRspectral channels) [Cocks et al., 1998] and CASI (up to 288 VNIR spectralchannels) [Babey and Anger, 1993] engineered by private companies. De-
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pending on the flight height of the airplane, the spatial resolution of theacquisitions can be very high (< 1 m).A special class of imaging systems concerns platforms possessing multi- Multi-anglesensorsangular capabilities. Indeed, certain instruments have been designed witha collection mode allowing the acquisition of a sequence of images of thesame scene with different view angles, an ability that has proved beneficialin many applications (see Chapter 8). This allows to study the BRDF prop-erties of the materials to better understand their nature or to discriminatethem more accurately. Among the spaceborne platforms offering such a flex-ible monitoring system there is WorldView-2. Its in-track collection modebuilds on the MISR [Diner et al., 1998] and the CHRIS missions, carryingmultispectral and hyperspectral sensors, respectively. As the recently de-signed on-board control systems have enabled a rapid re-targeting of thesensor to a wide range of look angles, the angular sampling density hasbeen highly augmented with respect to earlier systems. Within a time frameof a few minutes, WorldView-2 can acquire angular sequences of tens ofimages of the same scene along an in-track collection path with off-nadirangles up to 45◦.Some examples of the images acquired by the instruments mentioned inthis Section can be found in Appendix B reporting the datasets used in thisThesis.
2.4 thematic image classification
2.4.1 Interpretation of the scene
The final goal of the processing of remote sensing imagery is the extraction From photo-interpretationto imageprocessingof meaningful information helping the end-user in understanding the nat-ural or anthropic phenomena occurring at the surface of the Earth [Calozand Collet, 2001]. In the early years of remote sensing, such a crucial taskhas ever been carried out via photo-interpretation: aerial photographs weretransformed into maps by human experts capable of recognizing forms, ob-jects, and textures on the ground. With the advent of digital image processingtechniques [Gonzalez and Woods, 2002], the automation of this task is nowa reality. The knowledge of the analyst is complemented by the potentialoffered by computer programs that sequentially perform the steps neededto obtain the desired output. Expert advice is still decisive as it is requiredto guide the information extraction process and to assess the quality of thefinal product.Techniques for tasks such as thematic classification, physical parameter Land-coverclassificationretrieval via regression, data fusion, unmixing or target detection are nowa-days widely investigated to derive useful georeferenced information fromremotely sensed imagery [Bioucas-Dias et al., 2013]. Although many othertypes of spatial layers can be obtained (maps of mineral abundances, soilmoisture in fields, chlorophyll content of vegetated areas, salinity of theoceans, etc.), one of the primary interests of remote sensing imagery lies
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in the possibility to (semi-)automatically determine an associated ground-cover for all the pixels in the scene via classification. A suitable thematicpartition of the image into land-cover classes is deemed a highly valuableEarth observation product in many fields. For instance, such maps are keyfor urban planning, precision agriculture, forestry and land management,post-catastrophe assessment, to name a few applications.Taking advantage of methods developed in the research fields of statistics,Classificationin remotesensing signal processing and machine learning (see Chapter 3), a large number ofclassification techniques have been successfully adapted and applied to theanalysis of remote sensing data [Mather and Tso, 2003]. The starting pointfor this exercise is the spectral signature of the pixels recored by the sensor.Based on the vector of observations (typically DNs or reflectances), all ofthe procedures resort to statistical measures of distance (e. g. Euclidean orMahalanobis distances) or similarity (e. g. Gaussian or linear kernels) toeventually determine the thematic class label of the pixels. In the following,we briefly review the main families of remote sensing image classificationmethods.
2.4.2 Overview of the classification approaches by learning paradigm
On the one hand, unsupervised learning methods, also referred to as clus-Unsupervisedlearning tering methods, exclusively utilize the spectral signature to automaticallygroup similar pixels into clusters. This type of techniques does not requirelabeled pixels: no supervision by the user is needed in the training stage.Such an approach is particularly suited when a rapid mapping is needed,for example in a change detection scenario [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000,Bruzzone and Cossu, 2003, Volpi et al., 2012b].On the other hand, supervised learning methods require a set of exam-Supervisedlearning ples with the associated class labels to be fed to the model for training. Inthis crucial phase, the model learns the relation between the spectral sig-nature and the thematic class, a rule which will then be used to predict theland-cover at new locations in the prediction phase. After the early worksusing the parametric Maximum Likelihood classifier [Strahler, 1980], morerecently, the remote sensing community has put the focus on powerful non-parametric machine learning methods such as neural networks [Benedikts-son et al., 1990], Support Vector Machine (SVM) and kernel methods ingeneral [Melgani and Bruzzone, 2004, Camps-Valls and Bruzzone, 2005],random forests [Pal, 2005], Gaussian processes [Bazi and Melgani, 2010],etc.A hybrid category is that of semisupervised learning methods, strategiesSemisuper-visedlearning whereby the unlabeled data, usually available in large quantities, are lever-aged to define more robustly the class boundaries of the problem at hand.One resorts to such techniques when the labeled samples are scarce and theconsideration of the underlying structure of the data provides help in regu-larizing the solution. Examples of such methods can be found in Bruzzoneet al. [2006], Camps-Valls et al. [2007], Tuia and Camps-Valls [2009].
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2.4.3 Extensions of the classic paradigms
Within the supervised learning paradigm, we find the field of Active Learning ActiveLearning(AL), a booming research topic in the remote sensing community in therecent years. The underlying principle consists of the incremental additionof new samples to the training set. A dedicated search strategy is devisedsuch that the selected pixels, after manual labeling by the operator, willmaximally improve the classification accuracy (compared to a random orstratified sampling of the image). Thorough reviews of the various samplingschemes proposed for the analysis of remotely sensed images can be foundin Tuia et al. [2011b], Crawford et al. [2013].Parallel to the above developments, the inclusion of spatial information in Spatial-spectralclassificationthe thematic classification process has proven highly valuable [Wang et al.,1983]. Integrating a description of the arrangement of pixel values in thegeographical space allows to produce smoother maps, with a higher spatialcoherence, especially when considering VHR images [Tuia et al., 2009a].These approaches are based on segmentation [Huang and Zhang, 2008],Markov random fields [Jhung and Swain, 1996, Moser et al., 2013], textureextracted through the gray level co-occurrence matrix [Haralick et al., 1973],mathematical morphology [Pesaresi and Benediktsson, 2001] and, more re-cently, morphological attribute filters [Dalla Mura et al., 2010].
2.5 working with multiple images
2.5.1 Model portability
Large-scale Earth observation problems are generally tackled by the practi- Temporal andspatiallarge-scaleproblemstioner by making use of multiple remotely sensed images. On the one hand,the mentioned scale can be temporal, with the analysis of time series of im-ages of the same region to monitor the evolution of the land-cover [Jonssonand Eklundh, 2002] or with dedicated change detection studies [Coppin andBauer, 1996]. On the other hand, the scale can be spatial, with regional orcontinental land-cover mapping efforts [Woodcock et al., 2001, Knorn et al.,2009]. The common requirement of all these large-scale applications is thatthe employed images bear similar radiometric characteristics. This meansthat the same land-covers/objects appear with comparable values on differ-ent images. However, the fact of being forced to resort to a large number ofdifferent acquisitions to be jointly analyzed makes this requirement hardlymet in practice, which is exactly the situation this Thesis considers.In the context of thematic classification, the initial efforts by the com- Modelportability:from signatureextensiontoward DA
munity to answer these questions were undertaken in the area of remotesensing named signature extension [Olthof et al., 2005] (more details in Sec-tion 5.2.1). Such a research field, by taking advantage of the latest advancesin statistics and machine learning, has recently evolved to a more mature andspecific discipline now usually referred to as Domain Adaptation (DA) [Panand Yang, 2010] (see Chapter 4). The problem that both disciplines aim to
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solve consists in modeling and extending the relation between spectral sig-natures and thematic classes collected over several scenes, reaching thus anadequate land-cover classification model portability. The particular case ofsample selection bias considers the extension to the whole scene of modelsbased on localized ground truth data sampled on a small portion of it. Bymatching the pixel signatures observed on a source image (or part of it)where we have labels to those of a target image where (usually) we do not,classifiers trained on the first can be used to accurately predict the classesof the second [Bruzzone and Marconcini, 2010].
2.5.2 The issues
Hereafter we present an overview of the factors limiting the portability ofFactorscausingradiometricdifferences classifiers across multiple or vast acquisitions. In general, heavy radiomet-ric differences usually exist between images taken over spatially separateregions at different time instants, even if the acquisition is carried out bythe same Earth observation system. To a lesser extent, these effects alsoconcern single images having a large extent over complex landscapes orwith a heterogeneous nature of the land-cover. The main factors affectingthe radiometry of the images are the following.
• Changes in atmospheric conditions (composition of the atmosphere,cloud cover, haze, etc.) [Schowengerdt, 2007].
• Differences in illumination (solar elevation angle depending on seasonand time of the acquisition) [Schowengerdt, 2007].
• Topography controlling terrain shading [Teillet et al., 1982].
• Seasonal variations affecting the phenology of vegetation [Reed et al.,1994].
• Changes in the acquisition geometry [Longbotham et al., 2012a] (stud-ied in more detail in Chapter 8 for VHR images):– longer optical depth of the atmosphere at large off-nadir an-gles (low satellite elevation angles) leading to an increasedup-scattered path radiance due to Rayleigh scattering,– varying angular distribution of the reflectance (small-scale BRDFeffects),– solar observational cross-section effects responsible for changesin the reflectance of the objects with non-flat surfaces (e. g. pitchedroofs, trees),– solar forward and backward scattering regimes (determined bysatellite and sun positions) affecting the last two points.
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2.5.3 Radiometric normalization
In the case of thematic classification involving multiple acquisitions, a pre- Radiometricneedsprocessing to normalize the images is needed. For instance, a blending ofthe set of images via mosaicking procedures [Homer et al., 1997] is desirablein order to obtain a vast surface coverage with one single large compositeimage having homogeneous characteristics. All the same, in change detec-tion applications, most methodologies require comparable radiometries forthe bi-temporal images to be profitably jointly analyzed. The possible solu-tions to make the images more radiometrically similar to each other, or toadjust them over their whole extent, can be classified into two categories:absolute or relative radiometric normalization strategies.
2.5.3.1 Absolute normalization strategiesIn the first category, we find traditional physically-based radiometric cali- Radiometriccalibrationbration approaches [Schowengerdt, 2007]. These procedures are targeted atcompensating atmospheric, solar and topographic effects with the ultimatepurpose of retrieving the original surface reflectance ρ(λ) of the materi-als. The calibration is a three-stage sequence. The first level of calibrationentails the conversion of the raw DNs to the original at-sensor radiancevalues. This step can be accomplished by knowing the sensor gain and off-set parameters, specific to each acquisition and to each spectral channel.The second level consists of a transformation retrieving the correspondingradiance at the Earth’s surface, the surface radiance Lλ.Such a process is generally referred to as atmospheric compensation. AtmosphericcompensationBy assuming the term Lsdλ as equal to zero (no surface-reflected skylight),Eq. (2.1) of page 13 turns into
Lsλ = Lsuλ + Lspλ = τv (λ)Lλ + Lspλ . (2.5)Solving for Lλ we obtain Lλ = Lsλ − Lspλτv (λ) . (2.6)In practice, if considering a unit view path transmittance τv (λ), this reducesto estimating the upwelling path radiance Lspλ induced by the atmosphere.Well-known approaches such as dark object subtraction [Chavez, 1988] ac-tually utilize such a simplification to correct the signal by subtracting fromevery pixel the radiance measured over dark regions as deep lakes or heav-ily shadowed areas. The third and final step needed to derive ρ(λ) is thesolar and topographic compensation. Such a conversion transforms the pre-viously computed surface radiance Lλ taking into account the solar pathtransmittance τs(λ), the exo-atmospheric solar spectral irradiance E0λ andthe incident angle θ(x ,y). This last term is calculated based on the positionof the sun and the topography, which is subject to the availability of a Dig-ital Elevation Model (DEM). A sophisticated yet widely adopted algorithmallowing the calculation of the ρ(λ) values is represented by Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH) [Cooley
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et al., 2002]. This procedure is essentially aimed at adjusting the distortionscaused by the atmosphere. The compensation technique is implemented ina software package based on the MODTRAN program [Berk et al., 1987]and is valid only in the visible through SWIR spectrum (up to 3 µm). It islargely automatized but is highly dependent on numerous parameters of theatmosphere (water vapor content, aerosol optical thickness, etc.). Once ρ(λ)is recovered, being this an inherent property of the materials at the surfaceof the Earth, the quantity grants more robust inter-image comparisons andanalyses (portability of land-cover classifiers across acquisitions, changedetection, etc.). In general, we draw the attention to the fact that effectivecompensation approaches are very demanding processes in terms of priorknowledge required, in particular for the atmospheric correction step (an-cillary information and parameters required by physical models). Moreover,issues such as BRDF effects remain unaccounted for with this type of trans-formation. This is critical as these angular phenomena are emphasized inthe acquisitions carried out by the latest VHR systems.For a comparison of absolute and relative atmospheric compensationComparisons approaches applied to moderate resolution imagery we refer the readerto Song et al. [2001]. Instead, concerning VHR images, Pacifici et al. [2014]investigate the suitability of both raw DNs and surface reflectance datawhen undertaking change detection or multitemporal classification studies.By examining a long temporal series of acquisitions over the same scene,the authors point out the importance of resorting to physical quantitiesguaranteeing an increased invariance to changes in viewing geometry or inillumination and atmospheric conditions.
2.5.3.2 Relative normalization strategiesOn the other hand, relative normalization strategies are founded on statis-A statisticalapproach tical approaches. They are based on comparisons among images so thateach acquisition is modified with respect to a reference image. One fre-quent requirement for these approaches is that the sensor having collectedthe images should remain the same, even though cross-sensor techniqueshave been developed, especially in change detection studies [Nielsen et al.,1998].For instance, regression analyses relying on radiometrically invariantPseudo-invariantfeatures objects (called pseudo-invariant features) such as man-made structures haveoften been employed to obtain a scene-to-scene radiometric normalization.Examples of this line of work can be found in Schott et al. [1988], Cantyet al. [2004].Alternatively, rather simple image processing techniques such as His-Classichistogrammatching togram Matching (HM) [Gonzalez and Woods, 2002] can be adopted. Withthis non-linear transform, the shape of the cumulative histogram of the im-age of interest is matched, band by band, to that of a reference image. Theunivariate cumulative distribution function (CDF) modification acts as fol-lows. Considering a single band, for a given pixel value xi belonging to theimage to be adjusted possessing a CDF F (X ), the method looks for the
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the HM procedure.
cumulative histogram value F (xi) and finds the corresponding value in theCDF G(X ) of the reference image, i. e. G(xj) = F (xi). The new pixel valuex∗i , is obtained by replacing the input pixel value xi with xj , thus appropri-ately reshaping the CDF of the image to be modified. In mathematical termswe can express this as x∗i = G−1(F (xi)) . (2.7)Figure 2.4 graphically illustrates the principle.The appropriate computation of the histograms to rely upon for the match- Extensionsing process can be challenging. They are usually computed by resorting toa discrete binning of the intensity values. Thus, the influence of the choiceof number of bins, their width and placement can affect the final results. Inresponse to these shortcomings, Gevers and Stokman [2004] propose to usea kernel density estimator. Recently, a more sophisticated HM techniquehas been proposed in Inamdar et al. [2008]. The authors present a multivari-ate extension of the univariate matching which accounts for the correlationbetween bands by matching the joint distributions of the images. With thesame objective in mind, Zheng et al. [2012] introduce a procedure they callJoint Histogram Matching . A transformation of the images from the originalcolor space to the CIE Lab space [McLaren, 1976] is applied before combin-ing a univariate matching of the lightness dimension (L) of the two imageswith a matching of the joint 2-D histogram of the two color planes (a andb).

Part II
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3MACH INE LEARN ING
Outline: In this Chapter, we present an overview of the funda-mental concepts of machine learning and a description of themain techniques and approaches that will be used in this The-sis. First, the introductory Section 3.1 provides a definition andlists the main applications of the subject area. Afterwards, Sec-tion 3.2 will review the principal ways of learning from data andwill introduce the statistical theory that is the foundation for allthe predictive approaches adopted in this Thesis. In Section 3.3,we will focus on the Support Vector Machine classification tech-nique and on the properties of the related kernel functions. Sec-tion 3.4 introduces the Linear Discriminant Analysis frameworkboth for classification and for Feature Extraction. Section 3.5addresses the latter topic in more details, namely by present-ing two widely used techniques of unsupervised dimensionalityreduction. In the end, the Dictionary Learning approach for thesparse representation of signals is examined in Section 3.6.
3.1 introduction
Machine learning can be thought of as an approach to learn from examples Definitionthe dependencies existing in the data in order to perform a predictive task.Algorithms are designed such that the learning procedure takes place in adata-driven way: once the learning machine has been trained, it is used topredict the future output of the system at hand based on the related inputsamples [Cherkassky and Mulier, 2007]. Generally speaking, contrary toclassic parametric methods developed in statistics, assumptions concerningdata probability distributions are not required by machine learning proce-dures. Moreover, with these flexible methods, human prior knowledge canbe integrated with more efficacy in the learning process, often resulting in abeneficial user-machine interaction. This rapidly growing research field canbe placed at the interface between the disciplines of computer science andstatistics. The terms artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and data min-ing also come into play when describing such a multifaceted science. Goodfoundations on the topic of machine learning and detailed explanations ofthe main families of techniques can be found in Bishop [2006], Cherkasskyand Mulier [2007].Machine learning has many real-world applications in diverse fields Applicationssuch as biology (biosequences analyses, gene expression, etc.), medicine(e. g. cancer diagnosis), chemistry (e. g. analytical chemistry), finance(e. g. stock market forecasting), web and text analysis (automatic transla-
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tion, web pages categorization, hand-written character recognition, etc.).In the area of environmental sciences, the application of these develop-ments concerns domains such as spatial interpolation (e. g. soil mapping),weather forecasting (e. g. radar-based nowcasting), natural hazards assess-ment (e. g. avalanches, landslides), etc. [Kanevski et al., 2008, 2009]. Morespecifically, data-driven methodologies naturally find a synergy within thestudy of geospatial data and remotely sensed images make no exception.Indeed, the breakthroughs occurred within the machine learning commu-nity have almost directly been put into practice to assist the practitionerin image analysis [Swain, 1972, Davis et al., 1978]. Especially in the lastdecade, the knowledge exchange and collaboration between these two scien-tific communities has flourished, leading to highly promising developmentsin the automated processing of remote sensing images [Camps-Valls, 2009,Camps-Valls et al., 2011, 2014, Tuia et al., 2014].
3.2 learning from data
Data-driven machine learning approaches can be mainly classified into twoTwo mainfamilies distinct categories: supervised and unsupervised learning. The techniquesbelonging to the former family aim at developing a model describing theinput-output relationships existing in the data at hand based on the trainingset comprised of input sample-output label pairs. On the contrary, the latterrepresents an ensemble of approaches devised to extract information aboutthe process having generated the data by solely resorting to the inputsamples. For the purposes of this Thesis, in the following we will consideronly the supervised learning paradigm.
3.2.1 Supervised learning
Formally, supervised machine learning seeks relations between an inputNotation space X ∈ Rd and an output space Y ∈ R. To this end, a training set D ={X ,Y } = {(x i,yi)}ni=1 composed of n labeled data samples is availableto the system. Each one of these samples is described by a d-dimensionalinput vector x and presents a related known output y, the label. Suchsample pairs are drawn from a given unknown joint probability distributionP(X ,Y ) of variables X and labels Y . The set of input variables X willalso be referred to simply as a dataset, whereas the above-defined D willdenote more precisely a labeled dataset. In this Thesis, a notation usingmatrices will often be adopted, as many equations involving matrix calculuswill appear. In such cases, a n×d data matrix X = [x1, . . . , xn]> composedof the n column vectors x i of length d belonging to dataset X will be usedto represent the available training set.Starting from the input vector x , the goal is find a predictive functionThesupervisedapproach f (x) linking the input space X to the output space Y to correctly predictthe associated y value. Once the appropriate model is learned, the predictionon new data takes places as follows. For each sample x test belonging to an
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unseen test set, which is also following P(X ,Y ), the machine provides aprediction y∗ = f (x test) that can be compared to the corresponding actuallabel ytest. In Chapter 4 we will examine the issues arising in case of adifferent probability distributions governing the training and test data. Aspreviously remarked, the scope of this Thesis is to develop strategies robustto this shift in probability distributions.Concerning the output space, the type of value of y defines the task with Regression vs.classificationwhich we are coping. On the one hand, in regression problems, the outputis a real value y ∈ R. On the other hand, in classification problems, outputvalues are discrete class labels, i. e. y ∈ Z. In this case, we make the distinc-tion between binary classification tasks usually coded with y ∈ {−1,+1}and multi-class classification tasks with y ∈ C = {1, 2, . . . , c}, a set of cclasses. A list of the main instances of supervised learning includes SVMs(see Section 3.3), neural networks, linear regression, maximum likelihoodclassifiers (see Section 3.4), logistic regression, decision trees and randomforests, nearest neighbors, etc. [Duda et al., 2001, Cherkassky and Mulier,2007].
3.2.2 Statistical Learning Theory
Within the field of machine learning, Statistical Learning Theory [Vapnik, Framework forpredictivelearning1998], also known as Vapnik-Chervonenkis theory, provides a suitable frame-work for predictive learning. The ultimate objective consists in the definitionof appropriate models following a tradeoff between their ability to honorthe available information and their complexity. In supervised learning, thefunction f performing the prediction can be chosen from a set of functionsF = {f (x , θ), θ ∈ Θ}, where θ represents a set of hyper-parameters se-lected from the space Θ.A criterion is then required to enable us to evaluate the goodness of the Expected riskchoice of such a function, i. e. its similarity to the unknown target functionthat depicts the actual input-output dependencies. According to Vapnik’sconcepts, the following risk functional, called the expected risk, answersthis need [Cherkassky and Mulier, 2007]:
Rexp(θ) = ∫ L(y, f (x , θ))p(x ,y) dxdy , (3.1)
where the term L(y, f (x , θ)) is a task-defined loss function. The purpose ofa learning algorithm is to minimize this expected average loss, keeping therisk as low as possible. Focusing on the supervised classification problem,the type of learning we will be concerned with throughout this Thesis, letus introduce the most widely employed loss function, the 0-1 loss:
L(y, f (x , θ)) = { 0 if f (x , θ) = y1 otherwise. (3.2)
For this loss function, the resulting expected risk is nothing but the proba-bility of a classification error.
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In practice, the probability density function (PDF) p(x ,y) appearing inEmpirical risk (3.1) is often unknown. The only available input-output pairs are those ofthe finite set of examples {(x i,yi)}ni=1 the model has to rely on for training.Therefore, we approximate the theoretical risk functional with the empiricalrisk computed on the training examples as
Remp(θ) = 1n n∑i=1 L(yi, f (x i, θ)) . (3.3)The minimization of this function, the empirical risk minimization, is thencarried out to choose the best set of hyper-parameters θ. It is worth notingthat as the sample size goes to infinity (n→∞), the empirical risk Remp(θ)converges to the true risk Rexp(θ).However, the fact that Remp(θ) refers to the performance of the modelStructural risk in classifying the finite training data motivates the need for an additionalterm also considering the ability to extend the learned relationships tounobserved new data, the test set. The notion of structural risk minimizationis thus introduced. Essentially, the idea is to place an upper bound forthe expected risk Rexp(θ) of (3.1) defined as the sum of the empirical riskRemp(θ) and a defined confidence interval. Mathematically, we have
Rexp(θ) ≤ Remp(θ) +Ω(n,h) , (3.4)
with the confidence interval Ω(n,h) depending on the number of trainingsamples n and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension h of the class offunctions (e. g. linear, quadratic) employed [Vapnik, 1998].For a binary classification problem, the quantity h is the maximum numberVapnik-Chervonenkisdimension of samples for which a label-consistent partitioning of the data points canbe found using the class of functions at hand, i. e. their capacity. Since morecomplex decision functions allow for more flexible partitions, the value h canbe interpreted as a proxy for the complexity of the function. For instance,a two-dimensional training data set consisting of 3 samples can alwaysbe partitioned with a linear function, no matter the labeling of the points.Linear decision functions in Rd of the form f (x) = w>x + b, where wis a d-dimensional vector of variable weights and b the associated bias,possess a VC dimension of d+ 1. As an extreme comparison, for the classof functions f (x) = b sin(w>x) the quantity h is equal to infinity (for asufficiently large ∥w∥), i. e. the model allows the separation of every possibleconfiguration of training points. The expected risk is kept to a minimum whenthe confidence interval Ω is small. Such a situation is reached with a lowh/n ratio. In fact, a complicated function possessing a large VC dimension hwill perfectly fit a small number of training samples n but will still result ina large expected risk by its high complexity. This situation will likely lead toan important generalization error on new data. To summarize, the structuralrisk minimization principle provides a theoretical framework for achievingthe optimal tradeoff between the classification accuracy on training dataand the capacity of the set of functions selected.
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3.2.3 Model selection and model assessment
When concretely applying a supervised learning approach there are several Modelselectionpractical considerations that need to be respected. First, the model selectionstep is crucial. A learning machine that reached a very low empirical risk(training error) by perfectly fitting noisy or non-representative training data,is said to be overfitting the data (in opposition to a too simple model givingrise to the situation called underfitting). Overfitting will result in a poorgeneralization ability of the system when dealing with new data.Hence, after having fixed the class of functions, it is required that the Tuning of thehyper-parametersselection of the optimal set of hyper-parameters θ defining the model iscarried out on an independent dataset (different from the training set). Notethat in this more theoretical Section 3.2, to be consistent with the termi-nology defined in Statistical Learning Theory, the term hyper-parametersis employed to distinguish these global tuning parameters (e. g. C or σ forthe SVM, see next Section 3.3) from the actual parameters of the learningmachine that are obtained by the algorithm after internally solving an opti-mization problem (e. g. α coefficients of the SVM). Nonetheless, in the rest ofthe manuscript we will refer to hyper-parameters simply as the parametersof the model.Starting with the training set alone, a common and easy solution to Cross-validationsimulate the availability of a separate set of samples consists in tuning thehyper-parameters via cross-validation procedures (K-fold or leave-one-out).In classification for instance, predictions of class membership are performedon a held-out subset of the training data, the validation set, by using therest of the set of samples to train the model. We purposely ignore the knownclass labels in the held-out set so that the agreement between the true andpredicted class assignments can be checked. This procedure is repeatedby partitioning the training set as many times as needed to test all thetraining-validation combinations. A grid-search over the space spanned by
Θ allows then the user to determine the best hyper-parameters for theclassification task. Such a cross-validation process, nonetheless, remainsstrongly dependent on the examples provided to the learning machine fortraining (see sample selection bias issues addressed in Chapter 4).Finally, the model assessment step is needed to assess the generaliza- Modelassessmenttion error of the selected model. To this end, an independent test set shouldbe used, when at all possible, to assess the true performance of the model.Indeed, it is not fair to report the best performances observed during thepreviously executed cross-validation as a measure of success because thelearning machine is biased favorably to this data (hyper-parameters per-fectly tuned for this set) [Kanevski et al., 2008].In Appendix A, the reader will find a description of the most widely used Metricsmetrics to assess the quality of thematic maps produced by supervised classi-fication of remote sensing images. These measures can be used to evaluatethe performances during both the model selection and model assessmentphases.
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3.3 support vector machines and kernels
In this Section we will present one of the main supervised learning sys-tems used in this Thesis: the SVM classifier. The technique is a largemargin classifier belonging to the family of kernel methods [Shawe-Taylorand Cristianini, 2004] and rigorously adheres to the guidelines provided byStatistical Learning Theory discussed in Section 3.2.2.
3.3.1 Large margin linear classifier
We will examine here the reasons why a linear decision function can opti-Optimalseparatinghyperplanes mally be used as a foundation for the classification task. In a d-dimensionalspace, a set of training samples {(x i,yi)}ni=1 belonging to two categoriesyi = +1 or yi = −1 can be effectively partitioned by placing a hyperplanef (x) = w>x + b. The input vector x ∈ Rd describing each sample is mul-tiplied by a weighting vector w which needs to be retrieved along with theoffsetting scalar b. The new data points are labeled following the sign ofthe function f (x): they are classified either in the positive class (y∗i = +1)if f (x) > 0 or, otherwise, in the negative class (y∗i = −1) if f (x) < 0. Onthe training dataset, the decision function f (x) should respect
yi(w>x i + b) ≥ 1− ξi ∀ i . (3.5)
The slack variables ξi allow noisy training samples to lie inside the regionbetween f (x) = +1 and f (x) = −1 referred to as the margin. In orderto keep low the empirical error of (3.3) one should, of course, force thealgorithm to assign non-zero ξi values to as few as possible of the trainingsamples (see Eq. (3.6)). This formulation is referred to as soft margin SVMand provides more flexibility with respect the a hard margin principle whereall the training data points are forced to be outside the margin, that is whenyi(w>x i + b) ≥ 1 ∀ i holds.Besides the few training samples lying in the margin, most of the trainingSupportvectors points should bear a decision function f (x i) > +1 if yi = +1 and f (x i) <−1 if yi = −1. Meanwhile, the points in correspondence of whom f (x)takes the exact values +1 or −1 are called Support Vectors (SVs).The ultimate goal of a supervised classifier is to suitably generalize theLarge margin rules learned from the training data to any new set of instances that hasto be classified (the test set). The situation in which most of the new datapoints will likely be correctly labeled is reached by setting the largestpossible margin. Since the margin has a width of ρ = 2/ ∥w∥, the searchfor this optimal separating hyperplane can be guided by the minimizationof ∥w∥. Moreover, such a minimization problem is theoretically justified bythe principles of the Statistical Learning Theory [Vapnik, 1998]. Figure 3.1pictures the main elements defining the soft margin SVM.The algorithm behind SVMs provides an efficient solution to maximizePrimalformulation ρ while respecting the constraints in (3.5). These two objectives can becombined in the following minimization task, i. e. the primal formulation of
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the soft margin SVM principle. Samples x with classlabels y = +1 appear with green circles whereas samples with classlabels y = −1 appear with red squares. Data points denoted withx+ and x− constitute the SVs of the positive and negative classesdefining the hyperplane. In this example, slack variables ξi and ξjare assigned to positive and negative noisy samples lying beyond themargin boundary of their class.
the SVM problem, which privileges simple functions with large margins (leftterm) and tries to commit as little errors on the training set as possible (rightterm):
minw ,b,ξ
{12 ∥w∥2 + C n∑i=1 ξi
} (3.6)
s. t. ξi ≥ 0 , (3.7)yi(w>x i + b) ≥ 1− ξi ∀i . (3.8)
The tradeoff constant C (the cost or penalty parameter ) allows the userto control the number of errors allowed during the training phase. A valueof C that is too large implies almost no training errors, forcing a highlycomplex model eventually incurring in the risk of overfitting. Conversely,a too small C permits many misclassified training samples, leading to anover-simplistic model. The above formulation involving the constraint (3.8)is associated with a hinge loss L(y, f (x , θ)) = max(0, 1− yf (x , θ)) whichdiffers from the classic binary 0-1 loss of (3.2). Unlike the latter that merelylooks for misclassifications, the hinge loss depends on how far the samplesare from the hyperplane. Being thus a continuous function, it ensures anoptimal and tractable solution for the SVM problem.
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To this end, after introducing Lagrange multipliers αi ≥ 0 (dual sampleDualformulation weights) associated with each training sample x i, the dual formulation isderived as
maxα { n∑i=1 αi − 12
n∑
i,j=1 αiαjyiyjx>i x j
} (3.9)
s. t. n∑i=1 yiαi = 0 , (3.10)0 ≤ αi ≤ C ∀i . (3.11)A comprehensive description of these steps can be found in Schölkopf andSmola [2002], Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor [2000], Hastie et al. [2009].After having solved this convex quadratic programming problem yieldingLinear SVMdecisionfunction a unique solution, the final SVM decision function for a generic unseenvector x can be formulated as
f (x) = n∑i=1 yiαix>i x + b . (3.12)When facing a binary classification task, the predicted class label y∗i (+1or −1) is simply assigned following the sign of (3.12). In a multi-class case(c > 2), the solution consists in combining several binary classifiers witheither a one-vs-all approach (c binary SVMs separating a given class fromall the rest) or a one-vs-one approach (c(c − 1)/2 binary SVMs copingwith two classes at a time) [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002]. When adoptingthe first strategy, one assigns the sample to the class which has the largestf (x) value, whereas with the second strategy a majority vote is used toselect the winning class.The main output of the SVM training procedure are the dual coefficients αiRelevance ofthe SVs controlling the definition of the decision function. From Eq. (3.12) we realizethat these coefficients are nothing but weights given to each training samplex i. Only a small fraction of them receives a non-zero αi, implying that solelyan exclusive subset of the initial training set is actually contributing in theevaluation of the decision function for a given new point x . These highlyinformative samples are the same SVs already mentioned above for whichyi(w>x i + b) = 1 holds. Note that the ratio of SVs to the total number oftraining points carries an important meaning: the higher the ratio, the morethe model is fitted to the training data. In fact, in such a situation manySVs contribute to the final SVM solution, leading to a complex predictionmodel. Furthermore, let us recall that the upper bound for the αi is set bythe penalty parameter C , so that 0 ≤ αi ≤ C , ∀i. Such a property will beof interest in Chapter 6.
3.3.2 Non-linear extension: the kernel trick
Hereafter, we will build on the linear SVM presented above by address-The principle ing the developments enabling non-linear decision functions. Indeed, when
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dealing with challenging datasets, the input-output relationships are sel-dom linear. In this situation, the two classes of interest can only be suitablydiscriminated by a non-linear boundary. Rather than applying complex deci-sion functions directly on the initial data set, the intuition (Cover’s theorem)consists in mapping the dataset into a space of higher dimension and thenonly there, on the transformed data, perform the well-known linear separa-tion [Cover, 1965].This is possible since in Eq. (3.12), the calculation of f (x) involves a Kernel trickdot product between the input vector x whose prediction is being computedand all the training samples x i. Therefore, by means of the so-called kerneltrick, the idea is to substitute the dot product with a kernel function K (·, ·)involving the same two vectors, so that the final SVM decision functionchanges to f (x) = n∑i=1 yiαiK (x i, x) + b (3.13)The function K (·, ·) implicitly carries out an implicit mapping φ to a Mapping viakernelfunctionshigher-dimensional space, referred to as reproducing kernel Hilbert space(RKHS). As a matter of fact, it does not directly generate new vectors for thetwo samples in the mapped space. Instead, it concentrates on the result ofthe dot product involving the mapped vectors φ(x i) and φ(x), which shouldbe equal to the output of the kernel computed with the low-dimensionalvectors as inputs: x>i x 7→ φ(x i)>φ(x) = K (x i, x) . (3.14)In machine learning, we refer to the original space as the input space,whereas we name the kernel-induced one the feature space.
3.3.3 Kernel functions
A wide range of different kernel functions that can be applied, especially Valid kernelfunctionsas the rapid developments in the field of kernel methods are continuouslybringing up new variants adapted to specific problems. However, note thatnot every function taking two vectors as input constitutes a kernel. In fact,valid kernels have to fulfill theMercer’s conditions [Vapnik, 1998, Cristianiniand Shawe-Taylor, 2000]. These constraints must be met for a selectedfunction K (·, ·) to act as a kernel associated with the desired feature space.Strictly speaking, this means that the n×n kernel matrix K = (Ki,j)ni,j=1 =(K (x i, x j))ni,j=1 also known as Gram matrix, has to be symmetric and positivesemidefinite (possess non-negative eigenvalues).Hereafter, we list some of the most widely used kernel functions: Examples ofkernelfunctions• Linear kernel: K (x i, x j) = x>i x j (3.15)• Gaussian RBF kernel:
K (x i, x j) = exp(−∥∥x i − x j∥∥22σ 2
) , σ ∈ R+ (3.16)
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• Laplace kernel:
K (x i, x j) = exp(−∥∥x i − x j∥∥σ
) , σ ∈ R+ . (3.17)
The first item, the Linear kernel, corresponds to the situation where thekernel trick has not been applied and computes a similarity based on the dotproduct only, i. e. the cosine between the two vectors. The second and thirdkernels listed, the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel and theLaplace kernel, both consists of an exponential function with an argumentinvolving a dissimilarity measure between vector x i and vector x j rescaledby a kernel width parameter σ . In fact, ∥∥x i − x j∥∥ is the Euclidean distancebetween the examples computed in the input space. Such kernels offer anintuitive geometrical interpretation: they reflect the similarity between thesamples.Additionally, thanks to the properties of these functions, user-definedProperties ofkernels kernels can be created by multiplying or adding valid kernels since theresulting functions also respect Mercer’s conditions. If K1(·, ·) and K2(·, ·)are valid kernels,
aK1(·, ·) + bK2(·, ·) for a,b > 0 , (3.18)K1(·, ·)K2(·, ·) , (3.19)
are valid kernels as well [Genton, 2002, Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004].These properties permit the construction of composite kernels that may im-prove the classification performance of the SVM [Camps-Valls and Bruzzone,2005].
3.4 linear discriminant analysis
3.4.1 Maximum Likelihood classifier
Another supervised classifier we will often resort to in this dissertation forBayesiandecisiontheory its simplicity (no hyper-parameters to tune) and ease of application (rapidlycomputed) is the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [Fukunaga, 1990]. Al-though with a strict categorization this approach would not be consideredas belonging to machine learning, it is a predictive learning tool as well.Such a model, also known as the Maximum Likelihood classifier, is a para-metric classifier (hypothesis of data normality) based on Bayesian decisiontheory. In this context, it is suggested that with the knowledge of class pos-terior probabilities for the samples at hand, an optimal classification can beobtained. Considering Bayes’ theorem, a sample x should be assigned tothe class cl with the largest posterior probability
P(cl|x) = p(x|cl)P(cl)p(x) , (3.20)
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where P(cl) is the prior probability of each class cl = 1, . . . , c, whereasp(x|cl) and p(x) are the class-conditional and marginal PDFs of samplex , respectively.If we suppose that the samples of each class cl are drawn from a multi- Discriminantfunctionvariate normal distribution with mean vector µcl and covariance matrix Σclwe have
p(x|cl) = 1
(2pi)d/2 |Σcl|1/2 exp
(−12 (x − µcl)>Σ−1cl (x − µcl)
) . (3.21)
Substituting (3.21) in (3.20), taking its natural logarithm and then droppingthe terms that are independent of cl, we obtain the following discriminantfunction
fcl(x) = ln(P(cl))− 12 ln |Σcl| − 12 (x − µcl)>Σ−1cl (x − µcl) . (3.22)Finally, the predicted class label y∗ for sample x is attributed according to
y∗ = argmaxcl fcl(x) . (3.23)Mean vectors µcl and covariance matrices Σcl for each class can be de- Maximumlikelihoodparameterestimaterived from the training data using classic maximum likelihood estimates.The class mean vector is estimated as µˆcl = x¯cl, corresponding thus to theclass sample mean vector. The d× d covariance matrix is estimated with
Σˆcl = 1ncl−1Scl , where ncl is the number of training samples xcli belongingto class cl and Scl = ncl∑i=1 (xcli − x¯cl)(xcli − x¯cl)> (3.24)is the scatter matrix of class cl. Prior probabilities are obtained as P(cl) =ncl/n.In the special case where a common pooled within-class covariance matrix Linear vs.Quadratic vs.Naive BayesΣW is assumed for all the classes, i. e. Σˆcl = ΣW = 1n−c∑ccl=1 Scl ∀cl, werefer to this method as LDA. Conversely, the version with separate class-specific Σˆcl gives rise to Quadratic Discriminant Analysis. As the namesuggests, the former yields linear class boundaries, while the latter providesnon-linear, quadratic boundaries. Furthermore, a special case of LDA isrepresented by the Naive Bayes classifier, which arises if we assume thatall the variables are independent, that is the class-conditional densities arecomputed based on a pooled covariance matrix that is diagonal.
3.4.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis for Feature Extraction
The method presented above for a classification problem can also be consid- FisherDiscriminantAnalysisered from the perspective of Feature Extraction (FE) (see next Section 3.5).Indeed, this corresponding formulation originates from the Fisher’s lineardiscriminant [Fisher, 1936], a technique developed for two-class problemsand without making the assumption of normally distributed classes. The
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underlying principle consists in seeking the directions in our initial inputspace that ensure the best discrimination of the classes. More precisely, ina multi-class case, the ideal purpose is to obtain a new subspace in whichthe centroids (sample means) of the classes are the most spread, while thevariance of the data points within the classes is the smallest.Mathematically, these directions are given by the vectors u maximizingOptimizationproblem the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter in theprojected space, i. e. maximizing the following Rayleigh quotient
argmaxu u>SBuu>SWu . (3.25)Matrices SB and SW are the between-class scatter matrix and the within-class scatter matrix in the input space and are computed as
SB = c∑cl=1ncl(x¯cl − x¯)(x¯cl − x¯)> (3.26)
SW = c∑cl=1Scl , (3.27)with x¯ representing the total sample mean vector. We find projection vectorsu by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
SBu = ρSWu , (3.28)
where {ui}di=1 are the eigenvectors defining the projection and {ρi}di=1 arethe associated eigenvalues. Let us remark that the number of non-zero eigen-values is actually c − 1 at most and this bounds the maximum number ofextracted features representing the directions of greatest class separability.Eventually, the projection of some test data points arranged in a ntest×dProjection ofnew samples data matrix X test (e. g. all the pixels of a remote sensing image) onto thesenewly extracted discriminant components is carried out through
X ∗test = X testU , (3.29)
where U is the d× (c − 1) matrix constituted by the c − 1 eigenvectors
[u1, . . . ,uc−1] of (3.28).For more complete developments and for an in-depth discussion of theconnections between the classification and FE frameworks of LDA we referthe reader to Duda et al. [2001] and to Hastie et al. [2009]. A kernel-basedextension of this discriminant dimensionality reduction method called Gen-eralized Discriminant Analysis (GDA) has been proposed by Baudat andAnouar [2000]. Such an implementation allows a non-linear supervised FEthat can cope with multi-class problems.
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3.5 feature extraction
Many datasets encountered in machine learning and, more and more often Objectivesalso in remote sensing, present a very high number of variables (hundredsto thousands). When relying on a limited amount of training samples, thepredictive power of a learning machine is hindered by a too large numberof dimensions describing the data. Such a negative effect is called Hughesphenomenon or curse of dimensionality [Hughes, 1968]. To cope with thisissue, as well as with the intrinsic non-linearities in the data, an option isthat of dimensionality reduction via FE. The purpose is to map the origi-nal data into a space of (much) lower dimensionality while preserving theirmain characteristics [Arenas-García and Petersen, 2009]. In this Section wedescribe two key FE techniques: the linear Principal Component Analy-sis (PCA) and its non-linear kernel-based extension, the Kernel PrincipalComponent Analysis (KPCA). They are considered unsupervised FE meth-ods because they do not make use of the label information in the definitionof the mapping. In contrast, the LDA technique presented in the precedingSection is a supervised approach to dimensionality reduction. We recallthat in Chapter 7 we will consider FE methodologies to tackle adaptationproblems.
3.5.1 Principal Component Analysis
The multivariate techniques known as PCA [Hotelling, 1933] allows to con- The basicsvert an initial set of correlated variables into a new set of linearly uncor-related variables referred to as the principal components. The procedureis based on a multidimensional rotation relying on an eigenvalue decom-position of the covariance matrix of the initial data. The newly extractedprincipal components, besides being orthogonal to each other, also aim atkeeping a maximum of the original data variance.Let us consider the n×d data matrix X (with columns centered to a zero Primal PCAformulationmean). The objective of classical PCA is to find the directions of maximalvariance by diagonalizing the d× d covariance matrix Σ = 1n−1X>X . Inthe primal formulation (R-mode analysis), this is carried out by solving thefollowing eigenproblem: 1n− 1X>Xu = ρu , (3.30)where {ui}di=1 and {ρi}di=1 are the eigenvectors and the respective eigen-values. The largest eigenvalue is associated with the eigenvector specifyingthe direction of greatest variability in the initial data.The projection of some test samples X test is usually done on the first m Projection ofnew samplesprincipal components (m d). Such a mapping is obtained asX ∗test = X testU , (3.31)where U in this case is a d×m matrix constituted by the first m eigenvectors
[u1, . . . ,um] (ordered by decreasing eigenvalue).
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3.5.2 Kernel Principal Component Analysis
Introduced by Schölkopf et al. [1998], KPCA is the non-linear extensionThe basics of standard PCA. As its linear counterpart, KPCA aims at extracting a setof features enhancing the data representation in a subspace of reduceddimensionality. The extracted components are still orthogonal to each other,but, contrary to PCA, these are no more simple linear combinations of theinput variables.In the corresponding dual formulation (Q-mode analysis) of PCA even-Dual PCAformulation tually leading to KPCA, instead of the covariance matrix, we analyze then× n Gram matrix 1n−1XX>, i. e. the kernel matrix obtained with a linearkernel. With this formulation, the PCA eigenproblem becomes1n− 1XX>v = ρv , (3.32)and yields dual eigenvectors {v}ni=1 and eigenvalues {ρ}ni=1. It is possibleto show that the eigendecomposition yields the same non-zero eigenvaluesρi whose eigenvectors v i are related to their primal counterparts ui byv i = Xui/√(n− 1)ρi [Nielsen and Canty, 2008].Since in this representation a dot product between samples x>i x j (XX>KPCAformulation in matrix notation) comes into play, we take advantage of the previouslyintroduced kernel trick (see Section 3.3.2) to implicitly simulate a mappingφ of the samples into a higher-dimensional RKHS. Consequently, Eq. (3.32)becomes 1n−1φ(X )φ(X )>v = ρv ⇔1n−1Kv = ρv , (3.33)where K is the kernel matrix with elements Ki,j = K (x i, x j) = φ(x i)>φ(x j).Dropping the 1/(n − 1) factor and by using the centered kernel matrixK˜ = HKH , with a n×n centering matrix H = I − 11>/n, the final KPCAeigenvalue problem is set up as
K˜ v = ρv . (3.34)
As seen in (3.32), opposed to the primal PCA, the number of features theProjection ofnew samples user is allowed to extract is bounded by the number of training samples nand not by the number of initial variables d. This is due to the fact thatthe eigendecomposition involves a n × n matrix (the kernel matrix). Theprojection of new samples X test on the first m kernel principal components(m n) is computed as X ∗test = K˜ testV , (3.35)where K˜ test is the ntest × n centered test kernel matrix between the ntesttest samples and the n training samples and V is constituted by the firstm eigenvectors [v1, . . . , vm].
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3.6 dictionary learning
This Section introduces the basic concepts necessary for the developments Usefulness ofsparse repre-sentationsproposed in Chapter 9. We will explore a family of methods belonging to thesparse representation [Wright et al., 2010] framework based on DictionaryLearning (DL) [Aharon et al., 2005, Tosic and Frossard, 2011]. This area ofresearch is more related to classical signal processing and its sub-field ofcompressive sensing but, as we will see in Section 3.6.2, it can provide pow-erful predictive tools. In general terms, the sparse representation of signalshas proven to be an extremely useful tool to represent and compress high-dimensional real-world signals. Data such as audio recordings or images,for instance, present a sparse nature which immediately lends itself to com-pression. Sparse representations take advantage of this very fact to expressa sample as a combination of a few other samples, the atoms, constitutinga reference set called the dictionary. In particular, sparse representationshave been successfully used in a variety of image processing tasks includingimage denoising, inpainting and classification [Wright et al., 2010].
3.6.1 Learning the dictionary
Given a training data matrix X ∈ Rd×n of n column vectors x of di- Theoptimizationproblemmension d (the signals)1, DL basically consists in finding a dictionaryD = [d1, . . . ,di, . . . ,dK ] ∈ Rd×K composed of K atoms di and a ma-trix C = [c1, . . . , ci, . . . , cn] ∈ RK×n composed of n vectors of sparse codesci such that X ≈ DC . The search for the dictionary D and associated ma-trix C allowing to recover the original data X can be expressed with thefollowing optimization problem:
{D,C} = argminD,C ∥∥X −DC∥∥2F s. t. ∥∥ci∥∥0 ≤ s ∀ i . (3.36)The operator ∥·∥0 denotes the `0 norm counting the number of nonzeroentries in a vector and s is the sparsity level, i. e. the desired number ofnonzero coefficients used in the retrieval of each signal.The problem in (3.36) is NP-hard and therefore only an approximate K-SVDsolution can be found. To this end, an approach named K-SVD [Aharonet al., 2005] can be adopted. It consists of an alternate minimization usingthe greedy Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [Tropp and Gilbert, 2007]to find a sparse C for a given D, followed by a minimization over D whereeach column of it, the atoms, is modified to better represent the signals inX . After an appropriate number of iterations, D will be particularly suitablefor the sparse representation of signals similar to those forming the trainingset X .
1 Please remark that the notation used in the field of sparse coding/DL differs from thatnormally used in machine learning where the data matrix X is transposed, i. e. of size n×d.Moreover, in this Section 3.6 as well as in Chapter 9, the term “signal” is interchangeablyused with the term “sample” to refer to the data vector x .
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3.6.2 Dictionary-based classification
Good classification performances have been obtained by applying classifi-cation routines based on dictionaries to a variety of problems [Kong andWang, 2012]. In the field of remote sensing, the applications have mainly fo-cused on hyperspectral image classification [Chen et al., 2011b, Wang et al.,2014, Li et al., 2014]. Basically, when facing a supervised classification task,two main approaches exist to tackle the problem using dictionaries.On the one hand, a first class of strategies aims at guiding the learn-Discriminativecoefficients ing process to make the coefficients C more discriminative. In Mairal et al.[2008], an approach adding to (3.36) the logistic regression loss function ispresented, whereas in Jiang et al. [2011] the authors introduce a label consis-tent K-SVD, a method adding to the minimization problem a term forcing thesignals belonging to the same class to have similar sparse representations.These approaches either learn the parameters of a classifier (e. g. weightsof a linear predictor) in parallel during the optimization process or, oncethe final coefficients C have been determined, they subsequently feed thesenow discriminant coefficients to an external classifier.On the other hand, attention could be paid to directly make the dictionaryDiscriminativedictionaries D more discriminative [Yang et al., 2010]. To predict the class label of thetest samples, such an approach effectively exploits the mentioned special-ization of the dictionary to represent the training set. Considering a c-classclassification task, the problem is set up as follows. By means of Eq. (3.36),one starts by learning c class-specific dictionaries {Dcl}ccl=1, each timeby leveraging exclusively the training samples of that very same class toform X .Once the global dictionary D = [D1, . . . ,Dc] made of the class-specificGlobal vs.specific coding Dcl has been learned, there are two possible approaches to compute (viaOMP for instance) the sparse representation, i. e. the sparse coding, of anew test sample x test in terms of D:• Global coding: the whole D is used at once to sparsely representx test with the coefficients ctest. A single coding process takes placeand the s nonzero coefficients are shared by all the sub-dictionaries.Class-specific coefficients ctest,cl can be retrieved as the respectiveportions of the global vector ctest.• Specific coding: each Dcl is separately used to sparsely representx test by means of ctest,cl, a class-specific vector of coefficients. Thesededicated coefficients can then be concatenated to form the globalctest = [c>test,1, . . . , c>test,c]>. There are as many sparse coding pro-cesses as classes, each one using only the atoms of the sub-dictionaryDcl of the corresponding class.
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In both cases, the coefficients ctest,cl and the associated dictionaries Dcl Reconstructionerror to assignthe class labelof each class will be in turn used to represent a new test sample x test. Thegoodness of the representation is usually measured using the `2 norm ofthe reconstruction error
rcl = ∥∥x test −Dclctest,cl∥∥2 , (3.37)where a small error rcl indicates a high affinity of x test with class cl. Thesignal will be assigned to the class whose Dcl yields the best reconstruction,meaning that the predicted label for x test is determined as
y∗ = argmincl rcl . (3.38)In the global coding case, it can occur that all the coefficients of a sub-dictionary receive a zero value. As a consequence, these sub-dictionarieswill be unable to reconstruct the pixel at all. Moreover, the coefficient withthe largest magnitude is generally dominant, as the remaining coefficientsonly receive a negligible weight. Thus, the test signal is almost always di-rectly assigned to the class receiving the largest coefficient in ctest. In fact,the sub-dictionary Dcl that possesses the most similar atom to x test will de-cide the class attribution. On the contrary, the specific coding returns s · cactive coefficients, allowing each class to reconstruct the signal to some ex-tent. The residuals associated with the classes are therefore relatively smalland comparable with each other. An analysis of these two strategies and anapproach exploiting their complementarity in the context of hyperspectralclassification is provided in [Marcos Gonzalez et al., 2014].

4DOMA IN ADAPTAT ION
Outline: In this fourth Chapter, we tackle the very problem thatthis Thesis attempts to solve: find a proper adaptation strategyto continue learning from data also when the underlying distri-butions change from one dataset to another. Section 4.1 outlineswhat are the issues arising from shifting distributions and liststhe sub-fields of machine learning dealing with such problems.In Section 4.2, we define the specific notation and formalize thebasic Domain Adaptation concepts used throughout the rest ofthe manuscript. Section 4.3 presents some measures that canbe used to assess the degree of shift: both classic and recentlyproposed metrics of distance between probability distributionsare introduced. Ultimately, Section 4.4 reviews the existing ap-proaches to adaptation while proposing their classification intothree distinct families.
4.1 introduction
Within the field of machine learning, the large majority of predictive ap- Differencesbetweentraining andtest setsproaches proposed up to these days relies on a widespread key assump-tion: the training and test datasets are drawn from the same probabilitydistribution [Pan and Yang, 2010]. Another additional and more easily metcondition required by most of the methods is that the variables describingthe samples need to be the same or at least they need to be measuringthe same phenomena. It is well-known that when the input space or thedistributions governing the data change, classic statistical models fail atsuitably generalizing the learned properties over multiple datasets. As amatter of fact, for each new dataset, the user needs to collect every time aseries of training samples and build a new model from scratch. Dependingon the application, such a process might be expensive or even impossible tobe completed.A more attractive option consists in developing effective strategies to ease Solutionsthe knowledge transfer between datasets. Indeed, the ability to re-utilizepieces of information collected on a different but related set of data in fur-ther applications is highly desirable. Over the last decade, the study of suchmethods has become more and more popular within the machine learningand pattern recognition communities. In particular, the research field devotedto the study of adaptation algorithms aimed at overcoming the shift in prob-ability distributions is referred to as Domain Adaptation and falls under the
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broader field of transfer learning [Pan and Yang, 2010]1. Transfer learning isa more general sub-field of machine learning, which is itself closely relatedto multi-task learning [Thrun and Pratt, 1998]. Indeed, transfer learning isconcerned with the development of solutions for problems involving not onlydifferent underlying distributions, but also different learning tasks, i. e. clas-sification or regression scenarios in which both the output label space Yand the associated predictive function f (·) change.
4.2 notation and definitions
As in this Thesis we focus our attention to the changes in probability dis-Source andtargetdomains tributions, in the present Section we fix the notation and introduce theconcepts necessary to tackle the adaptation problem in these situations.The definitions below build on the initial machine learning terms presentedin Section 3.2. In general, the field of investigation of DA aims at leverag-ing the information collected in a given source domain DS for its use in adifferent but related target domain DT . Throughout the Thesis, subscripts“·S” and “·T ” will be used to denote elements related to the source and tar-get domains, respectively. A domain D consists of some input variables Xand associated output labels Y , governed by a joint probability distributionP(X ,Y ).Based on the observed change in the probability distributions, severalTypes of shift distinct types of shift can be distinguished [Quiñonero-Candela et al., 2009,Moreno-Torres et al., 2012]. In the most general case, when the joint sourceand target distributions differ, i. e. PS(X ,Y ) 6= PT (X ,Y ), the problem isreferred to as dataset shift. A more specific situation called sample selec-tion bias is encountered when a constraint affects the sampling process:PS(X ,Y ) = P(X ,Y |δ = 1) while PT (X ,Y ) = P(X ,Y ), where δ is a bi-nary selection variable. This means that, even though the general distribu-tion P(X ,Y ) controlling the two domains is the same, in the source domain abias in the selection of the samples occurs, i. e. its training set will only covera portion of the support of the complete distribution. Other more technicalterminologies include the distinction between covariate shift, where only thedistribution of the input variables (covariates) changes (PS(X ) 6= PT (X )),prior probability shift, where the prior distribution of the labels evolvesdue to an imbalance in the class counts (PS(Y ) 6= PT (Y )) and conceptshift, when only the class-conditional distributions or the posterior distri-butions of the classes change (PS(X ) = PT (X ) but PS(X |Y ) 6= PT (X |Y )or PS(Y |X ) 6= PT (Y |X )) [Moreno-Torres et al., 2012]. In what follows, weconsider general dataset shift problems.
1 Because both Domain Adaptation and transfer learning are very young research areas, aunifying terminology and common definitions are still lacking. Nonetheless, throughout thisThesis, the designation, description and usage of the different concepts is consistent withthe definitions of Section 4.2, which, in turn, may differ from those found in specific papers.
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Table 4.1: Categorization of standard and DA learning problems based on the avail-ability of class labels in each domain.
P(XS ,YS) =P(XT ,YT ) ? YS available ? YT available ? Approach
X 7 7 Standard unsupervised learn.
X X X Standard supervised learn.
7 X 7 Unsupervised DA
7 X X Supervised DA
Restricting our view to classification problems, a categorization of the dif- Types ofadaptationproblemsferent DA approaches with respect to the availability of labels in the sourceand target domains can be attempted as follows. Let DS = {XS ,YS} ={(xSi ,ySi)}nSi=1 be the set of nS labeled source data and DT = {XT ,YT } ={(xTj ,yTj )}nTj=1 the set of nT labeled target data, with samples xSi ∈ RdS ∀ iand xTj ∈ RdT ∀ j . The scope of all adaptation techniques is to predict theclass labels yT ,test for some unseen target test samples xT ,test ∈ DT basedon the labeled information DS in the source domain. In this context, strate-gies that are allowed to resort to labeled samples also in the target domain,i. e. the pairs (xTj ,yTj ) ∈ DT , are termed (fully) supervised DA approaches.Conversely, unsupervised DA methodologies predict target labels based ex-clusively on the use of labeled data from DS in the training phase and/or forthe definition of the adaptation strategy (no access to YT ). Table 4.1 summa-rizes these different types of knowledge transfer across domains and relatesthem to classic same-domain learning problems. Regarding this Thesis, theresearch presented in Chapter 6 and 9 deals with a supervised DA exercise,whereas Chapters 7 and 8 fit into an unsupervised DA context.It is generally assumed that the dimensionality of the two domains is the Generalassumptionssame and amounts to d, i. e. dS = dT = d. However, methodologies that areindependent of the data dimensionality can be envisaged (see Chapter 9).Likewise, most of the methods are developed under the hypothesis of acommon set of c classes, that is both ySi and yTj generally can only takethe same c labels.
4.3 assessing distances between distributions
In a first stage of an analysis involving more than one dataset it is crucial to A necessarytoolquantify the importance (and the type) of the dataset shift occurred betweensource and target domains. Therefore, objective and robust measures ofdistance between distributions are needed. Hereafter, we present the mainexisting parametric measures along with a novel distribution-free kernel-based metric.
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4.3.1 Parametric distance measures
In the literature, many measures have been used to evaluate the statis-Measuresdeveloped instatistics tical difference between probability distributions: Kullback-Leibler diver-gence [Kullback and Leibler, 1951], Jensen-Shannon divergence [Lin, 1991],Bhattacharyya distance [Bhattacharyya, 1943], Jeffries-Matusita (JM) dis-tance [Toussaint, 1972] are among the most popular. These distances havebeen developed and thoroughly employed in the field of statistics. Morespecifically, in the remote sensing community, the attention has focusedmainly on the last two metrics of this list. These measures have mainly beenused to estimate class-separability when comparing filter feature selectiontechniques [Serpico and Bruzzone, 2001] or to evaluate the invariance ofthe selected features over different spatial domains [Bruzzone and Persello,2009].The distance between the distributions associated with an unlabeledFormulas source dataset XS and another unlabeled target dataset XT is providedby the above-mentioned distance measures as:
• Bhattacharyya distance
B(XS ,XT ) = − ln(∫x
√p(xS)p(xT ) dx) , (4.1)
• JM distance
JM(XS ,XT ) =
√∫
x
(√p(xS)−√p(xT ))2 dx . (4.2)
The two quantities are intimately related, so that the latter can be computedfrom the former as
JM(XS ,XT ) =√2(1− exp (−B(XS ,XT ))) . (4.3)
Concretely, under the assumption that both XS and XT follow multivariateGaussian distributions defined by mean vectors µS and µT and by covari-ance matrices ΣS and ΣT , the Bhattacharyya distance becomes
B(XS ,XT ) =18 (µS − µT )>
(
ΣS + ΣT2
)−1
(µS − µT )
+
12 ln |(ΣS + ΣT )/2|√|ΣS ||ΣT | . (4.4)When investigating class discrimination, the JM distance is usually preferredto the Bhattacharyya distance since, for increasingly separable classes(mean vectors moving far apart), the JM distance will saturate at √2 whenthe classes do not overlap anymore (maximal classification accuracy, inBayesian sense), while the Bhattacharyya distance will continue to grow.
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4.3.2 Maximum Mean Discrepancy
The previously presented distance measures can be affected by data dimen- Strengths ofMMDsionality (they are based on the Mahalanobis distance) and by the presenceof multimodal distributions (they assume unimodal Gaussian PDFs). To copewith these problems, we introduce a recently presented metric for comparingdistributions, the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Borgwardt et al.,2006, Gretton et al., 2012]. MMD is based on the difference of the mean ofthe distributions computed in a common RKHS. This non-parametric kernel-based measure can be easily calculated also in presence of a large numberof variables describing the data points. Furthermore, it is able to finely de-tect distribution shifts even when these appear under the form of additionalmodes in the distribution. MMD has previously been used to attribute dif-ferent weights to shifted training and test samples when trying to matchtheir distributions in the RKHS [Huang et al., 2007]. Likewise, in Gomez-Chova et al. [2010] the authors also exploit this mapping to evaluate clustersimilarity by computing the difference of the means of sets of samples inthe feature space.The empirical estimate of the MMD between the distribution of source Theformulationdata XS and that of related target data XT is given by
MMD(XS ,XT ) = ∥∥∥ 1nS
nS∑
i=1 φ(xSi)− 1nT
nT∑
j=1 φ(xTj )
∥∥∥2H , (4.5)
where ∥·∥H is the `2 norm computed in a RKHS induced by φ. Thus, MMDis the squared distance between sample means in this feature space andapproaches zero when the two distributions tend to be exactly the same.Taking advantage of the kernel trick one can rewrite (4.5) as:
MMD(XS ,XT ) =( 1n2S
nS∑
i,j=1K (xSi , xSj )− 2nSnT
nS ,nT∑
i,j=1 K (xSi , xTj )
+
1n2T
nT∑
i,j=1K (xTi , xTj )
)1/2
= Tr(KL) , (4.6)
where K = ( KS ,S KS ,TK T ,S K T ,T
) ∈ R(nS+nT )×(nS+nT ) , (4.7)
with KS ,S ,K T ,T ,KS ,T ,K T ,S being the kernel matrices reflecting data sim-ilarities in the source domain, target domain and across domains, respec-tively. Matrix L contains the coefficients combining the elements of ker-nel matrix K to obtain (4.5). If x i, x j ∈ XS : Li,j = 1/n2S , if x i, x j ∈ XT :Li,j = 1/n2T , and otherwise: Li,j = −1/nSnT .Theoretically, to detect subtle distribution differences, the kernel func- Requirementstion K (·, ·) should be chosen as a universal kernel, e. g. Gaussian RBF orLaplace kernels [Gretton et al., 2012]. Practically, it can be any positive
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Figure 4.1: Dataset shift assessment on a toy dataset consisting of source (blue cir-cles) and target (red diamonds) domain combinations with increasinglevels of dataset shift (one realization is shown). (a) shift level #1, (b)shift level #4, (c) shift level #7. (d) Distance between domains (aver-age and standard deviations over 10 experiments) as measured by theMMD computed using a Gaussian RBF kernel with σ = √2 (MMDrbf),the MMD with a linear kernel (MMDlin), the Bhattacharyya distanceunder a unimodal Gaussian assumption (Bhatt), the JM distance undera unimodal Gaussian assumption (JM).
semi-definite function [Jegelka et al., 2009], hence fulfilling Mercer’s condi-tions (see Section 3.3.3). In the linear case Ki,j = x>i x j , the MMD measurereduces to be the simple difference of the means of the two distributionsin the input space. Thus, for such an indicator the use of an appropriatenon-linear kernel function is key.
4.3.3 A toy example
To illustrate the importance and the effectiveness of the non-linear mappingExperimentalsetup induced by the kernel trick for MMD, we resort to Fig. 4.1. In panels (a), (b)and (c), this figure presents a toy dataset consisting of source domain data
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being kept fixed and target domain data displaying an increasing level ofshift with respect to the source domain. The source distribution is a unimodalbi-variate Gaussian distribution. Initially, the target distribution is also aunimodal Gaussian but throughout 7 shift levels, it turns into a mixture of2 Gaussians migrating farther apart along the vertical axis. The varianceof these 2 components is gradually reduced to keep a constant commoncovariance matrix. Note that both distributions are always centered at zeromean, i. e. µS = µT = (0, 0). Shift level #1 (Fig. 4.1(a)) represents the initialsituation where the target dataset presents a single mode but the point cloudhas a higher variance with respect to the source data. Reaching shift level#7 (Fig. 4.1(c)), the target distribution is made up of two Gaussians centeredat (0, 3.4) and (0,−3.4), respectively. We considered 10 random realizationsof the datasets consisting of 400 samples per domain and measured thedistance between them with the previously presented metrics.By examining the results presented in Fig. 4.1(d), the effectiveness of Resultsthe MMD indicator in detecting the distribution shift appears as striking.Indeed, the MMD using a Gaussian RBF kernel steadily grows as the shiftlevel increases. The ability of the MMD to properly capture the progressiveevolution in the shape of the data is guaranteed by the non-linear mappingensured by the chosen kernel function. This is highly encouraging sincethe first two moments of the overall target distribution (mean vector andcovariance matrix) remain unchanged throughout the 7 stages. Contrarily,the MMD in its linear version (with a linear kernel) does not detect thedataset shift at all because it simply measures the distance between themeans in the input space. This is exactly the distance between centroidsrepresented with squares in the plots, which remain very close, yielding adistance value close to 0. The parametric measures also fail in highlightingthe change in probability distributions, returning constant distance valuesacross the entire range of shift levels. In this case, the assumption on theunderlying distribution needed by both the Bhattacharyya and JM distancesis what precludes the correct assessment of the shift. Indeed, without a priorknowledge on the PDF generating the data (the case generally encounteredin real-life problems), these metrics assume a Gaussian distribution with asingle mode, an over-simplification of the actual situation. Nonetheless, asthe covariance of the source and target domains is different, we draw theattention to the fact that the distance values are at least far above zero.
4.4 families of adaptation approaches
The approaches to DA that have been recently proposed in the literature Categorizationbased on“what” and“how” to adaptcan be divided into three main categories [Pan and Yang, 2010, Margolis,2011]. Focusing on the problem of classification, such a grouping is basedon what type of knowledge is being transferred across domains and howthis transfer takes place.
1. The first category of strategies concerns instance-transfer approaches,where samples of the source domain are reweighted for their further
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use in the target domain or taken as initial training set to defineactive queries on this newly acquired data. In Chapter 6, we proposea method belonging to this family.
2. The second category regards the feature-representation-transfer frame-work. The purpose of this type of techniques is to change the inputspace of our datasets to obtain a new set of shared and invariant fea-tures. The methods utilized here are rooted in the machine learningsub-fields of FE, feature selection, manifold learning, etc. The differ-ences in the statistical distribution between the two domains shouldthus be maximally reduced, resulting in an improved portability ofthe classifiers across domains. Chapters 7, 8 and 9 will deal with thistype of adaptation strategy.
3. The third category is related to methods aiming at transferring andadapting the parameters of a classification model to be applied in thetarget domain. These solutions directly adapting the classifier itselfare termed parameter-transfer approaches.
4.4.1 Instance-transfer
Among the approaches relying on a sample-based transfer, one of the mainInstancereweighting directions of research is that of instance reweighting techniques. In Daiet al. [2007], the authors propose TrAdaBoost, an adjustment to DA of theAdaBoost method [Schapire, 1999]. As it will be explained in more detailsin Chapter 6, TrAdaBoost is a technique designed to iteratively change theweight of the data points in each domain. The goal is to increase the at-tention of the classifier to incorrectly predicted samples in the domain ofinterest, the target domain, while reducing the impact on the final solutionof misclassified source samples. Along this line of thought, Eaton and des-Jardins [2009] extend the approach to handle multiple source domains. Theyintroduce an additional reweighting factor accounting for the quality of theknowledge transfer provided by each of the source domains. This attemptsto prevent the situation referred to as negative transfer, encountered whenthe information transferred from the source domain actually hampers theprediction task in the target domain.Another ensemble of techniques falling in the instance-transfer categoryImportancesampling is constituted by importance sampling approaches. Under the hypothesis ofsimple covariate shift, where only the marginal probabilities are assumedto have changed (PS(X ) 6= PT (X )), the key insight behind all of thesetechniques is the following. Each source sample xSi carries an importancefor the target domain prediction that can be appropriately determined byestimating PT (xSi)/PS(xSi). This ratio of the target to source domain prob-ability is then used as a weight to raise the impact of those labeled sourcesamples lying in a region with a high density of target samples. Since inpractice PS(X ) and PT (X ) are often unknown, the interest has focusedon approaches that do not require an explicit modeling of such probabili-
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ties. The previously cited ratio is instead directly estimated. In this context,Huang et al. [2007] introduce a technique based on MMD called KernelMean Matching (KMM) to retrieve the ratio by matching, via reweighting,the means of the source and target domains in a kernel-induced featurespace. In parallel to this work and with the same goal, Sugiyama et al.[2007] propose an algorithm which minimizes the Kullback-Leibler diver-gence from the true target probabilities to their estimate produced via arescaling of the source probabilities.A third sub-category we term adaptive Active Learning concerns the ap- Adaptive ALstrategiesproaches resorting to AL techniques to smartly sample the new domain.Such a group can be considered part of the instance-transfer category be-cause the samples of the source domain are somehow re-used as the startingpoint for the sampling of the target domain. Recent advances in machinelearning show that the combination of the AL and DA frameworks is effec-tive. In Shi et al. [2008], a principle apt to reduce the number of examples tobe labeled by the user is outlined. The authors suggest to use the classifiertrained in the source domain to obtain a prediction for the relevant targetinstances proposed by an AL strategy. At this point, if the confidence onthe prediction is too low, an expert is asked to provide the correct labelfor the sample. Later on, Rai et al. [2010] proposed a preprocessing stephighlighting the interesting regions of the target domain in order to reducethe size of the set of candidate samples for the AL search. Based on thiscontribution, the same authors outline a complete framework for AL in a DAsetting [Saha et al., 2011]. In Chapter 6, we will consider a combination ofinstance reweighting and AL to achieve adaptation.
4.4.2 Feature-representation-transfer
The purpose of feature-representation-transfer strategies is to find a com- The principlemon representation of the source and target datasets that minimizes thedifferences between these two domains while maintaining their main dataproperties. Once the samples are mapped to the same space defined bythe new features (either with a projection to a common subspace or with across-domain conversion of the input spaces), a classifier is trained in thesource domain using the available labeled examples, and then inference isperformed directly in the aligned target domain.A first sub-category of these feature-representation-transfer approaches Featureextractionis constituted by FE techniques. In Pan et al. [2008], the researchers havebeen concerned with the development of Maximum Mean Discrepancy Em-bedding, a technique that aims at minimizing the MMD between the pro-jections of the source and target domains. After solving a kernel learningproblem, the technique extracts a new set of common features for the twodomains embedding the samples in a shared low-dimensional sub-space.However, the procedure has many drawbacks, the most important of whichis that it can not generalize to unseen samples. Subsequently, the sameauthors extended these preliminary findings to develop Transfer Component
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Analysis (TCA) [Pan et al., 2011], an out-of-sample and faster formulation ofthe previous method. More details about this approach and, namely, a thor-ough study of unsupervised TCA and its semisupervised extension namedSemisupervised Transfer Component Analysis (SSTCA), will be provided inChapter 7.Another line of research is represented by manifold alignment [Ham et al.,Manifoldalignment 2003]. As for FE strategies, the purpose is find a new latent space minimizingthe distance between the data points of the same class coming from differentdomains. The key property of these approaches considering the manifold isthat they try to maximally preserve the original local structure of the data.In this context, a suite of effective approaches has been proposed by Wangand Mahadevan [2008, 2009, 2011]. All these works encode the local simi-larities through a graph Laplacian based on a nearest neighbor adjacencymatrix. The proposed methods are designed to handle datasets presentinga different dimensionality, a characteristic that makes them highly flexible.In Gopalan et al. [2011], Gong et al. [2012], Gopalan et al. [2013], a slightlydifferent perspective is adopted. The authors assume the existence of a se-ries of intermediate subspaces gradually connecting the source and targetdomain manifolds. They propose to compute the projections of the data onthese subspaces and train a classifier therein.Instead of extracting features anew, Chen et al. [2011a] propose an ap-Featureselection proach centered on feature selection that builds on a previous work bySatpal and Sarawagi [2007]. In an iterative procedure extending the train-ing set both with new samples and with new features, they try to promotethe usage of those features that behave similarly in both domains, namelyin the source training set and in the target test set.An important ensemble of techniques devised especially in the field ofAugmentedinput space natural language processing, is constituted by strategies augmenting theinitial input space with new variables. The stacked set of features is thenutilized to build a transfer model. In Daumé III [2007] and in Daumé IIIet al. [2010], the authors propose a kernel-based feature replication ap-proach with a semisupervised extension that proved potential in sequencelabeling tasks. Other relevant works concern the development of algorithmssuch as Structural Correspondence Learning [Blitzer et al., 2006, 2007] andSpectral Feature Alignment [Pan et al., 2010]. These techniques provideappropriate solutions to problems such as sentiment classification for opin-ion mining [Pang et al., 2002]. In this type of application where a humanexpert is asked to decide the polarity of a product review, much interest hasbeen devoted to algorithms able to suitably transfer the classification rulesfrom one product domain to another (for instance from the digital camerasto the video games domain) [Blitzer et al., 2007]. These methodologies ex-ploit the fact that, working with bag-of-words models, in the two types ofdatasets both domain-independent and domain-specific features will natu-rally appear. The former (e. g. terms such as “good”, “bad” or “never buy”)are considered pivot features allowing to bridge the gap between domains,whereas the latter (e. g. terms such as “compact” and “blurry” for digital
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cameras or “realistic” and “boring” for video games) are the features to bealigned by finding the proper cross-domain correspondences.A last sub-group of techniques tackling adaptation through changes in DictionaryLearningthe representation of the features consists of DL-based methods. In Ni et al.[2013] a procedure to gradually capture the dataset shift is outlined. Thesource and target domains are represented with their respective dictionar-ies and a virtual path easing the knowledge transfer among them is definedthanks to a series of intermediate dictionaries connecting the two ends.Shekhar et al. [2013], instead propose an algorithm that first embeds thesamples of the two domains into a low-dimensional common sub-space andthen learns a shared dictionary suitably representing both. Subsequently,a classification based on the reconstruction error is carried out. In Wanget al. [2012], the authors propose a cross-domain image synthesis approachto directly convert one into another the input spaces of images of differ-ent styles (e. g. sketch vs. photo) by means of a linear transformation. Thealgorithm simultaneously learns a dictionary pair (one per image) and amapping function from one to the other. A more detailed explanation on thiswork will be provided in Chapter 9.Within this category of feature-representation-transfer strategies we can Unsupervisedvs. supervisedmake three further distinctions as regards the basis for the alignment. First,when the samples from both domains used to define the change in the inputspace are all unlabeled, such transformation is unsupervised. In general,a joint-domain FE via PCA, KPCA and TCA (see Chapter 7), or the HMprocedure in remote sensing (see Chapters 7 and 8) are all good examplesof such a category of techniques. Second, if the employed method makes useof the available labeled data in the source domain, it can be defined as asupervised transformation (see SSTCA in Chapter 7). Third, when also targetlabeled data come into play in the definition of the alignment, the proceduremodifying the feature representation could be termed fully supervised (seethe cross-image synthesis based on DL of Chapter 9). However, note thatthis grouping only concerns the type of change of the initial input spacesprior to the actual cross-domain classification. The entire methodology, withits alignment and classification phases, will still be fitting under either theunsupervised DA or the supervised DA category.
4.4.3 Parameter-transfer
Lastly, we review a perhaps less developed family of adaptation strategies, SVM-basedtechniquesthe parameter-transfer approaches. These methods deal with the adjustmentof the classifier itself and have often been adopted in combination withSVM classifiers. In Yang et al. [2007a] the researchers propose an AdaptiveSVM for video classification to adjust several SVMs initially trained onmultiple source domains (called auxiliary datasets). The goal is to learn aspecific delta function to be added the original decision function in orderto properly model the instances of the new target domain. An AL extensionof the latter method has been then proposed in Yang et al. [2007b] by the
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same authors. Within this family of methodologies as well, the ability ofMMD in detecting the distribution mismatch has been used as foundationto develop new DA algorithms. Duan et al. [2009] suggest to combine thestructural risk functional of the SVM and the MMD in a joint minimizationproblem. By further generalizing the approach, in Duan et al. [2012] theauthors develop a combination of the MMD minimization principle with amultiple-kernel learning framework. With a different perspective, Bruzzoneand Marconcini [2010] propose to deform the SVM classifier by discardingcontradictory old source training samples with respect to the distributionobserved in the target domain.
Part III
DOMA IN ADAPTAT ION APPROACHES FORREMOTE SENS ING IMAGE CLASS I F I CAT ION

5REV IEW OF DOMA IN ADAPTAT ION STUD IES INREMOTE SENS ING
Outline: This Chapter acts as a bridge between the precedingPart ii of this manuscript, describing the machine learning andDomain Adaptation frameworks, and the next Chapters 6, 7, 8and 9 where, from that standpoint, we seek a solution to remotesensing problems. In Section 5.1, the challenges encounteredin the field of Earth observation are translated into DomainAdaptation terms. The remote sensing concepts are linked withthe statistical notation that will be adopted in the following. InSection 5.2 we include an overview of the early approaches de-veloped to extend classification systems beyond single images.Subsequently, starting from the same three previously definedcategories of Domain Adaptation techniques, we provide an ex-haustive review of the current state-of-the-art of the adaptationapproaches in remote sensing.
5.1 the context
As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, when the atmospheric and ground conditions Recapor the geometry of the acquisition vary from one image to another, a seriesof physical phenomena (list available on page 22) induces a shift in theprobability distribution of the spectra of the different land-cover classes.Another relevant problem concerns incomplete reference data. In many ap-plications, the user is interested in classes that are far from being pureand uniform over the scene. When the sampling areas are small and verylocalized, this can lead to a bias in the composition of the training set,with reference data only partially covering the complete class distribution.As a consequence of these two types of issues, we observe a shift in thestatistical distributions of the pixels and the land-cover classes. This com-promises a direct knowledge transfer from one image to another or amongportions of a large scene. Since land-cover models are dependent on thespectra observed under specific acquisition conditions, they tend to gener-alize poorly when applied to new environments. Under such constraints, thedevelopment of large-scale VHR land-cover/land-use mapping systems thatrequire multiple or extended remote sensing images is hindered.As we discussed in Section 2.5.1, Earth observation scientists have re- Link betweenmachinelearning andremotesensing
cently started tackling the above-mentioned model portability problemsfrom the standpoint of statistical learning (see Section 3.2). In this con-text, each image possessing an associated ground truth can be representedby a set of d spectral bands X with the thematic class labels Y . Using a
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matrix notation, a set of n labeled pixels is denoted by {(x i,yi)}ni=1 withy ∈ C = {1, 2, . . . , c}, the set of c land-cover classes.Looking more specifically at DA applied to remote sensing image analysis,Link betweenDA andremotesensing following the notation introduced in Section 4.2, we can state the underlyingproblem in this fashion. We consider each image acquisition a separatedomain. The goal of portability is reached when a classifier trained on agiven source image DS governed by PS(X ,Y ) is successfully applied ona target image of interest DT whose pixels are assumed to be drawn froma slightly different but related probability distribution PT (X ,Y ). The sameapplies to models developed on portions (DS ) of large images and appliedto predict the land-cover over their entire extent (DT ). We name the formera case of dataset shift (PS(X ,Y ) 6= PT (X ,Y )) while we refer to the latteras an instance of sample selection bias (PS(X ,Y ) = P(X ,Y |δ = 1) andPT (X ,Y ) = P(X ,Y )), the selection variable δ being the spatial constraintpreventing the sampling of the training set from the exhaustive distributionP(X ,Y ) governing the whole image. As mentioned earlier, for simplicity, itis assumed that the two domains however bear some key similarities: theyshould share the same set of d spectral bands (same sensor having acquiredthe images), i. e. dS = dT = d, and c land-cover classes (no new classesshould appear in the target image), i. e. cS = cT = c. Still, in the nextSection 5.2 and in Chapter 9 we will see some exceptions to these rules.By adapting and applying the techniques developed in the field of DA weThechallenges reviewed in the preceding Chapter 4, or simply by taking inspiration fromthe novel concepts proposed, the remote sensing community has taken anotable step forward. The common goal of DA strategies in remote sensingthematic classification tasks is to be able to accurately predict the land-cover in the target image. The procedure is based on an initial training set{(xSi ,ySi)}nSi=1 composed of usually abundant ground truth data existing ona given source image. Starting from the types of learning problems listedin Tab. 4.1 on page 49, in Earth monitoring applications we can draw adistinction between two main settings in which DA can take place.• Supervised DA remote sensing problems: the user has access to asmall set of labeled samples {(xTj ,yTj )}nTj=1 in the target image. Thisimplies that the model initially built based on source data can berefined for the prediction in the target domain. The assumption of alarge ground truth for the new images is both unrealistic and voidof any interest. In fact, in most applications nT  nS will hold, asthe target image is generally a very recently acquired image not yetanalyzed nor sampled. Moreover, if nT > nS , models built exclusivelybased on target samples would outperform those based on the lessthoroughly labeled and shifted source domain. There would be noneed to resort to previously labeled acquisitions.• Unsupervised DA remote sensing problems: the user has no accessto any sample in the target image. This is clearly a more challengingyet common situation. The newly acquired target images have to beclassified relying solely on models developed on labeled pixels of the
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source image. Such an approach is preferred when a large number ofnew images is collected and a rapid batch processing of the seriesof acquisitions is required. In this case, after that suitable adaptationmeasures are adopted, an antecedently developed source classifiercan be directly applied to predict the land-cover on the target images(i. e. without re-training).
5.2 literature review
In this Section we will review the existing state-of-the-art DA approachesto remote sensing model portability problems. As already mentioned, thisis a relatively new research direction, thus mostly encompassing literaturefrom the last decade concentrating on the study of VHR and hyperspectralimagery. For the sake of coherence, we will continue with the distinctionof the approaches in the same three categories previously identified inSection 4.4. Before that, in the next Section, we will focus on a brief reviewof the first pioneering moderate resolution approaches using multispectralacquisitions.
5.2.1 Signature extension approaches
When pursuing thematic image classification at a large scale, the portability The beginningof land-cover classifiers across acquisitions has been initially studied in thesignature extension framework. This field of investigation has been a livelyresearch area ever since the beginning of the Landsat mission [Fleminget al., 1975], mainly focusing on moderate resolution applications.Among the early works, in Pax-Lenney et al. [2001], the researchers have Forestryevaluated the extension of the predictions of a neural network classifieracross space and time on Landsat TM imagery for forestry applications. Indoing so, they gauged the efficiency of simple atmospheric compensationmethods with respect to more sophisticated physically-based approaches.Additionally, attention was paid to the influence of the seasonal effects.In Woodcock et al. [2001], the authors proceeded with a cross-sensor ap-proach to combine Landsat 5 TM and Landsat 7 ETM+ acquisitions toease binary forest change mapping efforts over nearby scenes. Foody et al.[2003] investigated the transferability across validation sites located in dif-ferent tropical regions of the world of predictions of forest biomass basedon Landsat TM data. In this context, they assessed the performances of veg-etation indices, multivariate regression and neural networks. Nonetheless,they witnessed poor portability results in general.In Olthof et al. [2005], a study of the extension of northern land-cover Land-covermappingspectral signatures is proposed. By comparing it to an absolute atmosphericcompensation method, the authors observed superior classification accura-cies for a relative normalization method based on a calibration with respectto low resolution SPOT imagery. Moreover, due to the change in vegeta-tion composition, the authors noted a marked decrease in accuracy when
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the knowledge transfer took place in the north-south direction over largelatitudinal extents. Finally, Knorn et al. [2009] exploited the overlap exist-ing between neighboring Landsat images to set up a chain classificationprocedure based on SVMs.
5.2.2 Instance-transfer approaches in remote sensing
As regards DA, the remote sensing community has mostly applied instance-Classic AL transfer techniques via AL procedures to iteratively sample the new imagewhile initially relying on source samples. General purpose AL techniqueshave been widely studied in the remote sensing community during the lastyears [Rajan et al., 2008, Tuia et al., 2009b, 2011b, Demir et al., 2011, Volpiet al., 2012c, Di and Crawford, 2012]. Indeed, when analyzing a given scene,procedures allowing the user to optimally select the pixels to label candramatically reduce the sampling burden. Smartly built training sets alsoyield classification models more effectively discriminating the land-coverclasses [Crawford et al., 2013].The application of these principles in a cross-domain setting is enticing:Adaptive ALstrategies a classifier trained on a first acquisition can be adapted to a new imagewith a minimal effort by finding the pixels representing the shift betweenthe two images. Under this perspective, adaptive AL can be considered afully supervised DA approach. Such a principle was firstly explored by Junand Ghosh [2008]. The authors showed that the proper adaptation could beachieved by actively querying, pixel by pixel, the target samples necessaryto be integrated in the knowledge transfer process. They combined theseactive queries with a reweighting concept similar to that proposed in Daiet al. [2007]. The AL method they employed is based on the Kullback-Leiblerdivergence and is thus constrained by data normality assumptions. In Tuiaet al. [2011a], AL has been proposed for the correction of sample selectionbias when dealing with a training set issued from a small sub-region of animage. In this setting, they studied the ability of an adaptive system basedon pre-clustering to discover previously unknown classes appearing in thetarget domain (the complete image). In this case it is thus assumed that thetarget domain possesses more land-cover classes than the source domain,i. e. cT > cS . Successively, other methods specifically designed to re-usealready collected source ground truth information to initialize the AL loophave been advised in Persello and Bruzzone [2012]. The authors propose togradually remove along the iterations the source samples conflicting withthe distribution of the classes in the target domain. A convergence criterionto know when to stop the iterative process without resorting to a test setis also put forward. Lastly, Alajlan et al. [2014] investigate the benefits ofadaptive AL for classification problems at the continental scale by employinglow spatial resolution MODIS data.
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5.2.3 Feature-representation-transfer approaches in remote sensing
The second type of techniques, based on the feature-representation-transfer Classicapproacheswith singleimagesframework, constitutes also a relatively new research direction within theremote sensing community. However, few papers have addressed the anal-ysis of multiple images through dimensionality reduction, despite the factthat the change of the data space (i. e. the input space in a machine learn-ing sense) is a largely studied topic for single images. Considering FE,many different methods have been applied to single images to provide theend-user with either noise-free or more class-discriminant features [Arenas-García and Petersen, 2009, Kuo and Landgrebe, 2004, Li et al., 2011]. Thesame can be said for feature selection algorithms [Bruzzone et al., 1995, Tuiaet al., 2010, Camps-Valls et al., 2010] aiming at subsetting the input spacewhile preserving the physical meaning of the variables, with a significantnumber of contributions dating back to the 1970s [Narendra and Fukunaga,1977]. Another line of research is represented by the strategies known underthe name of manifold learning approaches. Those models have also beenwidely investigated for the application on single images [Bachmann et al.,2005, Yang and Crawford, 2012, Lunga et al., 2014]. Such approaches, par-ticularly suitable for the analysis of hyperspectral images, rely on the localproperties of the data to preserve their topology after the dimensionalityreduction step.When dealing with multiple images, the family of approaches based on FE withmultipleimagesFE generally comprises contributions that are focused on change detectionapplications. Nielsen et al. [1998] introduce the Multivariate Alteration De-tection (MAD) technique to detect changes in bi-temporal images. Makinguse of the standard canonical correlation analysis [Hotelling, 1936], this FEmethod is aimed at finding suitable separate linear combinations of the ini-tial spectral bands of the two images. Ideally, the difference between thesenewly extracted components (canonical variates) should bear a maximum ofvariance. The samples are projected into a space where the extracted compo-nents from the two images display similar values for the unchanged regionswhile maximally differing on the changed areas. The MAD framework hasbeen extended with the inclusion of boosting-like procedures to iterativelyincrease weights for no-change pixels, and regularization to avoid singu-lar covariance matrices, giving rise to Iteratively Reweighted-MultivariateAlteration Detection (IR-MAD) [Nielsen, 2007]. Moreover, preliminary re-sults obtained with a kernel-based version of the technique are presentedin Nielsen and Vestergaard [2013]. The MAD and IR-MAD transforms havealso proved to be effective in detecting invariant regions in image time seriesto be used for relative radiometric calibration via regression analyses [Cantyet al., 2004, Canty and Nielsen, 2008]. Starting from the same canonical cor-relation analysis, Volpi et al. [2013] present a semisupervised kernel-basedFE method integrating both knowledge on unlabeled samples and a man-ifold regularization. Finally, the spectral alignment of bi-temporal imagesvia FE has also been carried out with non-linear KPCA-based strategies
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as well [Nielsen and Canty, 2008, Volpi et al., 2012a]. It is worth notingthat all the above methodologies are restricted to the study of spatiallyco-registered images, preventing thus their use in a standard cross-sceneDA case.A feature selection approach to improve the generalization abilities ofFeatureselection withmultipleimages a classifier applied across disjoint portions of a hyperspectral image hasbeen presented in Bruzzone and Persello [2009]. The authors pursue theselection of spectral channels that exhibit both a high spatial invariancethroughout the image and a good class discrimination capability. To thisend, a criterion function combining a discrimination term and an invarianceterm has been proposed to direct the search strategy for the identificationof the best set of features.The techniques exploiting the data manifolds for DA purposes can beManifoldlearning withmultipleimages considered as a means to further generalize standard semisupervised tech-niques [Shahshahani and Landgrebe, 1994] to the case where the unla-beled samples employed by the model belong to a dataset, the target do-main, that follows a different probability distribution. In this framework, Kimet al. [2008] develop an iterative methodology to adapt a general land-cover classifier trained over a large area to adjust it for the prediction ona small, localized area. The technique, based on a regularization via thegraph Laplacian, exploits local unlabeled samples appropriately reflectingthe data distribution in the sub-region of the image where the predictiontakes place. In Kim and Crawford [2010], the authors provide a completeframework for the application of manifold regularization to adapt the land-cover classification models. Under the assumption that no labeled samplescan be obtained in the target domain, the knowledge transfer is suitablycarried out among spatially disjoint areas of the same hyperspectral scene.Following a slightly different research direction, a manifold alignment ap-proach is studied in Yang and Crawford [2011]. The authors address theproblem of matching two datasets by seeking a joint manifold which incor-porates prior features, i. e. the manifold of the source domain, and preservesthe smoothness of the resulting aligned manifold. In Tuia et al. [2013a], af-ter the application of a vector quantization algorithm to retrieve relevantcentroids, adaptation is achieved by matching the shape of graphs definedthereon. These representations of the underlying data structure of the im-ages are locally deformed and aligned to each other. Such a transformationof the manifolds is completely unsupervised and therefore is applicable inboth directions, meaning that source and target images can interchange-ably be taken as reference to adapt the other image. Jacobs et al. [2013]further refine this process to overcome the difficulties in handling largechanges in the manifold structure and sub-optimal graph representations.As to the latter, they enhance the representation of the internal structure ofthe graphs for both domains by modeling them as two instances of a commonunderlying Hidden Markov Random Field. Finally, in Tuia et al. [2013b, Inpress.] the manifold alignment strategy of Wang and Mahadevan [2011] issmartly applied to map the images into a latent common space by means
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of two different projection functions. The latter are invertible and can evenbe defined for datasets possessing a different dimensionality, i. e. dS 6= dT .Hence, images taken from different sensors can be converted to the dataspace of another related image. This ultimately opens the opportunity forcross-sensor model portability. Although highly promising, the proposedmethodology only works in supervised DA settings needing labeled sam-ples from both images.In general, one can readily see the great value brought to the field of Summaryremote sensing image classification by these feature-representation-transferstrategies. In fact, in most of the cases, the model for the target classificationis exclusively built using labeled examples from the source image that havealready been acquired. Thus, this family of methods is particularly suitedfor unsupervised DA tasks.
5.2.4 Parameter-transfer approaches in remote sensing
This last category focusing on the models themselves, comprises the early PioneeringDA worksDA papers by Bruzzone and Fernàndez Prieto [2001] and Bruzzone andCossu [2002]. The common trait of both contributions is the type of applica-tion: the update of land-cover maps. In fact, the source domain is consideredin this case to be the first acquisition of a multitemporal collection, whilethe target domain is represented by the images of the same area acquiredat later times. The goal is to update the thematic classification map as soonas a new image enters the system but without requiring additional groundtruth information. The authors term this exercise involving co-registered im-ages a partially unsupervised classification task, a particular instance ofunsupervised DA. In Bruzzone and Fernàndez Prieto [2001], pixels of thetarget domain are used to re-estimate parameters of the maximum likeli-hood classifier initially trained on the source image. The problem is solvedby estimating, via expectation-maximization, a mixed density distribution(with as many components as the common number of classes) for the pix-els of the target image. Building on the findings above, in Bruzzone andCossu [2002], the researchers developed a cascade-classification approachto leverage the temporal correlation naturally observed between images ofthe same scene acquired at different time instants. In Bahirat et al. [2012],the Bayesian framework of the previous studies listed above is extendedto handle a difference in the sets of land-cover classes observed in themultitemporal images.In Rajan et al. [2006], ensembles of binary hierarchical classifiers are used Latestdevelopementsto adapt to the target domain. Diversity in the predictions of the ensembleon the target image is used to reduce the number of binary classifiers to becombined via majority voting. Later on, Bruzzone and Marconcini [2009], pro-pose to deform a SVM classifier by discarding old training samples that arecontradictory with respect to the distribution observed in the target domain.At the same time, semi-labeled target samples are added to the training set.These samples are pixels of the target image whose tentative class labels
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are assigned by the adaptive classifier itself [Jackson and Landgrebe, 2001].Additionally, the authors present an innovative circular accuracy assess-ment strategy for classifiers applied in a DA context, when no ground-truthis assumed available on the image of interest. In Gomez-Chova et al. [2010],knowledge transfer from source to target images is performed by matchingthe means of data clusters in a kernel-induced feature space with a pro-cedure based on the same principles of MMD [Borgwardt et al., 2006] andKMM [Huang et al., 2007]. In Jun and Ghosh [2011], the authors use spatialdetrending with a Gaussian process regression to compensate for spectralshifts that may have occurred in distinct regions of the image. Next, in Junand Ghosh [2013], the latter approach addressing the spatial variations ofthe spectral signatures is extended to discover previously unknown land-cover classes. In Sun et al. [2013], the adaptation approach based on MMDand multiple-kernels of Duan et al. [2012] is applied to hyperspectral remotesensing data. Finally, Leiva-Murillo et al. [2013] apply to remote sensing theconcepts of multi-task learning, a widely studied topic in machine learning.Working with SVMs, by sharing information across different classificationtasks, they show improvements over approaches independently consideringone task at a time.
6SVM-BASED ADAPT I VE ACT I VE LEARN ING V I ASAMPLE REWE IGHT ING
Outline: This Chapter is devoted to the study of adaptive Ac-tive Learning strategies. We will present an approach based onthe TrAdaBoost algorithm to adequately reweight the samplesof the source and target domain. The method takes advantage ofthe opportunities offered by Support Vector Machines in regardto weighting the training samples and returning probabilisticoutputs. After the introductory Section 6.1 setting the context forthe approach, the proposed iterative methodology consisting oftwo nested loops is outlined in Section 6.2. Next, Section 6.3describes the datasets used and the setup of the experiments,while Section 6.4 reports and discusses the results. Finally, Sec-tion 6.5 summarizes the main achievements of this Chapter.
6.1 introduction
Many DA strategies we reviewed in Section 5.2 assume that the labeled Combining ALand DAexamples from the target image, when available, are passively obtainedat once. However, if little resources can be allocated to the sampling andlabeling of a given amount of new pixels, such sampling must be handledwith care, in order to get maximal information from the limited number ofqueries. In this sense, the combined use of AL and DA approaches can be awinning strategy, since AL can be used to sample where source and targetdistributions differ. The DA component of such a hybrid system will makesure that the labeling effort could be further reduced by re-utilizing alreadycollected ground truth associated with images acquired by the same sensorin a region with comparable characteristics.In this Chapter, we propose to effectively combine the DA and AL frame- Overview ofthe Chapterworks in the context of SVM classification. The most informative pixels aresampled with active queries from the target image while adapting the ob-tained classifier using a transfer learning strategy, TrAdaBoost [Dai et al.,2007] (see Section 4.4.1), to leverage the original source data. The proce-dure fits in the framework we named adaptive AL. On the one hand, as baseAL heuristic we apply the Breaking Ties (BT) strategy [Luo et al., 2005].BT uses posterior class probabilities to rank the potential new training
The findings of this Chapter have been published in:G. Matasci, D. Tuia, and M. Kanevski. SVM-based boosting of active learningstrategies for efficient domain adaptation. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics inApplied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing, 5(5):1335–1343, 2012.
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samples according to their uncertainty for the current model. Note that, inany case, the AL procedure can be run using the sample selection heuristicthat best suits the needs of the user (e. g. margin sampling or others, for areview see [Tuia et al., 2011b]). On the other hand, TrAdaBoost promotesa reweighting of the training instances provided to the classifier in orderto assign a broader impact to key target domain samples while decreasingthe influence of misleading source samples. This last step boosts the per-formance of traditional AL techniques when asked to intelligently suggesta sampling scheme in a target image whose class distributions have shifted.We propose an analysis of the performance of this procedure when com-bined with a SVM classifier accepting, in the optimization phase, weightsassociated with the training data samples. However, note that any super-vised model allowing sample weights, such as the LDA classifier presentedin Section 3.4, could be used.The purpose is to build a classifier that is able to efficiently handle theContributions samples coming from the new image in order to provide a more accurate andadapted AL criterion. We provide a thorough illustration of the TrAdaBoostalgorithm and an analysis of its behavior. Concerning the SVM classifierintegrating weights for the instances, we study the separate evolution, withrespect to the domain of membership, of the number of SVs and their weightsduring the AL procedure. Additionally, we carried out experiments study-ing the individual impact of the two approaches combined here: the activequeries and the reweighting of the samples.From the results, we can appreciate how both approaches are comple-Main results mentary and perform differently depending on the degree and complexity ofthe shift. Still, in all experiments, their combination resulted in an improvedsolution always providing the best accuracies. The sampling strategies aretested on two datasets. The first one concerns two QuickBird images of ur-ban scenes while the second one implies a hyperspectral AVIRIS image ofa natural environment. In both cases, experimental results prove the efficacyof the technique with respect to traditional non-adaptive AL approaches.
6.2 adaptive active learning
6.2.1 SVM using instance weights
Hereafter, we introduce the instance weighting SVM, the base classifierutilized in this AL study. Theoretical descriptions of this implementationaccepting weights for the training instances are presented in Nguyen et al.[2010] for classification purposes as well as in Chang et al. [2004] for re-gression tasks. We will now detail the main points differentiating it fromthe standard version of the SVM outlined in Section 3.3.During the optimization of the weighted variant of the SVM, one assignsWeightedprimal anddual SVM sample weights ω = {ωi}ni=1, ωi ∈ R+ to all the n training samplesbelonging to the training set {(x i,yi)}ni=1. Then, the training of the weighted
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SVM implies solving the primal problem of Eq. (3.6) (see page 35) modifiedas minw ,b,ξ
{12 ∥w∥2 + C n∑i=1 ωiξi
} , (6.1)
but subject to the same constraints (3.7) and (3.8). The associated dualproblem of Eq. (3.9) remains the same except for the condition (3.11) whichbecomes 0 ≤ αi ≤ ωiC ∀i , (6.2)where the αi are the Lagrange multipliers related to each training point inthe final (linear) SVM decision function (3.12), which also remains intact.One can notice the upper-bound for such coefficients defining the actual Changedupper-boundfor the αiinfluence of the SVs (training points with αi > 0) being dependent onthe sample weight ωi. This induces an increased flexibility of the method,with samples allowed to receive αi coefficients larger than the employed Cvalue when ωi > 1 (see discussion of the last paragraph of Section 3.3.1).Consequently, particularly relevant samples could have an additional impacton the classification system if compared to the usual SVM implementation.
6.2.2 TrAdaBoost and Active Learning
Throughout this Chapter, sample pairs of both domains will actually be Notation usedin thisChapterdenoted with (x i,yi). The adaptive AL procedure detailed here will use ajoint training set T = TS ∪ TT composed of a source training subset TSand a target training subset TT . Source samples pairs (xS ,yS) ∈ TS willbe indexed as {(x i,yi)}nSi=1, whereas target samples (xT ,yT ) ∈ TT willbe indexed as {(x i,yi)}nS+nTi=nS+1. Additionally, the total number of labeledsamples at each stage of the AL procedure will be designated by n =nS + nT .To achieve DA through AL, two nested loops are run in order to select Approach withtwo nestedloopsthe most useful samples in the target image (outer AL loop) while iterativelyadapting the resulting classifier to the new domain (inner TrAdaBoost loop).The scheme of Fig. 6.1 outlines the general procedure while Algorithm 1provides details about its main steps. In the following, the two phases ofthe algorithm are described and their objectives are highlighted.Initially, the available labeled training set T is composed of the nS source Initializationsamples only, i. e. T = TS = {(x i,yi)}nSi=1, because the target training setis initialized as TT = {}, i. e. nT = 0. Afterwards, TT is progressivelyextended by appending each time q target training instances selected viaAL. To this end, we provide the active learner with a set of unlabeled targetdomain candidates U = {x j}nUj=1 among which to choose the interestingsamples to be labeled by the user. Moreover, we initialize training sampleweights as ωi = 1∀ i. We employ this initialization instead of that withuniform weights ωi = 1n [Dai et al., 2007], to let the second term of (6.1)become C∑ni=1 ξi, as in the usual SVM formulation. The role of the twonested loops is as follows.
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1. The outer loop of the adaptation procedure is an AL routine where, atAL loop each iteration, the q most interesting candidates x j ∈ U are identifiedusing the BT strategy and, after the assignment of the correspondingtrue label yj , added to TT . This heuristic selects the best points xˆBTaccording to the following ranking criterion [Luo et al., 2005]:
xˆBT = argminx j∈U (maxcl∈C p(y∗j = cl|x j)−maxcl∈C\cl+ p(y∗j = cl|x j)), (6.3)
where cl+ = argmaxcl∈C (p(y∗j = cl|x j)) is the class with the high-est probability for pixel x j and C = {1, 2, . . . , c} is the set of c classes.These posterior probabilities are the output of the SVM classifierweighting the samples by means of vector ω = {ωi}ni=1 and are esti-mated with the Platt’s method [Platt, 1999]. After the inclusion of thebest candidate points to TT , the complete training set T is updatedas T = TS ∪ TT .2. At each AL iteration, the inner TrAdaBoost loop is run to reweight theTrAdaBoostloop training instances in T . After having added the new labeled trainingsamples, at the boosting iteration t = 0 we initialize a new weightingvector νt by setting equal weights ν0i = 1, ∀ i. Then, for every roundof the inner loop, we consider the labels y∗i predicted by the currentSVM model for the training samples. In the multi-class case (extensionof the binary problem approached in Dai et al. [2007]), the weightedtraining error on the target set TT is then computed as:
εt = nS+nT∑i=nS+1 ν
ti · ei∑nS+nTi=nS+1 νti (6.4)where ei takes a value of 1 if the classifier commits an error (y∗i 6= yi)when labeling x i and 0 otherwise (y∗i = yi). Afterwards, the weightsνti are updated for the subsequent boosting iteration in two distinctways according to the domain of origin of x i. In fact, we apply
νt+1i = { νtiβei if x i ∈ TSνtiβ−eit if x i ∈ TT , (6.5)where
β = 1/(1+√2 lnnS/tmax) , (6.6)βt = εt/(1− εt) . (6.7)The process is run for tmax iterations and the final weights νtmax areused to retrain the instance weighting SVM (ω = νtmax ), yielding thepredictions in the target domain (test set and unlabeled candidatesset). The associated estimated class probabilities are subsequentlyused by BT in the AL loop to perform the active selection on the poolof candidates U .
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Figure 6.1: Scheme of the adaptive AL procedure: the outer AL loop is highlightedin green, while the inner TrAdaBoost loop is highlighted in blue.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive AL with TrAdaBoost1: Inputs: initial labeled source training set TS = {(x i,yi)}nSi=1, set of unlabeledtarget domain candidates U = {x j}nUj=1, number of candidates to add at eachiteration q, number of TrAdaBoost iterations tmax2: initialize TT = {}, i. e. nT = 03: initialize T = TS4: initialize ω with equal unit weights ωi = 1∀ i5: for each AL iteration do6: train the SVM using T (weighted by ω) as training set7: compute the SVM test accuracy in the target domain8: predict the c class probabilities p(y∗j = cl|x j ) ∀ x j ∈ U9: compute ranking criterion according to Eq. (6.3)10: remove the best q candidates from U and add them to TT11: set T = TS ∪ TT12: set νt = ν0 to unit weights νti = ν0i = 1∀ i13: for each TrAdaBoost iteration t = 1, . . . , tmax do14: train the SVM (weighted by νt ) using the extended T15: repredict the class labels y∗i ∀ x i ∈ T16: calculate the weighted error εt on TT according to Eq. (6.4)17: update weights to obtain νt+1 following Eq. (6.5)18: end for19: set ω = νtmax20: end for21: Outputs: final training set T , test classification accuracy along the AL iterations
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Taking a closer look at the TrAdaBoost loop, in Eq. (6.5) one will noticeUpdate of thesampleweights that if the sample is correctly classified, the weight remains unchanged,whereas if the sample is misclassified, two options are possible. If the sam-ple comes from the source domain, its weight is decreased by a constantfactor (6.6). Conversely, if the instance originates from the domain of interest,the target domain, its weight is increased by a factor inversely proportionalto the target training error (6.7). This updating strategy aims at reducing theimpact of misleading source examples, supposed to be the most dissimilar tothe target instances the model should focus on. Conversely, the increase ofthe influence of misclassified target samples translates the need to concen-trate on the regions of the target domain in which the class discriminationis harder. In light of these considerations, the boosting loop could be proneto overfit potential outliers. However, let us remark that, when the weightedtarget training error εt is excessively large (> 0.5), the reweighting factorβt exceeds the value of 1, allowing therefore a decrease of the weights forthe misclassified target samples in (6.5).This transfer learning approach enables the SVM model to graduallyBenefits of theprocedure adjust itself to the new domain. The different weighting of the examplesleads to a boosted decision function more and more suited to model theinput-output relationships in the target domain. Hence, the benefits of thisprocedure are twofold. On the one hand, the quality of the classificationon test data (belonging to the target domain) is improved. On the otherhand, since we are acquiring samples representing the target distribution,the class membership probabilities for the unlabeled samples in U are moreaccurately computed. This induces an AL selection criterion better suited toidentify candidates lying in uncertain regions of the extended input spacein the following iterations.
6.3 data and experimental setup
In the following Sections, we describe the data we considered for the exper-Two casestudies iments as well as the related setup. The proposed methodology has beentested on two datasets. The first one represents an urban case study bearinga moderate shift between the source and target images. On the contrary,in the second dataset the target domain is represented by a region show-ing remarkable differences in the spectral signatures of the vegetative coverwith respect to the source region.
6.3.1 VHR QuickBird images of Zurich
The first dataset consists of the two VHR QuickBird images of the city ofImages andpre-processing Zurich (Switzerland) presented in Appendix B.1 (see page 152). The his-tograms of the two images have first been matched via HM (see page 25)taking the source image as the reference and, subsequently, textural (3× 3data range, mean, homogeneity and entropy) [Haralick et al., 1973] andmorphological (5× 5 opening and closing, 7× 7 and 9× 9 opening and
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Figure 6.2: Scatterplots for the two KSC images in the red (AVIRIS band #29:≈ 667 nm) vs. NIR (AVIRIS band #49: ≈ 831 nm) space. (a) Sourcetraining set. (b) Target test set. In the legend: CP = cabbage palm.
closing by reconstruction) [Pesaresi and Benediktsson, 2001] features havebeen extracted from the panchromatic band to enrich the ground-cover de-scription with spatial information. For the following experiments, the totalnumber of considered features is thus 15 (4 VNIR bands, 1 PAN, 4 textural,6 morphological). Prior to the analyses, the variables have been normalizedto have zero mean and unit variance, based on the source image descriptivestatistics.The ground truth, whose details are listed in Tab. B.1 of the Appendix, Ground truthand datasetsis made up of thematic classes usually encountered in urban environments.For the target image we derived two separate datasets: the set of unlabeledsamples and the test set. On the one hand, the set of candidates U to beprovided to the AL procedure (assuming their true label unknown) includes22,723 pixels. On the other hand, the generalization ability of the differenttechniques in the target domain has been assessed on 26,797 test samplesissued from spatially separate regions of the target image. For the sourceimage, only a labeled set was needed and was composed of 15,934 pixels.
6.3.2 Hyperspectral AVIRIS image of the KSC
The second case study deals with land-cover classification in a subtropical Images andpre-processingregion. The source and target images have been defined as sub-regions ofthe same hyperspectral image acquired by AVIRIS over the Kennedy SpaceCenter (KSC), Florida (USA). For the details related to this dataset we referthe reader to Appendix B.2 (see page 154). As for the QuickBird dataset,after a matching of the histograms, the bands have been normalized (zeromean and unit variance) using source image parameters.The list of the classes to discriminate during the experiments, mostly Ground truthand datasetssubtropical vegetation land-cover, is provided in Tab. B.2. As depicted bythe scatterplots of Fig. 6.2, the classes have a rather large overlap along with
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important radiometric variations across domains. The resulting dataset shiftobserved from one image to the other is marked (divergence in both class-conditional and marginal probability distributions). A labeled set consistingof 2,522 pixels was issued from the source image. For the target image, wepartitioned the available labeled dataset into an unlabeled set of candidatesU and a test set both including 1,927 pixels. This independent target testset is then used for the comparison of the performances of the AL strategies.
6.3.3 Experimental setup
The experiments were conducted with 10 different and independent real-Size oftraining sets,classifier &parameters izations of the initial source training sets TS (drawn from the labeled setsmentioned above). For the Zurich images nS = 1000 randomly selected pix-els were retained, while the size of the training set was fixed to nS = 500for the KSC dataset. An instance weighting SVM with a linear kernel hasbeen used as supervised learner and a 5-fold cross-validation has been per-formed to find the optimal initial C parameter (extensive search in the space{10−1, . . . , 105}). For both datasets and for all the AL methods, q = 10 tar-get samples per iteration were added to augment the initial source trainingset while the AL process was run for 35 iterations. At each iteration, theperformance of the SVM models has been assessed on the test set extractedfrom the corresponding target image.We compared the proposed adaptive AL strategy (AdaptiveAL_BT) withComparedmethods the standard BT without instance reweighting (AL_BT) and with a procedurerandomly selecting the pixels to label in the target image while adaptingtheir weights following the TrAdaBoost scheme (AdaptiveRandomS). Also, inorder to provide the usual AL baseline, the random selection of the samplesto label (RandomS) has been considered. Finally, to set reference perfor-mances for the considered target images, linear SVM classifiers exclusivelytrained on source (same 10 independent samplings of nS pixels from thecomplete training set) and target (also nS pixels sampled from the set ofcandidates U retaining their labels) datasets have been tested (Source and
Target methods, respectively). Regarding the proposed AdaptiveAL_BTmethod and AdaptiveRandomS, at each AL iteration, the weights of thesamples in the training set were updated after 5 iterations of TrAdaBoost(stabilized νi values). In this sub-routine, the prediction on the training setwas implemented through a 20-fold cross-validation to avoid overfitting.The algorithms were implemented in MATLAB® using LIBSVM as librarySoftware both for the standard SVM and instance weighting SVM (version availableat http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw) [Chang and Lin, 2001]. The computation ofclass probabilities to be used by BT is described in the same paper.
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6.4 results
6.4.1 Learning curves
Figure 6.3 summarizes the results for this task of DA through AL. The perfor-mance of the different AL techniques along the iterations (increasing trainingset size) has been assessed in terms of overall classification accuracy (seeAppendix A). The depicted learning curves represent the average OA overthe 10 experiments.
6.4.1.1 VHR QuickBird images of ZurichAnalyzing Fig. 6.3(a) referring to the Zurich dataset, one can first notice thebad performance achieved by applying on the target data the source model(Source) without any adjustments (OA = 70.07%). The method consisting inrandomly sampling the pool of unlabeled pixels (RandomS), considered asa baseline for AL, and the standard AL heuristic of BT both reveal a slowconvergence. Nevertheless, the AL_BT method yields SVM models that areslightly more accurate than those built by sampling at random, but thishappens only from the 10th iteration onwards (approximately +0.5% OA).The proposed combined methodology integrating the TrAdaBoost routinein the AL process (AdaptiveAL_BT) clearly outperforms these two samplingschemes by sharply increasing the classification accuracy since the very be-ginning of the AL iterations. In fact, already after 14 iterations (140 targetpixels added) the associated curve achieves an OA of 86.2% (+3.4% OAwith respect to AL_BT). Such a precision is never reached by the twobaseline approaches during the considered first 35 AL cycles. Neverthe-less, we remark how the other procedure including the reweighting scheme,
AdaptiveRandomS, is yielding a performance comparable to that of its ac-tive counterpart in the first 7 cycles of the AL routine. Subsequently, afterthe addition of 80 samples, the actively guided selection of the pixels tolabel provides an average improvement in OA of 1.5%. It is interesting tonote that none of the strategies is able to reach the Target performance atOA = 87.55%.
6.4.1.2 Hyperspectral AVIRIS image of the KSCFigure 6.3(b) reveals a similar pattern in the KSC dataset, except for theimproved performance of the AL_BT strategy and a worsened performanceof the AdaptiveRandomS method. The random sampling of the pixels inthe target image (RandomS) results in poor updates of the initial trainingset. In fact, even after the inclusion of 350 samples, the model still lies5% OA below the performance of a SVM trained with pixels from the targetimage only (Target reference classification with average OA = 90.35%). Onthe other hand, both the AdaptiveAL_BT and the AL_BT show promisinglearning curves, eventually reaching and even exceeding the upper referenceaccuracy of the same-domain SVM model. In particular, one can remark the
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Figure 6.3: Average learning curves (% OA) over 10 runs on the target imageof the (a) Zurich dataset and (b) KSC dataset. Source (dashed redline) = model built using pixels of the source domain only, Target(solid blue line) = model built using pixels of the target domain only,
RandomS (dashed green line with asterisks) = random sampling method,
AdaptiveRandomS (solid brown line with crosses) = random samplingmethod combined with TrAdaBoost, AL_BT (dashed light blue line withdiamonds) = AL via breaking ties, AdaptiveAL_BT (solid black linewith circles) = proposed adaptive AL method.
adaptive AL procedure evolving ≈ 1% OA higher than its non-adaptivecounterpart. The effect of the intelligent selection of the most informativepixels, as provided by the BT strategy, when combined with the TrAdaBoostalgorithm is more evident on the KSC dataset. In fact, the curve associatedwith the integration of TrAdaBoost with the random, passive sampling inthe new image (AdaptiveRandomS) remains between 4% and 6% OA lowerthan the active one from the beginning of the AL process.
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(c) (d)Figure 6.4: KSC dataset: histograms showing the distribution (frequencies over the10 experiments) of the final TrAdaBoost weights ωi and SVM coeffi-cients αi (normalized by C to account for its different values in theexperiments) for the SVs of the two domains at the AL iteration #15(n = nS + nT = 500 + 150 = 650 pixels in the training set). (a)Source SVs: weights ωi. (b) Target SVs: weights ωi. (c) Source SVs:αi/C . (d) Target SVs: αi/C .
6.4.2 Analysis of sample weights
With the purpose to shed light on the actual effect of the TrAdaBoost modelon the SVM-based AL procedure, it is worth analyzing the evolution of theweights ωi and the coefficients αi along the AL iterations.Figure 6.4 illustrates the distribution of the respective weights ωi andcoefficients αi for the SVs of each domain at the 15th AL iteration. Indeed,these are crucial training samples, the only ones contributing to the finalSVM decision function. With this example concerning the KSC dataset,we focus on the state of the AdaptiveAL_BT method. From Figs. 6.4(a)and 6.4(b), one can observe how the weights of roughly 60% of the trainingSVs belonging to the source image are set to very low values (ωi < 0.15),whereas more than half of those of target domain SVs take values largerthan 1. This translates, for the source SVs (Fig. 6.4(c)), to a significant
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(b)Figure 6.5: KSC dataset: evolution along the AL iterations of the ratio of SVs andmagnitude of the alpha coefficients for the two domains (percentagesover the 10 experiments). (a) Percentage of SVs among source (dashedred line) and target (solid blue line) training data. (b) Percentage ofsource (dashed red line) and target (solid blue line) normalized alphas(αi/C ) larger than 0.02 or 0.2, respectively (percentages computed overthe total number of alphas obtained in each domain).
amount of alpha coefficients found to be close to 0 and, for the target SVs(Fig. 6.4(d)), to a non-negligible number of alpha values that are actuallylarger than the corresponding SVM hyper-parameter C , i. e. αi/C > 1.The highlighted tendency is noticeable since the early stages of the ALcycle, with more importance given to useful instances in the target domainand, conversely, with less weight assigned to misleading source instances.To better perceive the cited evolution as the AL and TrAdaBoost loopsproceed to the adaptation of the SVM, we resort to Fig. 6.5.Figure 6.5(a) depicts the evolution of the share of training points thateventually become SVs in the two domains. The number of such key samplesremains stable over the entire AL procedure for the source training set TS .On the contrary, for the target training set TT we notice a growth of theconsidered ratio of SVs which is especially steep at first (until iteration 4),and then gradually slows down as the new image is sampled.In Fig. 6.5(b), it is insightful to notice how, among the alpha coefficients(represented by their normalized counterparts αi/C ) associated with theSVs, there is a consistent polarizing trend as the AL algorithm runs. In fact,always more and more of these αi take either high values if corresponding totarget samples, or low values if representing source samples. This evolutionof the alphas is more marked for the target image, almost doubling theproportion of normalized αi > 0.2 found in the first iterations by the timethe AL loop reaches its end. It is worth pointing out the sheer drop (from65.2% to 39.7%) in the proportion of source normalized alphas larger than0.02 when the first q = 10 target samples are added to the joint trainingset T . The model reweights samples according to the domain of origin andthis is reflected in the SVM coefficients.
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6.4.3 Discussion
As pointed out in Section 6.4.1, an appropriately designed weighting schemefor the training instances, as the one provided by the presented method, en-sures an improved transfer of the knowledge between the source and thetarget image. A direct consequence of this fact, due to the improved posteriorclass probability estimates, is the more accurate selection of samples to belabeled along the subsequent AL iterations. We obtain an improved model,able to outperform in test the one built by selecting the training instanceswith the simple BT heuristic, if the latter is naively applied without anyadaptation to the domain of interest. Moreover, improvements over the sim-ple application of the TrAdaBoost algorithm in combination with a randomsampling of the new image were observed. This highlights the impact of theactive selection, via BT in this case, of the most helpful pixels of the targetimage.In more detail, we can comment on the influence of the two qualitiesan adaptive AL system should possess: the ability to adapt to the domainof interest and the ability to actively select the new samples. The experi-ments we conducted reveal an opposite trend in the two considered datasets.On the one hand, on the Zurich images, we notice a higher importancegiven to the adaptation to the new domain (superior performance of the
AdaptiveRandomS over the AL_BT method). That could be linked to theneed of downweighting source pixels found in areas related to the shift, butin a rather stable environment, in terms of marginal distributions. At thesame time, the misclassified target pixels, lying in a region where the classboundaries have changed, require more attention (increasing weights) to ad-just the model. On the other hand, when dealing with the KSC dataset, theeffect of the active sampling alone proves to be more decisive than the sim-ple adaptation of the weights (superior performance of the AL_BT method).This behavior can be linked to the larger and nonlinear shift observed in thissecond hyperspectral case, that forces the algorithm to completely redefinethe decision boundaries with the new queries. These additional samplesare extremely useful to precisely redefine the new distribution of the highlymixed and overlapping classes that characterize the study area.Despite the contradictory behavior observed in the case studies (in thefirst DA is more beneficial than AL, while in the second the opposite holds),the proposed method returns the best results in both cases. First, this illus-trates the complementarity of the AL and DA approaches, that are effectivein different scenarios. Second, this also strengthens the interest of a jointapproach capable of taking the best from both worlds: in the nested loops ofthe proposed strategy, AL and DA interact constantly and can thus providethe relevant samples, while adapting the model to the new domain. Theconsequence is the remarkable gain in classification accuracy during thefirst iterations, observed in both case studies when using adaptive activesampling strategies.
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Additionally, it is worth noting that, for the KSC images, both the activestrategies converge to a performance exceeding that of the model built exclu-sively on target data. These superior classification accuracies are obtainedwith training sets that required the labeling of 270-290 target pixels onlyand thus showing the interest of intelligently built compact models avoidingthe labeling of redundant samples. Furthermore, this fact indicates that thesource data is still relevant and brings into play universal information thatis useful to solve the problem in the target domain. This accuracy improve-ment is even more significant in light of the large shift of the class spectralsignatures existing between the two images, as testified by the ≈ 26.6% OAdifference between the Source and Target models (see also scatterplots ofFig. 6.2).Section 6.4.2 emphasizes instead the usefulness and the impact of thededicated instance weights included in the SVM model, core of the proposedadaptive AL approach. As pointed out in Section 6.2.1, the standard kernel-based learning machine optimizing the alpha coefficients with an equalupper-bound (αi ≤ C , ∀ i) is turned into an adaptable learning machine(αi ≤ ωiC , ∀ i). This weighted version of the SVM, as a matter of fact, isable to accord distinct relevance values to the training examples followingboth their domain of origin and their contribution to the class discriminationtask. We draw the attention on the fact that, since these alpha coefficients actas sample weights in the SVM final decision function (3.12), the predictionsare notably affected by the TrAdaBoost reweighting scheme.In this sense, the evolution curves of Fig. 6.5 testify the increasing influ-ence on the classification system of the pixels collected in the target image.As batches of these new domain samples are included in the training set,they quickly display a higher likelihood to become SVs than the alreadypresent source samples. Furthermore, the magnitude of the associated alphacoefficients is also increasing, translating the augmented relevance of thepixels belonging to the target domain we are interested in. The adjustableinstance weights boost the SVM performance and enable the model to as-sign tailored alpha coefficients to its SVs. The AL process efficiently adaptsthe classifier by attributing more and more importance to the target domainwhile discarding unprofitable source information. As a result, we obtain animproved discrimination of the land-cover classes in the image for which weneed to produce a new thematic map.
6.5 conclusions
In this Chapter, an approach to boost the performance of AL methods whenMainachievements applied in the context of DA has been presented and analyzed. We de-scribed a technique, TrAdaBoost, aimed at properly adapting training sam-ple weights during the AL process. Such adjustments proved potential inrefining the ranking criterion for the selection of the most informative targetpixels to be manually labeled by the user. The individual contributions ofthe smart sampling and of the adaptive adjustment of sample weights have
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been assessed, concluding that the best performances are obtained whenthe two approaches are combined.One of the objectives was also to uncover and better understand the Influence ofthereweightingbehavior of the proposed reweighting scheme when integrated with a SVMclassifier accepting instance weights in the training phase. The influenceof these weights on the decision function, conveying the importance andpertinence to the domain of interest of each pixel, has been highlightedthrough the analysis of the evolution of the SVs all along the samplingprocedure.The present Chapter demonstrated that in a classification task involving Benefits inconcreteapplicationsa newly acquired image and when already collected ground truth dataare available, the modeling effort for the target image can be efficientlyreduced. In fact, by means of the proposed adaptive sampling strategy, theoperator will be properly guided in the collection of the labels for the mostuseful pixels on the new image. Standard supervised classifiers are suppliedwith a minimal and effective training set for a suitable land-cover thematicmapping.Further developments of adaptive AL approaches could concentrate on Future workone of the open issues that have been seldom addressed in the literature sofar: the change in the set of classes from one image to another. Indeed, intruly large-scale applications, the common DA assumption that the types ofland-cover are the same across the entire study region is often violated. Onthe one hand, intelligent sampling strategies able to discover new thematicclasses previously unseen in the source image are in high demand. Onthe other hand, attention should also be paid to appropriately handle thedisappearance of a given land-cover when moving to the target image.

7KERNEL-BASED FEATURE EXTRACT ION FORRELAT I VE RAD IOMETR I C NORMAL I ZAT ION
Outline: In this Chapter, we study the problem of Fea-ture Extraction for the relative normalization of multiple re-motely sensed images in order to ease the knowledge trans-fer among them. We analyze a recently proposed Feature Ex-traction method specifically designed for Domain Adaptation,Transfer Component Analysis, and its semisupervised implemen-tation named Semisupervised Transfer Component Analysis. InSection 7.1, we briefly recall the motivation for this work andin Section 7.2, we formalize the associated Feature Extractionframework. Next, in Section 7.3 we present the studied tech-niques. Section 7.4 describes the datasets used and the setupof the experiments whose results are presented and discussedin Section 7.5. Finally, in Section 7.6, we summarize the mainfindings of this study while providing further possible researchdirections.
7.1 introduction
Previously, in the introductory Part i of this Thesis, we have seen how the Benefits of FEfor DAissues affecting the radiometry of the images acquired under different condi-tions (see Section 2.5.2) can be alleviated by adopting image normalizationstrategies. Among these compensations methods briefly reviewed in Sec-tion 2.5.3, we find relative normalization techniques that aim at providinga dedicated image-to-image calibration. It is indeed in this context thatthe application of the suitable feature-representation-transfer methodolo-gies can reveal potential (see Section 5.2.3). Particularly attractive are thealignment strategies based on the extraction of totally new features derivedfrom the initial data with the purpose to bridge the gap existing betweenthe images. In this context, if the only labeled ground truth data refers tothe source image, FE can be considered as a means of resolving the im-age adaptation problem in an unsupervised way. Both images are mappedin a common latent space where the class boundaries are expected to be
This Chapter is based on the following accepted paper:
G. Matasci, M. Volpi, M. Kanevski, L. Bruzzone, and D. Tuia. SemisupervisedTransfer Component Analysis for domain adaptation in remote sensing image clas-sification. IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, Accepted..
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more domain-invariant and, subsequently, a prediction based on the sourcetraining set can be performed.In the present Chapter, we study the effectiveness of non-linear FE tech-Overview ofthe Chapter niques when applied in a cross-domain setting where we have at our dis-posal labeled samples only in the source image. In particular, the novelty ofthe work consists in the investigation of the capabilities of a FE method es-pecially developed for DA. We consider the recently proposed Transfer Com-ponent Analysis and, specifically, we focus on its extension named Semisu-pervised Transfer Component Analysis [Pan et al., 2011]. Both approachesexplicitly minimize a term measuring the distance between the domains:the MMD presented in Section 4.3.2. Moreover, SSTCA also includes inthe objective a manifold regularization term enforcing the smoothness of theprojections and a label dependence term. The former enforces the preser-vation of the local geometry (data manifold) while the latter maximizes thealignment of the projections with the available source domain labels.We analyze these methods in a range of settings specifically designed toContributions enforce the similarity of the domains. In particular, we study in detail thebehavior of SSTCA with respect to its key parameters and related objectivesof the projection. A thorough comparison to a number of general purposefeature extractors which may also be used in a DA setting is provided. First,the quality of the alignment is assessed in classification tasks involvingspatially disjoint pairs of images acquired by multi- and hyperspectral sen-sors. Then, we perform a visual assessment of both the invariance propertyand the class discrimination property of the extracted features. Furthermore,several other key issues related to the cross-image knowledge transfer byFE are studied. First, we analyze the combined use of the considered FEstrategies with the widely utilized HM procedure. Second, we evaluate theinfluence of the origin of the unlabeled samples used for FE (source imageonly or both source and target images). Third, we assess the importance ofspatial features by comparing the DA results obtained using spectral-spatialinformation to those using spectral data only.
7.2 domain adaptation via feature extraction
As introduced in Section 4.4.2, the purpose of feature-representation-transferThe principle strategies is to find a common representation of the source and targetdatasets that minimizes the differences between these two domains whilemaintaining their main data properties (data statistics, local relationships,label dependence, etc.). Once the samples are mapped to the same subspacedefined by the extracted features, a classifier is trained in the source do-main using the available labeled examples, and then inference is performeddirectly in the aligned target domain.Let us consider the set of nS labeled source training data DS = {XS ,YS} =Problemdefinition {(xSi ,ySi)}nSi=1 and the set of the nT unlabeled target data XT = {xTj}nTj=1.The goal of the unsupervised DA approach considered in this Chapter is topredict target labels yT ∈ C = {1, 2, . . . , c} (set of c classes in common
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Figure 7.1: Flowchart of the considered FE approach to DA in image classification.
with DS ) based exclusively on the use of labeled data from DS in the train-ing phase. To this end, a mapping φ of the samples of both domains to acommon space is needed: XS → φ(XS) = X ∗S , XT → φ(XT ) = X ∗T . Afterthis projection the two domains should be aligned, i. e. their probability dis-tributions should be as similar as possible: P(X ∗S) ≈ P(X ∗T ). In practice, weneed a matrix W to perform the joint mapping φ of the data. The projectionmatrix can be found using a set of samples X collected either from
• the two domains (X ⊆ XS ∪ XT ), or• one domain only, (X ⊆ XS or XT ).Various FE methods (see Section 3.5) can be employed to estimate thismatrix embedding the data in a m-dimensional sub-space with m  d.Ultimately, the purpose is to train a classifier on the projected trainingset {(x∗Si ,ySi)}nSi=1 and then to apply it to predict class labels yT for theprojected target test set X ∗T ,test (the entire image). Figure 7.1 illustrates theconcept of the considered FE-based DA.
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7.3 transfer component analysis
Hereafter, we describe the non-linear kernel-based FE technique enablingthe domain-approaching projection, the unsupervised TCA. Next, we outlineits semisupervised extension, SSTCA, a development taking into accountthe need both for a preservation of the local manifold structure and for thealignment with the class labels.
7.3.1 Unsupervised Transfer Component Analysis
The TCA technique we investigate in this Chapter has specifically beenObjectives ofTCA developed for DA [Pan et al., 2011], and is based on the MMD metricpresented in Section 4.3.2. TCA aims at finding a common embedding of thedata from the two domains by:
1) minimizing the distance between the probability distributions of φ(XS)and φ(XT ) (MMD minimization),2) preserving the main statistical properties of the original data XS andXT (maximization of data variance in the first extracted orthogonalcomponents).
The mapping function φ is empirically estimated by a transformation matrixW ∈ R(nS+nT )×m with m (nS + nT ) which explicitly incorporates bothobjectives.Using the transformation matrix W , and the original kernel matrix KMMDminimization of (4.7) (see page 51) built on the stacked source and target sets, it ispossible to compute the kernel matrix between mapped samples as K ∗ =KWW>K . Note that the projection of the samples in the transformed do-mains is obtained as X ∗ = KW . Thus, this matrix K ∗ is evaluated by dotproducts of the mapped samples as X ∗X ∗>, where X ∗ is the non-linearlytransformed data matrix of size (nS + nT )×m having the projected sam-ples φ(x) = x∗ as its rows. Consequently, rewriting the MMD formula ofEq. (4.6), the distance between the mapped samples can be obtained as
MMD(X ∗S ,X ∗T ) = Tr((KWW>K )L)
= Tr(W>KLKW ) . (7.1)
The goal stated in 1) is thus achieved by minimizing (7.1) with respect toW , guaranteeing therefore that the distributions of the projected domainsminimize the MMD.On the other hand, objective 2) requires that φ does not inappropriatelyMaximizationof datavariance deform the input space, which would complicate the task for the classificationroutine. Hence, matrix W should be found such that the projection into thenewly created subspace is able to preserve (and ideally compress in few
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components, as in PCA or KPCA) the initial data variance. The covariancematrix Σ∗ of the projected samples x∗ is given by
Σ∗ = 1nS + nT
nS+nT∑
i,j=1 (x∗i − x¯∗)(x∗j − x¯∗)>
= W>KHKW , (7.2)
where x¯∗ is the average of the mapped samples and H = I − 11>/(nS +nT ) is the (nS + nT ) × (nS + nT ) centering matrix. Thus, the followingorthogonality constraint will be integrated in the optimization problem (di-agonal covariance): Σ∗ = I , where I is the m×m identity matrix.The final kernel learning problem for the unsupervised TCA is then set TCA kernellearningproblemup as argminW {Tr(W>KLKW ) + µTr(W>W )}s. t. Σ∗ = W>KHKW = I , (7.3)
where µ is a tradeoff parameter tuning the influence of the regularizationterm Tr(W>W ) controlling the complexity of W . The present optimizationproblem can be reformulated as a trace maximization problem whose finalsolution may be obtained by introducing Lagrange multipliers and settingthe partial derivatives with respect to W equal to zero, thus solving thegeneralized eigenvalue problem [Pan et al., 2011]
KHKv = ρ(KLK + µI)v . (7.4)
This entails the eigendecomposition of (KLK + µI)−1KHK . The mappingmatrix W is obtained by stacking the m eigenvectors v i associated with them largest eigenvalues ρi of (7.4) as [v1, . . . , vm].Finally, we compute the m transfer components for new test samples Projection ofnew samplesX test as X ∗test = KtestW , where K test represents the ntest× (nS +nT ) kernelmatrix between the ntest test points and the (nS + nT ) training samples.
7.3.2 Semisupervised Transfer Component Analysis
Besides the regularized MMD minimization objective used by the unsu- Additionalobjectives ofSSTCApervised version of TCA, a desirable aligning projection should fulfill twoadditional requirements.
1) It should maximize the dependence between the extracted features andthe class labels by exploiting the available source labeled samples(introducing a form of supervision in the definition of the appropriateprojection).
2) It should preserve the local structure in both domains to further reg-ularize the projection and to avoid an exaggerated deformation of therespective data manifolds with the joint transform.
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Indeed, SSTCA pursues these two extra goals.To achieve the first objective, we force the projections to be dependentLabeldependence on the available labeled data. A label indicator matrix is included in theobjective function: K ∗YY = γK YY + (1− γ)I , (7.5)where K YY is a kernel matrix computed on the labels Y that, while be-ing of size (nS + nT )× (nS + nT ), is only defined on the source domain:KYYi,j = 1 if yi = yj with x i, x j ∈ XS , whereas KYYi,j = 0 otherwise. Thefirst term in (7.5) aims at maximizing the label dependence whereas thesecond serves to maximize the data variance in both domains. The two com-peting terms are balanced by the tradeoff parameter γ ≥ 0. This alignmentcan be achieved by making use of a measure of dependence between setsof variables X ′ and Y ′ (the labels) called Hilbert-Schmidt IndependenceCriterion (HSIC) [Gretton et al., 2005, Camps-Valls et al., 2010]. Such anon-parametric measure can be computed thanks to kernel matrices K ′ andK ′YY (of size n× n), corresponding to X ′ and Y ′, respectively:
HSIC(X ′,Y ′) = (1/(n− 1)2)Tr(HK ′HK ′YY ) . (7.6)
After substituting the kernel matrix K ∗ representing the projections (re-placing K ′) and the matrix based on the labels K ∗YY (replacing K ′YY ) intothe HSIC formula (7.6), and dropping the unnecessary scaling factor, ourobjective becomes the maximization of
Tr(H(KWW>K )HK ∗YY ) = Tr(W>KHK ∗YYHKW ) . (7.7)
The second purpose, the locality preservation, is attained through a man-Localitypreservation ifold regularizer enforcing smoothness with respect to the underlying datageometry, i. e. a regularizer for which small variations over the manifold leadto small variations in the projection [Belkin et al., 2006]. To this end, we firstbuild the graph Laplacian matrix L = D−M , where M is an affinity ma-trix of elements Mi,j = exp(−d2i,j/2σ 2) if x i and x j are k-nearest neighbors(with an Euclidean distance di,j in the input space) and Mi,j = 0 otherwise.
D is a diagonal degree matrix with elements Di,i = ∑nS+nTj=1 Mi,j . Sincewe would like that samples that were close in the initial data space remainclose in the transformed space, the goal is to minimize1
(nS + nT )2 ∑i,j Mi,j
∥∥∥x∗i − x∗j ∥∥∥2 =
1
(nS + nT )2Tr(W>KLKW ) , (7.8)where x∗i and x∗j are the projections of the initial samples.
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Ultimately, including the manifold regularization term, we may formulate SSTCA kernellearningproblemthe final optimization problem of SSTCA asargminW {Tr(W>KLKW ) + µTr(W>W )
+
λ
(nS + nT )2Tr(W>KLKW )
}
s. t. W>KHK ∗YYHKW = I , (7.9)where λ ≥ 0 is a tradeoff parameter weighting the importance of the localmanifold. Note that in the following, for simplicity’s sake, λ
(nS+nT )2 is directlyreferred to as λ. As for unsupervised TCA, the optimization can be reformu-lated as a trace maximization problem solved via the following generalizedeigenvalue problem:
KHK ∗YYHKv = ρ(K (L+ λL)K + µI)v . (7.10)The projection matrix W and the subsequently derived m SSTCA transfercomponents for some new samples are obtained in the same fashion as forTCA.
7.4 data and experimental setup
For our analyses we utilized two different datasets bearing different degreesof shift between source and target domains.
7.4.1 Hyperspectral ROSIS image of Pavia
The first dataset is the hyperspectral ROSIS image of Pavia (Italy) presented Image andground truthin Appendix B.3 (see page 156). For our adaptive thematic classificationtask, we took into account the 4 classes appearing throughout the entirescene: “buildings”, “roads”, “shadows” and “vegetation”. Details are availablein Tab. B.3.As one can see from Fig. B.3, the spatial extent of the source sub-image Sampleselection bias:light datasetshiftis quite small, involving a description of the classes that is presumably notrich enough to account for the complete variation of the spectral signaturesover the entire image. This raises the question of the representativenessof the training samples for classification. Hence, adaptation is required tocorrect a sample selection bias problem. The dataset shift level is qualifiedas “light”, as it is illustrated by the scatterplots of the top row of Fig. 7.2.
7.4.2 VHR QuickBird images of Zurich
The second dataset used here is the same already used in Chapter 6: we Images,pre-processingand groundtruthutilized the two VHR QuickBird images of Zurich (see Appendix B.1). Toenhance the spatial information content of the scenes, the standard set ofQuickBird bands has been extended by the same textural and morphological
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Figure 7.2: Raw DN data (standardized variables) red (R) vs. near-infrared (NIR)scatterplots of the (left) source and (right) target images of the (top)Pavia dataset with ROSIS band #49 vs. #95 and (bottom) Zurichdataset with QuickBird band #3 vs. #4.
features described in Section 6.3.1. Additionally, a textural feature basedon correlation has been added to favor even more the label smoothness inthe spatial domain. Thus, we obtained a final set of 16 variables: 4 VNIRbands, 1 PAN band, 5 textural features and 6 morphological features. Forthe sake of comparison, results obtained exclusively using the 5 spectralbands are reported in Section 7.5.6. For the classification task in this urbansetting, again, we considered the 5 classes shared by the two images listedin Tab. B.1.As mentioned, between the two acquisitions we notice strong differencesModeratedataset shift in illumination conditions induced by changes in the sun elevation and inthe acquisition geometry. Moreover, seasonal effects affecting the vegetationand the different nature of the materials used for roofs and roads increasethe differences between images. This shift alters both the marginal and theclass-conditional probabilities governing the two images: the deviation isthus judged as “moderate” in this case (see bottom row of Fig. 7.2).
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7.4.3 Experimental setup
In the experiments below we compared TCA and SSTCA to the following Proposed andcompeting FEmethodsother FE techniques: the classical PCA (see Section 3.5.1), its non-linearkernel-based counterpart, the KPCA (see Section 3.5.2), and the supervisedkernel-based GDA mentioned in Section 3.4.2.With respect to the sampling strategies outlined in Section 7.2, TCA and ImagesamplingstrategiesSSTCA were always applied on a set X extracted from both the source andtarget domains, X ⊆ XS ∪XT , as a joint extraction was required by definition(strategies simply named TCA and SSTCA). Regarding the competing methods,PCA and KPCA have been applied considering a FE based on a singledomain, the source image, i. e. X ⊆ XS (see Section 7.5.5 for a comparisonto the X ⊆ XS ∪ XT setting). We termed these strategies PCA_1DOM and
KPCA_1DOM, respectively. The application of GDA obligatorily requires labelinformation, so the only setting adoptable was X ⊆ XS (GDA_1DOM).For the two TCA methods, previous works [Pan et al., 2011] suggested Selection ofthe hyper-parametersas valid the standard value of 1 for the tradeoff parameter µ. Likewise, forSSTCA we fixed the label dependence parameter γ = 0.5 equally balancinglabel dependence and orthogonality, whereas we varied the more criticallocality parameter λ in {0, 10−4, . . . , 104} and the number of neighbors k in{10, 50, 100, 150, 200}. For the four kernel-based techniques (KPCA, GDA,TCA and SSTCA), we employed Gaussian RBF kernels, with the σ parameterselected as the median Euclidean distance among the data points used todefine the mapping. We adopted this approach also for the selection of thescaling parameter σ needed in the computation of matrix M in SSTCA.For both the Pavia and Zurich datasets, all the initial features have been Preprocessing,datasets sizes& dimensionsstandardized to zero mean and unit variance, based on the descriptive statis-tics of the source domain. Sets of 200 pixels per class were used to definethe projections (similar behaviors have been observed with sets of 150 and300 pixels). The same samples constituted the training sets for the thematicclassification. When pixels XT were needed, 200 · c unlabeled target pixelswere randomly selected in the corresponding image. A total of 10 indepen-dent realizations of these sets has been used for the experiments to ensurea robust comparison. After exploratory analyses, the maximum number ofextracted features was fixed to 18 and 15 for the Pavia and Zurich datasets,respectively.To assess the suitability of the proposed FE methods, after the cardinal Classifiersand baselinesprojection step, we proceeded with a classification by applying two intrinsi-cally different classifiers trained on the transformed source training samplesX ∗S . We made use of a parametric classifier, the LDA model describing allthe classes by a common covariance matrix (see Section 3.4.1), and a kernel-based non-parametric classifier, the soft margin linear SVM with a penaltyparameter C tuned in the range {10−1, . . . , 104} by 5-fold cross-validation.After FE, the classifiers have been trained with source samples mapped intoa space of increasing dimension. With the LDA model we run the classifierfor each number of dimensions. With the linear SVM we run the model for
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Table 7.1: FE methods and baselines compared in the classification experiments(predictions on the target image).
Name FE method FE based on Training on
Tgt none - XT
Src none - XS
PCA_1DOM PCA XS X ∗S
KPCA_1DOM KPCA XS X ∗S
GDA_1DOM GDA XS X ∗S
TCA TCA XS ∪ XT X ∗S
SSTCA SSTCA XS ∪ XT X ∗S
every third dimension starting at 2 extracted features for all FE techniquesto reach convergence, except for GDA, for which we trained a SVM per ad-ditional feature. As reference upper and lower baselines, we also reportedperformances of models built using samples exclusively belonging to thetarget or source images (Tgt and Src). In these cases, the input space wasconstituted by the original spectral bands XS or XT (plus spatial informa-tion for the Zurich images). Table 7.1 summarizes the considered settingsand the related names. The overall quality of the classification has beenassessed by means of the Kappa statistic (see Appendix A).To carry out these classification tasks, we considered two scenarios:HM scenarios
1. FE methods applied to the raw data, without any initial matching ofthe source and target images.
2. FE methods applied after a preprocessing with HM, taking the sourceimage as reference image.
The accuracy assessment in the target domain has been done by means ofan independent test set counting 14, 047 pixels for the Pavia dataset and26, 797 samples for the Zurich dataset.
7.5 results
7.5.1 Analysis of SSTCA parameters
In Fig. 7.3, we report the results of a sensitivity analysis of SSTCA involvingits two critical parameters: the λ parameter controlling the importance ofthe locality preserving term and the number of neighbors k used to buildthe graph Laplacian L. We focus on data after HM and we employ a LDAclassifier. As illustrated in Fig. 7.3(a) for the Pavia dataset, λ returned thebest overall performances when set as ≥ 10−2. Concerning the numberof neighbors, as shown in Fig. 7.3(b) for the Zurich images, k seemed toreach an optimum in classification accuracy if chosen between 50 and 150.Therefore, for the rest of the study, we set λ = 102 and k = 100.
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Figure 7.3: LDA classification performances on the target image (average of esti-mated Kappa statistic over 10 runs) after SSTCA (µ = 1, γ = 0.5). (a)Behavior of the λ parameter on the Pavia dataset with k fixed to 100.(b) Behavior of the k parameter on the Zurich dataset with λ fixed to102. Datasets after HM have been considered.
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Figure 7.4: LDA classification performances on the target image (average andstandard deviation of estimated Kappa statistic over 10 runs) on the(a) Pavia and (b) Zurich datasets to assess the influence of localitypreservation and label dependence in the SSTCA optimization prob-lem. SSTCA_OnlyLocality: SSTCA run with the γ parameter control-ling the label dependence set to 0. SSTCA_OnlyLabelDep: SSTCA runwith the λ parameter controlling the locality preservation set to 0. Restof the SSTCA parameters kept as described in Section 7.4.3. Datasetsafter HM have been considered. Legend of (a) is also valid for (b).
With Fig. 7.4 we depict the influence of the peculiar objectives of SSTCA(extending the goals of unsupervised TCA) by analyzing the impact of theassociated terms appearing in the optimization problem: the locality preser-vation term and the label dependence term (see Section 7.3.2). In bothFigs. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), relating to the Pavia and Zurich images respectively(HM setting and LDA classifier also in this case), we first remark the over-
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all best performance of the standard SSTCA-based extraction (SSTCA: solidlight green line). Indeed, when both the terms enter the optimization pro-cedure, the benefit of SSTCA over the unsupervised TCA (TCA: solid purpleline) is tangible. On the one hand, if only the locality term influences thedefinition of the mapping (SSTCA_OnlyLocality: dashed black line), weobserve classification accuracies superior to those obtained after TCA, es-pecially in the case of the Zurich image. On the other hand, when optimizingthe label dependence only (SSTCA_OnlyLabelDep: solid orange line), wedo not remark any significant improvement over TCA. Therefore, this experi-ment confirms the usefulness of the combination of the two objectives withinSSTCA.
7.5.2 Classification performances
Figure 7.5 illustrates the performances of the previously depicted DA strate-gies via the cross-domain classification accuracies achieved on the targetimage. The left-hand side of the figure refers to the Pavia dataset while theright-hand side reports on the Zurich experiments.
7.5.2.1 Pavia ROSIS datasetFigure 7.5(a) shows the results obtained using LDA without HM, whereasFig. 7.5(b) depicts the behavior of the same LDA classifier after HM. A sig-nificant gap is noticeable in both plots between source and target-basedmodels. Nevertheless, the influence of HM as a preprocessing step is remark-able. Indeed, LDA classifiers trained on original target data (Tgt: solid blueline) outperform LDA models based on original source data (Src: dashedred line) by 0.356 Kappa points when no matching is performed, while thisdifference reduces to 0.188 Kappa points when applying HM.Moreover, in Figs. 7.5(a) and 7.5(b), we remark three separate trends. First,a PCA-based FE (PCA_1DOM: dashed dark green line), reveals a performancejust above the baseline of the Src model. Peak accuracies are observedin both experiments with 2 features, while as noisy features related tosmaller eigenvalues are provided to the classifier, the quality of the modeldeteriorates (see Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 for a representation of these features).Second, we note comparable evolutions for the kernel-based FE tech-niques TCA and KPCA (TCA: dashed purple line, KPCA_1DOM: solid brownline), yielding a robust and much more satisfactory performance reachingand even exceeding the accuracy of the target model. When using lessthan 9 (no HM) or 8 (with HM) extracted features, TCA seems to be themore reliable of the two methods, while as more features come into playthey converge to similar performances. A possible reason behind the ob-served tendency is that the two feature extractors share some propertiesand objectives. Both are non-linear kernel methods aiming at the maximallypreserving the variance of the original data.Third, the behavior across the entire range of features of SSTCA (SSTCA:solid light green line) stands out for its remarkable accuracies being much
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higher than the rest of the FE methods from 4 (no HM) or 3 (with HM) fea-tures on. The performance with unmatched data (Fig. 7.5(a)) is particularlysatisfactory since the associated Kappa statistic is within the error bar ofthe target model with just 4 features (compared to 9 or more for the otherkernel-based methods).Finally, the GDA technique (GDA_1DOM: dashed light blue line) providesreasonable accuracies competing with those of the other FE methods whenextracting 3 features. However, since the maximum number of features it canextract is bounded by c − 1, this approach can not go beyond this level ofprecision.Considering the classification with a linear SVM, Fig. 7.5(c) illustratesthe results obtained without HM, while Fig. 7.5(d) refers to the HM case. Wefirst remark the general improvement in the precision of the classificationover LDA (≈ 0.1 Kappa points increase of the upper reference accuracyprovided by the Tgt approach). The tendency for the two baselines Tgtand Src is basically the same: a large reduction of the gap is ensuredby a pre-processing with HM. However, thanks to the intrinsic propertiesof the SVM, we observe that the differences between the other curves arereduced. In both cases (with and without HM) the only technique able topositively differ from the rest is SSTCA. In Fig. 7.5(c), this semisupervisedmethod allows to outperform (from 3 features on) the already very robustSVM model trained on the original source image (Src) while the other FEmethods remain below this baseline. In Fig. 7.5(d), SSTCA again is the onlystrategy attaining the precision of the Tgt model. In both figures, we notethe unsatisfactory performance by GDA, far below the rest of the strategies.
7.5.2.2 Zurich QuickBird datasetPresented in the right-hand column of Fig. 7.5, the results referring to theZurich dataset when using the LDA classifier allow us strengthen the conclu-sions drawn above. Indeed, Figs. 7.5(e) and 7.5(f ) confirm the usefulness ofHM, as all the methods we employed manifestly fail if applied to unmatcheddata. The reason behind this result, particularly marked for the SSTCA, isthat, since the shift is larger than in the Pavia dataset, no well-behavedcross-domain relationships may be extracted. On these images where thedataset shift is moderate, the Kappa accuracy of the straightforward appli-cation of the original source LDA classifier (Src) on target image improvedfrom 0.187 to 0.527 after HM. The HM preprocessing allowed the FE mod-els to correctly find the principal directions of data variation that are sharedacross domains.Analyzing more precisely Fig. 7.5(f ), we observe a similar behavior as forthe Pavia dataset. A larger number of features are needed by the TCA andKPCA approaches to achieve good performances with respect to PCA (bestperformance with 3 features). Nonetheless, these accuracies are still morethan 0.1 Kappa points below the same-domain target model (Tgt). In thissituation as well, the SSTCA mapping proves to be the most appropriate
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(best Kappa = 0.718, obtained with 4 features), at least until the inclusionof the 7th feature.On the contrary, the GDA-based FE performs poorly, with only a minimalimprovement over the Src baseline. This poor performance, already notedon the Pavia dataset, suggests that only focusing on the maximization of theclass separation in the source domain (the sole image where class labelsare known) is detrimental when the purpose is to find a shared data spacein which domain invariance too has to be ensured.The performance of unsupervised TCA being systematically exceeded bySSTCA indicates that the reduction of the statistical deviation betweendatasets alone (as measured by the MMD) is not sufficient to achieve a goodportability of the classifiers across domains. Indeed, we stress the importanceof jointly considering the label dependence and the locality preservationobjectives in the definition of the mapping function. When these componentsare appropriately combined, as done by SSTCA, the MMD minimizationgoal guarantees a suitable knowledge transfer among the images.Additionally, we remark that exclusively pursuing a better class discrim-ination, especially since the latter is sought based on class labels fromthe source domain only, excessively deforms the input space. Such a draw-back harms the FE via GDA, preventing thus a proper classifier adaptation.SSTCA ensures a better tradeoff, as it simultaneously considers geometricpreservation and class discrimination.In general, another main finding consists in the complementarity of thetwo key pre-classification procedures: HM and FE. On both sets of im-ages, the best accuracies were reached by models built on images withmatched histograms having undergone the FE. After these processing steps,the source and target datasets are sufficiently aligned and the features arediscriminant enough to allow classifiers trained on one image to generalizewell on the other too.
7.5.3 Classification maps and individual class accuracies
Figure 7.6 provides the LDA classification maps referring to the Paviadataset (experiment with HM, run #1). Compared to the map producedby the target-based model Tgt (Fig. 7.6(a)), the thematic map obtained bythe straightforward Src strategy is poorer, with an inadequate delineationof the built areas (Fig. 7.6(b)). A more acceptable result is obtained with aFE by PCA (Fig. 7.6(c)), but in this case many false alarms for the class“shadows” are observed. Changing the representation of our data in a non-linear fashion, as done by SSTCA (Fig. 7.6(d)), facilitates the LDA modelin providing a precise thematic map. No recurrent errors appear and theresulting map seems less affected by noise.Figure 7.7 reports the LDA thematic maps for the Zurich dataset (exper-iment with HM, run #1). The reference map, the one where the model hasbeen trained on the target image (Tgt), is shown in Fig. 7.7(a). The Srcapproach (Fig. 7.7(b)) yields a map having a much lower accuracy. The most
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)Figure 7.6: LDA classification maps on the Pavia target image, after HM (run #1).Legend: “buildings” → brown, “roads” → grey, “shadows” → black,“vegetation”→ green. (a) Tgt: Kappa = 0.769. (b) Src: Kappa = 0.601.(c) PCA_1DOM (2 features): Kappa = 0.690. (d) SSTCA (11 features):Kappa = 0.864.
striking type of error relates to the almost complete failure in detecting theclass “trees”. On the contrary, few misclassifications are committed by theprocedures involving a FE step beforehand, thus highly enhancing the over-all quality of the map. Indeed, after a FE by PCA (Fig. 7.7(c)) or by SSTCA(Fig. 7.7(d)), the two vegetation classes are fairly correctly detected whilekeeping a good characterization of the buildings. However, in both cases,false alarms concerning this class, with a negative impact mostly on theclass “roads”, appear throughout the map.Let us now focus on the evolution of the LDA individual class accuracies,assessed via the F-measure (see Appendix A), as a function of the numberof extracted features both for the Pavia (Fig. 7.8) and Zurich (Fig. 7.9)datasets. On the Pavia dataset, we first analyze class-specific trends ofthe PCA_1DOM method thanks to Fig. 7.8(a). We can identify a distinct F-measure peak with 2 features for the classes “roads” and “buildings”. It is
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)Figure 7.7: LDA classification maps on the Zurich target image, after HM (run #1).Legend: “buildings” → brown, “roads” → grey, “shadows” → black,“trees” → dark green, “grass” → light green. (a) Tgt: Kappa = 0.806.(b) Src: Kappa = 0.573. (c) PCA_1DOM (3 features): Kappa = 0.694. (d)
SSTCA (4 features): Kappa = 0.716.
thus straightforward to explain the maximum in Kappa statistic observedin Fig. 7.5(b) for the PCA-based system with the appropriate detection ofthese two types of land-cover. The performance of the SSTCA technique isillustrated in Fig. 7.8(b) instead. Aside from a general increase in all theper-class accuracies, the most apparent advantage of SSTCA over PCA liesin the correct classification of the class “shadows”, a category which washighly mishandled by the linear feature extractor.Turning to the Zurich dataset, Fig. 7.9(a) illustrates the behavior of the
PCA_1DOM approach. We notice the good precisions for all classes in the3 to 5 features region, leading to the peak in overall accuracy visible inFig. 7.5(f ). This class specific plot allows us to have a good insight on thereasons behind the Kappa statistic decrease from feature #6 on. It is in-deed the class “trees” that shows a decreasing trend in precision as more
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Figure 7.8: LDA individual class accuracies (average of F-measure over 10 runs)on the Pavia target image after HM. (a) PCA_1DOM. (b) SSTCA. Legendof (a) is also valid for (b).
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Figure 7.9: LDA individual class accuracies (average of F-measure over 10 runs)on the Zurich target image after HM. (a) PCA_1DOM. (b) SSTCA. Legendof (a) is also valid for (b).
features are extracted by PCA, probably indicating that these componentspossessing a high spatial frequency badly affect the discrimination of thisclass. Figure 7.9(b) breaks down the performance of the SSTCA method andreveals that the critical land-cover is in this case the class “roads”, whose F-measure curve evolves far below the rest. Since the “buildings” and “roads”thematic classes are spectrally very similar, the label dependency term can-not convey information useful for discrimination, and a naïve approach mayresult in better class-specific scores. This confirms the visual inspection ofthe classification map in Fig. 7.7(d).
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Figure 7.10: Scatterplots of the (left) source and (right) target images of the Zurichdataset (run #1). (top) Data after HM in the red (R) vs. near-infrared(NIR) space (standardized variables). (bottom) Data after HM andafter FE by SSTCA based on X ⊆ XS ∪XT plotted in the 1st vs. 2ndcomponent space.
7.5.4 Visual analysis of the extracted features
Referring to the Zurich QuickBird dataset, the scatterplots of Fig. 7.10 al-low us to visually perceive the reduction of the shift (invariance property)between data distributions. Looking at the plots for the raw images (bottomrow of Fig. 7.2 on page 92), we easily understand why a model trained in thesource domain fails if applied on the target domain. The scatterplot of theclasses of the source image is compressed towards the origin of the spacesince, for the vegetation class for instance, the reflected energy is lower dueto the leaf senescence process associated with the season (image taken inautumn). After HM (top row of Fig. 7.10) the situation improves, with pointclouds roughly occupying the same regions of the red vs. NIR space inthe source and in the target domain. Nonetheless, overlapping classes andshifts in the class-conditional distributions explain the poor target classifi-cation maps produced by a model trained on the original, though histogrammatched, source image (see Fig. 7.7(b)). If we apply the crucial FE step,via SSTCA for instance (bottom row of Fig. 7.10), we notice a clear de-
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crease both in the general shift of the images and in the change in classdistributions. In the space formed by the 1st and 2nd SSTCA components,the boundaries of the land-cover classes a supervised classification modellearns on the source image are directly transferable to the target image,resulting in accurate thematic maps (see Figs. 7.5(f ) and 7.7(d)). As no-ticed above, we may also observe the mixing of the “buildings” and “roads”classes.Figures 7.11 and 7.12, both concerning the Pavia dataset, reveal the en-hancement of class separability (discrimination property) induced by feature-representation-transfer methods. On the one hand, Fig. 7.11 illustrates thescatterplots after FE for source and target data in the space formed by thefirst two components (left) compared to those constituted by the 4th and 5thcomponents (right). On the other hand, Fig. 7.12 visualizes the same infor-mation, but in the geographical space: the RGB compositions of the targetimage correspond to the 18 extracted components taken 3 at a time and ina decreasing variance order. Class discrimination in the first components isappropriately guaranteed by all the FE techniques illustrated here. In fact,well separated clusters (plus good superimposition of the source and targetdata) appear when looking at the 1st and 2nd features (Fig. 7.11) and clearstructures are visible in the RGB image associated with the first 3 compo-nents (Fig. 7.12). As we investigate the subsequently extracted features, weremark some differences among the methods. In fact, PCA starts yieldingnoisy variables as soon as from the 4th derived feature onwards, resultingin a single large cluster mixing all the classes in the scatterplot and a noisyimage in the RGB composition. This is the reason of the decrease in classifi-cation accuracy for the PCA-based system observable in Fig. 7.5(b) after thepeak at 2 features. We appreciate the superior quality of kernel-based ex-tractors (KPCA, TCA and SSTCA), almost always returning informative anddiscriminant features throughout the investigated range. Especially, withthe plot of the 1st vs. 2nd component (4th row, left column of Fig. 7.11), wedraw the attention to the ability of the SSTCA method in yielding a newspace of features in which the classes are very well separated as a resultof the label dependency goal pursued by the projection.
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Figure 7.11: Scatterplots after FE in the (left) 1st vs. 2nd component and (right)4th vs. 5th component space for the Pavia dataset (experiment withHM, run #1). Source data:  , target data: . (1st row) PCA basedon X ⊆ XS . (2nd row) KPCA based on X ⊆ XS . (3rd row) TCA basedon X ⊆ XS ∪ XT . (4th row) SSTCA based on X ⊆ XS ∪ XT .
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Figure 7.13: LDA classification performances on the target image (average andstandard deviation of estimated Kappa statistic over 10 runs) on the(a) Pavia and (b) Zurich target images to test the sampling settings.Datasets after HM have been considered. Legend of (a) is also validfor (b).
7.5.5 Influence of the origin of the samples
We present here the results of an experiment aimed at gauging the influenceof the domain of origin of the samples used to design the mapping function.To this end, for PCA and KPCA, the only methods allowing such a flexibility,we tested the sampling schemes described in Section 7.2. We compared thejoint domain extraction based on X ⊆ XS ∪ XT (approaches named PCAand KPCA) to the single domain scheme involving pixels drawn from thesource image only, i. e. X ⊆ XS (PCA_1DOM and KPCA_1DOM). Figure 7.13,referring to datasets after HM, reports the results of this experiment relyingon LDA as the base classifier. On the Pavia image (Fig. 7.13(a)), we drawthe attention to the almost indiscernible behavior between models built afterthe FE based on both domains (PCA and KPCA curves) and those based onthe source domain only (PCA_1DOM and KPCA_1DOM curves). On the Zurichdataset (Fig. 7.13(b)), the single-domain FE settings even outperform thejoint-domains counterparts for a wide range of number of features. Sucha behavior suggests that using one domain only (the source image) asfoundation for the FE does not imply a loss in invariance across domains.Instead, the overall trend in Kappa statistic of the classification system builtafter a single-domain FE can be judged superior to the FE involving twodomains.
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Figure 7.14: LDA classification performances on the target image (average andstandard deviation of estimated Kappa statistic over 10 runs) on theZurich target image using spectral bands only (4 VNIR + 1 PAN).Datasets after HM have been considered.
7.5.6 Adaptation using exclusively the spectral bands
In this Section, we briefly report on a test we carried out to gauge whichis the real benefit of using the spatial information in the experiments onthe Zurich data. Figure 7.14 presents the classification performances of theLDA classifier in a situation where both the FE and classification steps havebeen applied by considering only spectral data, i. e. the 4 VNIR bands andthe PAN channel of the QuickBird acquisitions. In this case, with KPCA,TCA and SSTCA we extracted up to 21 features whereas we were limitedto 5 components with PCA (bounded by the number of input variables d)and to 4 components with GDA (bounded by the number of classes c − 1).The results can be directly compared to those of Fig. 7.5(f ) concerning thestandard setting adopted in this Chapter for the Zurich data: a combinationof spectral and spatial features.Firstly, we notice the benefits of resorting to the spatial information forthe single-image classification case, as testified by the purely spectral Tgtmodel only achieving an average Kappa of 0.775 compared to a Kappa of0.810 when including the spatial features. Also, we observe the much largervariance in the results of the Src classifier with respect to that visible inFig. 7.5(f ), an indicator of the stability in the cross-image classification per-formance ensured by textural and morphological features. Second, a slightdecrease in the performance of the PCA_1DOM and GDA_1DOM methods isdetected for every size of the set of input features we tested. Third, thetendency for the KPCA_1DOM, TCA and SSTCA methods is to peak at thesame level of accuracy as the previous spectral-spatial setting but by ne-cessitating more features (≥ 15). Summing up, we can state that introducingcontextual information in the DA exercise generally helps in augmenting theinvariance of the input space used to describe the samples across domains.
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7.6 conclusions
In this Chapter, we studied the suitability of non-linear aligning transfor- Mainachievementsmations by FE in a remote sensing DA context. The purpose was to matchthe probability distributions of a target image to be classified to those of asource image whose labeled training data are already available. We verifiedthe assumption that, after the proper projection, even a simple linear super-vised classifier is able to accurately predict the land-cover across images.In this regard, we extensively analyzed the SSTCA technique by under- Behavior ofeach of theFE methodsstanding the crucial role played by all the terms concurring in its optimiza-tion problem. The clear improvements over the unsupervised version, TCA,were apparent in all scenarios and regardless of the classifier, confirmingthus the interest of a projection preserving the local geometry of the dataas well as maximizing the dependence with the labels. Regarding the otherconsidered FE techniques, a better performance of kernel-based methodssuch as KPCA and TCA with respect to simpler linear ones such as PCA hasbeen distinctly noted. Nonetheless, these two kernel methods have demon-strated to perform almost equally throughout the entire set of scenarios wetested.Experiments also showed that the combination of HM with FE is ex- Usefulness ofHMtremely beneficial, pointing out the complementarity of these alignmentstrategies.Furthermore, by means of dedicated visual representations of the derived Discriminationand invariancefeatures, we could provide important insights on the reasons behind the ob-served behaviors: class discrimination and domain-invariance are two fun-damental properties the new features should display. SSTCA in particularhas demonstrated to possess them both.To sum up, a well designed FE step will greatly improve the accuracy of a Benefits inconcreteapplicationsclassifier trained on a different image. These findings represent a step aheadin defining effective tools for addressing large-scale land-cover mappingapplications involving multiple remotely sensed images.As regards the outlook on new research directions, a development we Furtherresearchenvisage is to broaden the set of FE techniques to be compared. In fact,especially among supervised methods making use of class labels, there isroom for improvement in the definition a transformation that increases theclass separability in both domains while preserving the data structure. Syn-ergies between supervised FE and manifold alignment could prove highlybeneficial. In addition, to further overcome the dataset shift, the applicationof FE strategies could be exploited in combination with classification tech-niques specifically designed for DA, the parameter-transfer approaches wereviewed in Sections 4.4.3 and 5.2.4.

8ASSESS ING ANGULAR DATASET SH IFT AND MODELPORTAB I L I TY IN MULT I - ANGLE IMAGE SEQUENCES
Outline: This Chapter investigates the angular effects caus-ing spectral distortions in multi-angle remote sensing imagery.We study two WorldView-2 multispectral in-track sequences ac-quired over urban areas. First, we quantify the degree of distor-tion affecting the sequences by means of the Maximum MeanDiscrepancy. Second, we assess the ability of a classificationmodel trained on an image acquired with a certain view angleto predict the land-cover of all the other images in the sequence.For both datasets, the efficacy of physically- and statistically-based normalization methods in obtaining angle-invariant dataspaces is compared and synergies are discussed. In Section 8.1,we review the latest developments in exploiting multi-angle im-agery as well as the main issues arising from a variable ac-quisition geometry. Subsequently, Section 8.2 introduces themulti-angle sequences we used. Section 8.3 presents the sta-tistical quantification of the angular dataset shift. In Section 8.4,we tackle the question of the land-cover model portability. Sec-tion 8.5 concludes the Chapter and provides future research di-rections.
8.1 introduction
8.1.1 Impact of the acquisition angle
The decrease of revisit time of satellites carrying VHR sensors has drasti- Acquisitionangle &at-sensorradiancecally increased the amount of data available to the end-users. These shortercollection intervals are, among other reasons, a consequence of the agilityof the latest on-board control systems engineered to swiftly redirect thesensor even to very high off-nadir angles (see last part of Section 2.3.2). Inthis respect, as we mentioned in Section 2.5.2, it is acknowledged that thedifference in the observation angle is a key factor altering the radiometry ofremotely sensed images, together with atmospheric conditions, solar illumi-nation, and phenology of vegetation [Schowengerdt, 2007]. Indeed, for every
This Chapter is part of a submitted paper that is now under review:G. Matasci, N. Longbotham, F. Pacifici, M. Kanevski, and D. Tuia. Understanding an-gular effects in VHR in-track multi-angle image sequences and their consequenceson urban land-cover model portability. ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry andRemote Sensing, Submitted..
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ground-cover type, the at-sensor radiance Lsλ measured at the platform level(Eq. 2.1 on page 13) is dependent on the view angle. Three main angularphysical phenomena are responsible for such a dependence.First, the optical depth of the atmosphere that the electromagnetic radi-Up-scatteredpath radiance ation has to go through before reaching the sensor has a critical impacton the acquisition. In essence, the lower the satellite elevation angle, thelarger the off-nadir angle of acquisition, implying thus a longer optical path.In this situation, more radiance is scattered to the sensor by the atmospherewithout any contact with the objects on the ground [Schott, 2007]. In Sec-tion 2.2, such a component of the total at-sensor radiance Lsλ has beentermed up-scattered path radiance and denoted with Lspλ . As we discussed,the distortion is driven by Rayleigh scattering, a physical phenomenon thatis more marked at short wavelengths and at large off-nadir angles.Second, we observe BRDF effects, consisting in the variable scattering ofBRDF effects an incident EM beam into the different directions of the hemisphere [Roujeanet al., 1992, Schaepman-Strub et al., 2006]. The anisotropic scattering canbe viewed as an angular property of each material. When imaging a givenland-cover class, this causes brighter or darker surfaces depending on thesatellite view angle with respect to the position of the illumination source.Third, the solar observational cross-section, an effect responsible forSolarobservationalcross-section changes in the reflectance of the objects with non-flat surfaces, is alsoconsidered a relevant factor. The consequences are clearly visible in theform of unmistakable differences in illumination and shadowing of parts ofthe surface (e. g. pitched roofs). This phenomenon is particularly apparentfor objects with a considerable vertical structure. For instance, when thesensor acquires the image with a perspective similar to that of the illumi-nation source (satellite and sun positioned at similar azimuth and elevationangles) for different types of trees the observed shadowing is minimizedresulting in a brighter signal. A phenomenon known as backward scatteringhotspot is distinctly detectable at these locations [Simmer and Gerstl, 1985,Hapke et al., 1996].When the geometry of the acquisition varies from one image to another,Shiftedprobabilitydistributions all the phenomena above induce further shifts in the probability distributionof the spectra of the different land-cover classes that add to those consideredup to now. Under these constraints, as discussed throughout this Thesis, thedevelopment of large-scale VHR land-cover/land-use mapping systems thatrequire multiple remotely sensed images is hindered.To overcome the shift in the image distributions and therefore to makeRecap of theavailablesolutions classification routines more robust to angular effects (more portable acrossacquisitions) the two types of approaches we reviewed in Section 2.5.3 areusually adopted: absolute or relative normalization strategies. In the firstcategory, we find atmospheric compensation approaches, whose purposeis to maintain the physical meaning of the image being processed, hencedelivering final products describing the land-cover through quantities suchas the surface reflectance ρ(λ). The second category, instead, is mostly
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composed of statistical approaches aimed at adjusting the radiometry of agiven image with respect to that observed on similar imagery.
8.1.2 Exploiting and understanding the angular properties
The multi-angular capabilities of recently launched satellites have proven Stacking theangularimagesbeneficial in many applications. Indeed, enriching the spectral informationby simultaneously considering the series of angular images has often beeninstrumental in improving the thematic mapping or the information extrac-tion over a particular scene. In urban studies, multi-angle sequences havebeen leveraged for detailed land-cover/land-use classification. This is dueto the fact that urban materials such as asphalt and concrete possess dis-tinct BRDF signatures [Puttonen et al., 2009]. Taking advantage of theseproperties, Duca and Del Frate [2008] provide encouraging results in thediscrimination of urban structures using moderate resolution CHRIS data.Also exploiting CHRIS angular acquisitions, Verrelst et al. [2009, 2010] studythe Minnaert-k parameter of the Rahman-Pinty-Verstraete model [Rahmanet al., 1993] which allows to simulate BRDFs of various surfaces. The pre-viously noted parameter describing the shape (“bowl” or “bell”) of the re-flectance curve in the angular domain is used to retrieve the density of thecanopy cover in alpine forests. As regards WorldView-2, the potentialities interms of urban classification offered by its VHR multi-angle sequences havebeen thoroughly analyzed in Longbotham et al. [2012a]. In order to includethe angular reflectance profiles of the pixels in the classification problem,the authors provide a comprehensive investigation of various strategies go-ing beyond the simple stacking of the images.On the contrary, in Longbotham et al. [2012b], the authors approach the Modelportabilitythrough thesequencesubject by individually considering the images of the sequence. They ex-plore the model portability of a land-cover classifier across the sequenceand weigh the efficiency of physically-based normalization techniques inmitigating the angular effects.In this Chapter, we isolate and study the impact of the acquisition an- Overview ofthe Chaptergle on remotely sensed images collected in an urban environment. For thispurpose, we analyze two VHR sequences of multispectral images acquiredwithin a time frame of few minutes each by the WorldView-2 satellite alongan in-track collection path. The unique characteristic of these datasets isthat the images represent the same urban scene under stable atmospheric,phenologic and illumination conditions: only the observation angle is vary-ing. Our analysis is statistical: we first highlight and determine the nature ofthe shift in the probability distribution of the pixels caused by the increaseof the off-nadir angle. For this purpose, we resort to the measure of distancebetween data distributions we presented in Section 4.3.2: the MMD. Theanalysis compares the observed distortions with respect to the type of dataused, whether raw DN or atmospherically compensated data, and with refer-ence to the application of traditional HM strategies. The statistical behaviorof the spectral bands and land-cover classes is then linked to the physical
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properties explaining the observed angular phenomena. Subsequently, weevaluate the portability of image classification models by training a classi-fier on a given source image and then applying this model to all the rest ofthe acquisitions in the sequence (in turn considered as target images). Theloss in accuracy in land-cover discrimination is analyzed with respect to thepreviously highlighted distortions induced by the changing view angle. Wetest two supervised classifiers of different nature and complexity: the LDAand the non-linear Gaussian SVM. The factors influencing the portabilitythrough the collection of images are then investigated. Here as well, weassess the ability of the statistical technique of HM in providing angle-invariant data spaces and compare it to atmospheric compensation. Thus,we evaluate the contribution of a simple yet effective relative normalizationprocedure with respect to a standard absolute normalization strategy.
8.2 data: worldview-2 sequences of atlanta and rio de janeiro
For the analyses presented in this Chapter, we utilized two multi-angular in-Two in-tracksequences track sequences acquired by WorldView-2 over the cities of Atlanta (USA)and Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). The former, a sequence of 13 images, is de-scribed in Appendix B.4 (see page 158) while the latter, a sequence of 20images, is presented in Appendix B.5 (see page 161). We considered multi-spectral imagery consisting of 8 VNIR bands (coastal, blue, green, yellow,red, red edge, NIR, NIR2). The agile satellite on-board system allows rapidimaging enabling the acquisition of a sequence of images with different viewangles over the same area during a single overpass.The observed dataset shift along these series of angular images is en-Angular shift tirely due to the changing geometry of the acquisition. Indeed, since thecollection of the images is quasi-simultaneous (time frame of a few minutes),factors such as changing atmospheric conditions, differences in illumination(e. g. due to the sun elevation) and seasonal effects on the vegetative coverdo not impact the data acquisition. A discussion of the main reasons be-hind the observed angular dataset shifts, and how these effects manifestthemselves in the two sequences can be found in the respective datasetdescription texts in the Appendix.Both image sequences were obtained in the original raw DN format, withPreprocessing an 11-bit dynamic range. For the present study we also considered atmo-spherically compensated data. The conversion to surface reflectance valueshas been performed using DG-AComp, a DigitalGlobe proprietary softwareallowing an automatic atmospheric compensation yielding very similar re-sults to FLAASH [Pacifici, 2013]. Moreover, we created two additional se-quences to be compared consisting of the same sets of raw DN and surfacereflectance images but, in this case, after the application of the univariateHM procedure. We carried out the matching for each image in the sequencetaking the CDF of the source image (specified in each of the experimentsbelow) as the reference distribution to be reproduced.
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8.3 quantification of the angular effects
In this Section, we analyze the spectral response of the land-cover classes Isolating theangular effectswith respect to the acquisition angle. As mentioned, the presented datasetsprovide a unique opportunity to isolate the angular effects affecting the im-ages along an in-track multi-angle acquisition. In the following, we presentthe results on the detection of this angular shift by focusing on the At-lanta sequence only, whereas in Section 8.4 both sequences will be usedto evaluate the model portability.
8.3.1 A visual assessment
Figure 8.1 provides an example of the distortions encountered in the se- Datatranslationdue toRayleighscattering
quence by means of a series of scatterplots relating the blue and NIR2 bands(WorldView-2 channels #2 and #8, respectively). For the raw DN data (1stcolumn), the main apparent difference between the most nadir image (−8.5◦off-nadir, image #7) and one of the two most off-nadir counterparts (+31.5◦off-nadir, image #13) relates to the general translation of the data cloudobservable especially along the blue axis due to Rayleigh scattering. Such atranslation disappears when looking at histogram matched (2nd column) oratmospherically compensated data (3rd column). For instance, in the latter,we remark the class “shadow” appropriately exhibiting near zero reflectancevalues in both angular images.Nonetheless, in each data space (raw DN and after atmospheric com- Backwardscatteringhotspotpensation), an overall expansion of the point cloud toward brighter values(larger DNs or surface reflectances) is observed with the increase of theoff-nadir acquisition angle. This effect can be attributed to the geometry ofthe acquisition (see Fig. B.5 on page 160), whereby the sensor is imag-ing a scene directly illuminated by the sun, with elements like trees beingless affected by self-shadowing (backward scattering hotspot). The relativenormalization of the overall distributions (2nd and 4th column) helps inmitigating this shift, as it is particularly visible for the class “grass”.
8.3.2 Experimental setup
To quantitatively assess the degree of distortion along the sequence, we Source andtargetdatasets,MMDparameters
measured the distance between the probability distributions of the images ofthe sequence with the MMD. This metric has been computed between pixelsextracted from the most nadir image (−8.5◦ off-nadir angle), consideredalways as the source image (represented with a dataset XS of size nS ), andeach image of the sequence (including the source image itself ), taken in turnas target images (represented with datasets XT of size nT ). We sampled thesequence to obtain 10 independent realizations of sets with 100 pixels perclass from each image. The MMD has then been computed as a separatemeasure for each individual class (XS and XT of size nS = nT = 100pixels belonging to the same class) and as an overall measure describing
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the distortion of the complete set of classes (“all classes” case with XSand XT of size nS = nT = 100 · 9 = 900 pixels from the 9 classes).Additionally, besides assessing the angular evolution by considering allthe bands together (XS and XT of dimension d = 8, as the number ofWorldView-2 channels), we also gauged the shift for each single spectralband by calculating univariate MMD scores. A Gaussian RBF kernel witha σ width parameter equal to the square root of the number of variablesinvolved (1 or 8) has been chosen to obtain the kernel matrices of Eq. (4.7)used by MMD (see Section 4.3.2).For these analyses, both the raw DN and the atmospherically compen- Statisticalnormalizationsated sequences have been statistically normalized by dividing each pixelvalue of all the images in the sequence by the maximal value observedamong the labeled pixels of the source image over the 8 bands. The pur-pose is to ensure a fair comparison of the trends across the data spaceswhile keeping the shape of the spectral signatures unaltered (the relation-ship between the band magnitudes is not changed).
8.3.3 Results and discussion
Figure 8.2 illustrates the MMD plots obtained. We present the results ina logarithmic scale for the four sequences described above: 1) raw DNdata, 2) raw DN data after HM, 3) surface reflectances obtained after atmo-spheric compensation, and 4) atmospherically compensated data after HM.Moreover, additional to the “all classes” case, we report separate graphs forcertain classes of interest, namely “shadow”, “trees” and “asphalt”.We begin by first examining the plots considering all the classes together(1st row). When working with raw DN data (1st column), the statistical dis-tance between distributions increases as the off-nadir angle increases. Inagreement with the observations in Longbotham et al. [2012a], short wave-length bands subject to Rayleigh scattering (coastal, blue and green) dis-play stronger shift trends due to the increasing up-scattered path radianceat lower satellite elevations (high off-nadir angles). The other striking ten-dency relates to the larger MMD values in the solar backward scatter region(off-nadir angle > 9.5◦) than in the forward solar scattering region (off-nadirangle ≤ 9.5◦). Such a phenomenon can be related to the decreased self-shadowing effects for the objects in the scene when imaging in the backwardscattering region. In the raw DN histogram matched sequence (2nd column)and in the atmospherically compensated sequence (3rd column), a cleargeneral decrease in the MMD values (by at least a factor of 10) is noticedand, above all, a decisive reduction of the shift for the bands of shortestwavelength can be identified. In particular, we draw the attention to thealmost flat curve for the coastal band in the plot for histogram matchedraw DNs, which is coherent with the successful correction of the data cloudtranslation noticed in Fig. 8.1. Applying HM to the already atmosphericallycompensated sequence (4th column) allows for an even stronger reduction of
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8.4 classification model portability assessment 119
the general shift in the backward scattering region while slightly inflatingit in the forward scattering region.Taking a closer look at specific classes, for the “shadow” class (2nd row)the reduction of the shift is appropriately obtained both through physically-and statistically-based corrections. Indeed, the consequences of the scatter-ing of short wavelength radiation that affect the raw DN MMD plot havesuccessfully been mitigated both with an absolute atmospheric compensa-tion and with a relative HM. For completeness, we draw the attention tothe much smaller residual off-nadir shift (close to one order of magnitude)in the atmospheric compensation plots for the “shadow” class with respectto the “all classes” case, attesting thus that the distortion for this class wasessentially due to the up-scattered path radiance.When analyzing the class “trees” (3rd row), we remark sensibly higheroverall MMD values as well as the persistence of a strong angular diver-gence even after the corrections. This is particularly visible for the WorldView-2 channels designed to highlight vegetation properties (NIR, NIR2, rededge). This matches well with the observation that, once the atmospheric ef-fects are removed, the response of vegetation in the longer wavelength bandsis the most affected by the off-nadir acquisitions because of the illuminationhotspot effects. Again, we notice the ability of HM (2nd and 4th column) inhandling these distortions by suitably normalizing the data spaces in thebackward scattering region of the sequence. Indeed, in correspondence ofpositive off-nadir angles, we notice a stark reduction of the angular shift forthe NIR and NIR2 bands. This is the outcome of the compensation of theillumination/self-shadowing effects observed in Section 8.3.1.For the class “asphalt” (4th row), a subtle behavior can be detected whensuccessively applying the different normalization strategies. For this partic-ular material, after a general decrease in the shift when converting raw DNdata to surface reflectances (flatter MMD curves in the 3rd column withrespect to the 1st), a HM on the atmospherically compensated sequenceraises the MMD at large off-nadir angles (see 4th column plot). Such aphenomenon can be linked to the well-known harmful effect that HM canhave on some of the classes since the procedure acts on the global CDFinstead of on the CDFs of each class.
8.4 classification model portability assessment
In this Section, we study the portability of classification models built on Objectivesa single acquisition (source image), when used to predict the land-coveron all the images of the sequence (target images). With this exercise, weare interested in studying the consequences of the previously highlightedangular dataset shift on the accuracy of thematic classification. We analyzethe compensation brought by statistical and physical normalization strate-gies, as well as the possible benefits of their joint use. In our case study,we analyzed the model portability on both the Atlanta and Rio de Janeirosequences.
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Table 8.1: The four factors analyzed during the model portability experiments withassociated acronyms of the options used in figure legends or captions.
Factor Cases
Source image negative off-nadir angle vs. near-nadir anglevs. positive off-nadir angle
Initial data space raw DN data (“Raw DN”) vs. atmospherically com-pensated data (“AC”)
Histogram Matching matching not applied (“No HM”) vs. matching ap-plied (“With HM”)
Type of classifier Linear Discriminant Analysis (“LDA”) vs. SVM withGaussian kernel (“Gaussian SVM”)
8.4.1 Experimental setup
For both datasets, we carried out 3 separate experiments, each one consid-Portabilityfrom threesource images ering a specific image as the source domain where classifiers are trained.For the Atlanta sequence, the source images have been chosen as the ac-quisitions at −24◦ (image #3), −8.5◦ (image #7, the most nadir) and +17◦(image #10). For the Rio de Janeiro dataset, the image considered as thesource were those at −38.8◦ (image #5), −6.1◦ (image #9, the most nadir)and +39.5◦ (image #16). Such a setup has been adopted to investigate thepossible asymmetry in the ability to transfer a classifier trained in angularregions subject to distinct solar scattering patterns (forward and backwardscattering). As mentioned, the target image on which to test the model wasdrawn sequentially from the complete set of acquisitions to obtain a se-quence of 13 (for Atlanta) or 20 (for Rio de Janeiro) accuracy values. Weconsidered the estimated Kappa statistic as overall precision metric and F-measure for class-specific accuracies (see Appendix A). We made use of 10independent training sets of 100 randomly selected pixels per class, whereasthe test set was composed of all the remaining labeled pixels (84, 055 forAtlanta and 17, 963 on average for Rio de Janeiro).Besides the location of the source image, we examined the influence ofInfluence ofthree factors three additional factors whose respective cases are detailed in Table 8.1:1) the initial data space, 2) the application of HM, 3) the type of classifierused. For both initial data spaces, the dataset normalization and the ap-plication of HM was executed following the same procedures described inSection 8.3.2 and in Section 8.2.With the purpose of underlining the generalization abilities of two funda-Two classifiers mentally different classifiers, we decided to make use of LDA and of the moresophisticated Gaussian SVM. The parameters of the SVM have been tunedby 5-fold cross-validation with a comprehensive grid search. For the penaltyparameter C , the search has been carried out in the range {10−1, . . . , 104}while for the Gaussian kernel width parameter σ , we searched the space{0.2, . . . , 5} times the median distance among training data points.
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Figure 8.3: Atlanta dataset: assessment (average Kappa statistic with standard de-viation over 10 experiments) of LDA model portability to all the imagesin the sequence in turn (target images) from the source image at (top)−8.5◦ off-nadir, (center)−24◦ off-nadir and (bottom)+17◦ off-nadir. Re-sults are presented separately for (left) original unmatched sequencesand (right) histogram matched sequences. Data space: “Raw DN” (rawDN data) vs. “AC” (atmospherically compensated data).
8.4.2 Results and discussion
8.4.2.1 Atlanta datasetWe first analyze the results obtained with the LDA classifier when trainedin different regions of the angular sequence. Figure 8.3 illustrates the perfor-mances (Kappa statistic) of the classifiers in the various scenarios described
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above. Without HM (left column), portability appears to be very much de-pendent on the application of an appropriate atmospheric compensation (redcurve). In fact, with raw data (blue curve), when training on the near-nadirimage at −8.5◦ off-nadir or on that at −24◦ off-nadir, the portability suf-fers acutely when the off-nadir angle increases, especially in the backwardscattering region (angles > 10◦). This last observation properly correlateswith the larger shift detected for this region of the angular collection onthe MMD plots (top left plot of Fig. 8.2). Moreover, we remark very similarbehaviors for these two source images, a trend explained by the fact thatboth acquisitions lie in the solar forward scattering region, where MMDvalues were modest. On the other hand, when training on the image at
+17◦ off-nadir, the obtained plot is completely different. Besides noticingthe expected Kappa peak in the vicinity of +17◦, we detect a sheer drop go-ing toward the forward scattering region. In this direction, the lowest pointis attained for image #5 (−15.3◦), which corresponds to the acquisitionwith the most pronounced forward scattering effect, i. e. a collection per-formed directly opposite the sun with respect to the imaged area (specularreflection).Using images bearing matched histograms (right column), when consider-ing the raw DN case, the classifier reaches satisfactory performances com-peting with those observed with atmospherically compensated data. Theportability improves further if we match the histograms of the surface re-flectance data, in some cases (source image at −24◦ off-nadir) even exceed-ing the unmatched atmospherically compensated profile (red curve in leftcolumn plots). In this respect, we point out that HM is favored by the speci-ficities of this case study: the scene remains unchanged, without any changein the proportion of the land-covers or without the appearance of any newclass. Those events would sensibly modify the shape of the global proba-bility distribution, lessening therefore the appropriateness of the matchingat the class level. In a context involving geographically disjoint scenes, theabsolute atmospheric compensation approach should show a heavier gainin model portability.In general, after the physical correction or the statistical matching of theimages, we notice a minimal loss in accuracy when moving from the respec-tive source images to the most off-nadir target images in the collection.Figure 8.4 illustrates the portability performances obtained with a Gaus-sian SVM trained on the most nadir source image (−8.5◦ off-nadir). Themain difference with the corresponding LDA plots lies in the higher overallperformances for the SVM, more than 0.2 Kappa points superior to that of theparametric linear model across large parts of the angular domain. Consider-ing the unmatched sequences (left), a clear dependence on the compensationof the atmospheric effects appears as the model moves off-nadir. As noticedabove for LDA, the change in illumination/shadowing conditions towards theangles > 10◦ (backward scattering regime) hampers massively the classifier.With histogram matched sequences (right), the general performance of theSVM in this critical region of the sequence improves even more (along with
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Figure 8.4: Atlanta dataset: assessment (average Kappa statistic with standard de-viation over 10 experiments) of Gaussian SVM model portability fromthe image at −8.5◦ off-nadir (source image) to all the images in thesequence in turn (target images). Results are presented separately for(left) original unmatched sequences and (right) histogram matched se-quences. Data space: “Raw DN” (raw DN data) vs. “AC” (atmospheri-cally compensated data).
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Figure 8.5: Atlanta dataset: evolution of the F-measure (average of 10 experiments)for each class in the experiment with the image at −8.5◦ off-nadir assource image. We considered (left) raw DN and (right) atmosphericallycompensated sequences (AC). A Gaussian SVM classifier and a settingwithout any preceding HM have been chosen.
a reduction in the variability). However, in this case, throughout the angulardomain, no distinction can be made between the behavior with raw DN orwith atmospherically compensated data.Figure 8.5 allows us to investigate in more details the model portabilityperformances by having a look at class-specific trends. We focus on theexperiment without HM where a Gaussian SVM classifier was trained onthe image at −8.5◦ off-nadir (corresponding to the left panel of Fig. 8.4).From the raw DN plot (left plot of Fig. 8.5), we understand how all the
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land-covers suffer the increase in off-nadir angle in the backward scatteringregion. The only class not being heavily affected is the class “shadows”.Working with atmospherically compensated data (right plot of Fig. 8.5), aclear benefit for all the thematic classes is observed. The series of F-measurefigures across the entire angular domain are now more stable, with minimalaccuracy losses when moving from the near-nadir acquisition to the off-nadircounterparts. Moreover, we point out how, in both plots, very similar types ofmaterials such as “concrete” and “asphalt” are appropriately discriminatedby the SVM. On the other hand, we remark the apparent difficulty of themodel in correctly detecting the classes “water” and “vehicles”, those beingassociated with small objects (pools and parked cars) with highly variablespectral signatures.
8.4.2.2 Rio de Janeiro datasetThe Kappa statistic plots obtained by training the LDA model in three dif-ferent angular locations of the Rio de Janeiro sequence are presented inFig. 8.6. Considering the case without HM (left column), the main observa-tion is that, for this sequence as well, atmospheric compensation (red curve)is crucial to achieve a good portability.Examining the overall shape of the plots, the other main noticeable trendis that, the evolution of the Kappa curves associated with unmatched raw DNdata (blue curves) presents a striking difference if compared to the Atlantasequence (left column of Fig. 8.3). As a matter of fact, a clear symmetrywith respect to the nadir is visible in the present case. When setting theacquisition with the lowest absolute off-nadir angle (image at −6.1◦) as thesource image, we notice an almost equivalent decay in accuracy on eachside of the angular sequence for the raw DN data. The motivation for sucha distinct behavior can be traced back to the acquisition geometry. Indeed,during this collection overpass, the sun was perpendicular to the satelliteflight path and could illuminate the scene with similar shadowing effects oneach side of the sequence.The center and bottom rows of Fig. 8.6 report the results obtained whenthe images with highly slanted geometries (−38.8◦ and +39.5◦ off-nadir)have been used as the source domain. In both situations, the general shapeof the Kappa statistic curves reveals moderate accuracies in the centralregion of the acquisition (off-nadir angle between −30◦ and +30◦), thenincreasing when moving toward both the −40◦ and +40◦ angles (eitherthe angular region close to where the classifier has been trained or itssymmetrical opposite). This matches the considerations about the similarillumination/shadowing conditions existing in these off-nadir regions of theRio de Janeiro sequence, leading to an adequate portability among them.Overall, the Kappa values are higher on this dataset due to the lowernumber of classes. Moreover, for absolute off-nadir angles > 40◦/45◦, thedecrease in accuracy is associated with an extremely large variability amongthe experiments. This behavior was not observable in the Atlanta sequence,since only the Rio de Janeiro dataset features such oblique look angles.
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Figure 8.6: Rio de Janeiro dataset: assessment (average Kappa statistic with stan-dard deviation over 10 experiments) of LDA model portability to all theimages in the sequence in turn (target images) from the source imageat (top) −6.1◦ off-nadir, (center) −38.8◦ off-nadir and (bottom) +39.5◦off-nadir. Results are presented separately for (left) original unmatchedsequences and (right) histogram matched sequences. Data space: “RawDN” (raw DN data) vs. “AC” (atmospherically compensated data).
Results with HM (right column) reveal a very good portability of the LDAacross the entire angular domain (almost no loss in classification accuracy),no matter the data space. In the central region of the plots for off-nadirangles of −38.8◦ and +39.5◦, a slightly more satisfactory performance isnoticed with this relative normalization technique with respect to the un-matched atmospherically compensated sequences.
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Figure 8.7: Rio de Janeiro dataset: assessment (average Kappa statistic with stan-dard deviation over 10 experiments) of Gaussian SVM model portabilityfrom the image at −6.1◦ off-nadir (source image) to all the images inthe sequence in turn (target images). Results are presented separatelyfor (left) original unmatched sequences and (right) histogram matchedsequences. Data space: “Raw DN” (raw DN data) vs. “AC” (atmospher-ically compensated data).
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Figure 8.8: Rio de Janeiro dataset: evolution of the F-measure (average of 10 ex-periments) for each class in the experiment with the image at −6.1◦off-nadir as source image. We considered (left) raw DN and (right)atmospherically compensated sequences (AC). A LDA classifier and asetting without any preceding HM have been chosen.
For the analysis of the results obtained with the Gaussian SVM classifier(Fig. 8.7), we only present the experiments with the near-nadir source image(−6.1◦). As expected, the most accurate thematic maps are produced whenusing the classifier on the atmospherically compensated (red curve of the leftplot) or on the histogram matched sequences (both curves of the right plot).These Gaussian SVMs show an average precision stable at Kappa > 0.9throughout the sequence.With Fig. 8.8, we break down the portability results by land-cover typein order to highlight the benefits of the transformation to surface reflectance
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values. To this end, we retained the experiment using the LDA classifiertrained on the image at −6.1◦ off-nadir in the setting without HM (corre-sponding to the top-left panel of Fig. 8.6). On the raw DN plot (left plotof Fig. 8.8), the evolution of the F-measure points out the classes “water”,“grass” and “roads” as those heavily suffering the skewed angular acqui-sitions. Instead, land-covers such as “trees” seem to be less affected. Assoon as we turn to the physically normalized space (right plot of Fig. 8.8),the improvement is notable for all the classes. The ability to compensatethe distortions caused by atmospheric effects becomes apparent at largeoff-nadir angles, in particular for the critical classes cited above.
8.5 conclusions
In this study, two in-track VHR multispectral sequences were used to find Mainachievementsmeans to evaluate and possibly correct the shifts in data distributions causeddifferences in acquisition angle. These quasi-simultaneous collections ofmultiple images allowed us to isolate the effects caused by the acquisitiongeometry. The distortions induced by physical phenomena controlling theradiation transfer could be quantified thanks to a robust statistical measureof distance between probability distributions, the MMD. By means of thisinsightful non-parametric statistic, we could highlight key effects such as theincreasing Rayleigh scattering when imaging at high off-nadir angles andits disappearance when working with surface reflectance data. By testingthe model portability of classifiers across the sequence, we could describethe evolution of the thematic classification accuracy through the angulardomain with considerations about the influence of the location of the sourceimage in the angular sequence. The experimental trends agree with theobservations related to the dataset shift highlighted in the first place.Additionally, we studied the influence of classic preprocessing techniques Atmosphericcompensation& HM:suitablenormalizations
on the generalization abilities of the models. The basic trends we remarkedcan be summarized as follows. On the one hand, a precise atmosphericcompensation provided images with similar radiometric characteristics overthe entire angular domain. The residual shift can be imputed to BRDF orobservational solar cross-section effects not accounted for with the trans-formation into surface reflectance values. On the other hand, good resultsin compensating for the angular divergence have also been observed byapplying a band-by-band matching of the histograms. Such an approach,even though expected to be less effective on images coming from separatespatial locations, proved able to overcome the shortcomings of the changein acquisition angle.The study has also underlined the complementarity of the physical and Physics &machinelearning: com-plementaritymachine learning approaches. Indeed, after an absolute normalization byatmospheric compensation, remarkable portability performances were ob-tained by employing a state-of-the-art kernel-based method. In this respect,we emphasize the key point related to the non-linearity of the cross-imageknowledge transfer process. The empirical results we provided revealed that,
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once appropriate radiometric corrections are applied, by making use of anon-linear Gaussian SVM in the classification step we obtain an adaptiveland-cover classification system largely immune to the effects of the viewangle. The linear and parametric approach of LDA appeared much moreprone to fail in critical angular shift situations.In general, appropriately chosen normalization approaches ensuring angle-Angle-invariant dataspaces forlarge-scalemapping
invariant data spaces, combined with the most flexible and portable models,allow to extend the classification rules over multiple images acquired withdifferent geometries. This could ultimately enable a successful large-scaleland-cover mapping. As a conclusive remark, we demonstrated that, takingthe best of both worlds, the joint use of physically-based atmospheric com-pensation approaches along with statistical/machine learning matching andclassification techniques allows to attain the desired model portability inmulti-angle VHR sequences.Future research directions will be focused on the analysis of the gen-What’s next eralization abilities of land-cover models when working with compositemulti-angle data, i. e. an ensemble of image acquisitions carried out dur-ing multiple satellite overpasses. Such images will thus be characterizedby markedly different satellite and sun positions (elevations and azimuths),since they were not exclusively collected over the same in-track acquisi-tion path. The dataset shift due to the geometry of the collections couldthen be studied over the entire azimuth-elevation space and not only on across-section of it.
9CROSS - IMAGE SYNTHES IS W I TH D ICT IONAR IES
Outline: This Chapter studies an approach based on DictionaryLearning which enables the alignment of the sparse represen-tations of two images. A linear transformation is derived thanksto an algorithm simultaneously learning the image-specific dic-tionaries and the mapping function bridging them via their re-spective sparse codes. In the following, Section 9.1 discussesthe advantages of a direct cross-domain conversion of the dataspaces based on sparse representations, a methodology that willthen be summarized in Section 9.2. Next, in Section 9.3 we willpresent the particular dataset used to test the technique and theassociated setting of the experiments. Section 9.4 reports the re-sults we obtained while Section 9.5 concludes the Chapter byaddressing strengths and limitations of the proposed approach.
9.1 introduction
The previous two Chapters revealed two noteworthy trends regarding rel- Recapative normalization strategies. As we pointed out in Chapters 7 and 8, inorder to lessen the dataset shift affecting the image distributions when deal-ing with multiple images collected under different conditions, resorting toelementary techniques such as HM can be very effective. Nonetheless, insome situations this is too simplistic [Yang and Mueller, 2007] and does notallow handling images with different number of bands (data spaces of dif-ferent dimension). At the same time, as observed in Chapter 7, the capacityto project the images to an appropriate joint sub-space proved extremelybeneficial to suitably match the distributions.Another possible tempting approach consists in directly seeking a trans- Directcross-domainconversionformation able to convert the data space of one image to that of anotherone. The absence of an intermediary sub-space ensures that only one of thetwo images has to be transformed. Moreover, by devising a method flexibleenough, it would be very useful if images with different numbers of spec-tral bands could be treated by the procedure. This would eventually enablecross-sensor transformations.
This Chapter will appear in:
G. Matasci, F. de Morsier, M. Kanevski, and D. Tuia. Domain adaptation in remotesensing through cross-image synthesis with dictionaries. In Proceedings of theIEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS), QuébecCity, Canada, 2014.
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To this end, in this Chapter, we take advantage of the DL frameworkSuitability ofDL presented in Section 3.6. As reviewed, DL is a rising field of investigationin hyperspectral remote sensing, where it has shown promising results inclassification with compact models relying on the hypothesis of sparsity.Likewise, the same sparsity hypothesis has proven successful in applica-tions aiming at fusing high spatial and spectral resolutions. Song et al.[2014] suggest learning a dictionary-pair to describe a multispectral anda hyperspectral image through dictionaries possessing the same numberof atoms. Subsequently, they seek a single matrix of sparse codes recon-structing the pixel signals of the two images. This matrix allows to link thespectral properties of each material in the low spectral resolution image tothose in the high spectral resolution acquisition. Such a bridge ultimatelyenables the synthesis of pixels bearing both a high spatial and a highspectral resolution.Hereafter, we propose to align sparse representations based on dictio-Overview ofthe Chapter naries defined on the images of interest in order to perform the adaptation.The key idea of this cross-domain image synthesis is that the pixels of aremote sensing image can be converted to the data space of another re-lated image by means of a linear transformation [Wang et al., 2012]. Thealgorithm simultaneously learns a dictionary pair (one per image) and amapping function from one to the other. The dictionaries characterize thestructure of the domains, while the mapping encodes the relation betweenthem. Once the transformation is found, a cross-domain synthesis can becarried out to convert an image into another, easing thus the DA task athand. This approach can be related to that of [Wang and Mahadevan, 2011]in the sense that the latter also enables the user to reciprocally translatethe image data spaces. However, in their case, this is done through anintermediate step involving a mapping to a common latent space.
9.2 dictionary learning for cross-image synthesis
9.2.1 Problem formulation
The transformation we study in this Chapter can be applied in both di-Two genericdomains rections (from the source image to the target image or inversely). For thisreason, the notions of source and target domain will be introduced onlyfor the classification phase. In the following, data spaces X and Y, datamatrices X and Y , samples x and y as well as the associated “·x ” and “·y”subscripts denote elements referring to two generic but distinct domains D xand Dy. We point out that, therefore, Y is not considered here as the outputspace of the class labels.Bearing this in mind, the task of cross-domain image synthesis consistsThe principle in finding an invertible mapping f (·) allowing to translate the data spaceX of a first image, i. e. the domain D x , into the data space Y of a secondimage, i. e. the domain Dy, and inversely: Y = f (X), X = f−1(Y).
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The algorithm requires paired training data matrices X ∈ Rdx×n and Inputs of thealgorithmY ∈ Rdy×n composed of n signals belonging to the first and second do-main, respectively1. Note that the dimension of the two data spaces candiffer, i. e. dx 6= dy. The mapping function is determined by seeking a con-version matrix W aligning the sparse coding coefficients C x ∈ RK×n overdictionary Dx ∈ Rdx×K to those in the other domain, i. e. Cy ∈ RK×n overdictionary Dy ∈ Rdy×K [Wang et al., 2012].The optimization problem to jointly retrieve the dictionaries and the map- Optimizationproblemping matrix W is the following:
min{Dx ,Dy ,W } {∥∥X −DxC x∥∥2F + ∥∥Y −DyCy∥∥2F
+ η ∥∥Cy −WC x∥∥2F + ζ ∥∥W∥∥2F }s. t. ∥∥cx ,i∥∥0 ≤ sx , ∥∥cy,i∥∥0 ≤ sy ,∥∥dx ,i∥∥2 ≤ 1, ∥∥dy,i∥∥2 ≤ 1 ∀i ,
(9.1)
where η is a tradeoff parameter, ζ is a regularization parameter and sx , syare the sparsity levels tolerated for each dictionary. Vectors cx ,i, cy,i arethe sparse codes constituting C x ,Cy while vectors dx ,i,dy,i are atoms ofDx ,Dy, respectively. Concretely, the first two terms of (9.1) represent thereconstruction error in the two domains, the third term relates to the linearmapping error between the two domains, while the constraints ensure thesparsity of the solution.
9.2.2 Training step
The above optimization problem is solved by splitting (9.1) into three sepa- Threesub-problemsrate sub-problems:
• the sparse coding for the training samples C x and Cy,• the update of the dictionaries of the two domains Dx and Dy,• the update of the mapping matrix W .
The first sub-problem needs an initialization of both the mapping matrix Sparse codingand the dictionaries. We recall that the mapping can be carried out in bothdirections (X → Y and Y → X ). Thus, in the following joint optimizationproblem (9.2), we will be specifically referring to W with W x→y, denotingthe matrix executing the mapping of the pixels from data space X to dataspace Y, whereas we will use W y→x to refer to the matrix carrying out theinverse task. These two matrices can be initialized as the identity matrix. Thedictionaries Dx and Dy can be initialized independently in each domain byK-SVD [Aharon et al., 2005], an algorithm also returning initial guesses for
1 Please remark that in this Chapter, to meet the DL notation, data matrices usually consistingof n rows and d columns are transposed, i. e. of size d× n.
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the corresponding sparse codes C x and Cy. Afterwards, these same sparsecodes can be jointly recomputed through these two minimization problems:
min{C x} {∥∥X −DxC x∥∥2F + η ∥∥Cy −W x→yC x∥∥2F }s. t. ∥∥cx ,i∥∥0 ≤ sx ∀i ,
min{Cy} {∥∥Y −DyCy∥∥2F + η ∥∥C x −W y→xCy∥∥2F }s. t. ∥∥cy,i∥∥0 ≤ sy ∀i .
(9.2)
Now, keeping the sparse codes C x and Cy fixed we can update theDictionaryupdate dictionary pair Dx , Dy via
min{Dx ,Dy} {∥∥X −DxC x∥∥2F + ∥∥Y −DyCy∥∥2F }s. t. ∥∥dx ,i∥∥2 ≤ 1, ∥∥dy,i∥∥2 ≤ 1 ∀i . (9.3)Concretely, this step can be implemented with a one-by-one update strategyactually separating the update of Dx and Dy.Finally, the matrix W can be updated so as to minimize the error in theMappingmatrix update conversion of the sparse codes from one domain to the other:
min{W } {∥∥Cy −WC x∥∥2F + (ζ/η) ∥∥W∥∥2F } . (9.4)
The solution to this problem can be found analytically:W = CyC>x (C xC>x + (ζ/η)I)−1 . (9.5)
9.2.3 Synthesis step
Once appropriate dictionaries Dx ,Dy and mapping matrix W have beenSynthesis of anew pixel jointly learned, the synthesis of a new pixel x i from X to Y demands onelast optimization problem to be solved:
min{ax ,i ,ay,i} {∥∥x i −Dxax ,i∥∥22 + ∥∥yi −Dyay,i∥∥22
+ η ∥∥ay,i −Wax ,i∥∥22}s. t. ∥∥ax ,i∥∥0 ≤ sx , ∥∥ay,i∥∥0 ≤ sy ∀i .
(9.6)
The solution is obtained by alternatively updating sparse coefficients ax ,iand ay,i after having initialized yi as DyWax ,i, with ax ,i resulting from thecoding of x i on Dx . The final cross-domain synthesis is then obtained by:
y∗i = Dyay,i . (9.7)The newly recreated pixel y∗i , while of course still belonging to the firstimage, is now supposed to better reflect the characteristics of the dataspace Y of the second image. Figure 9.1 provides a graphical illustration ofthe principle of cross-image synthesis via DL.
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Figure 9.1: Scheme of the approach for cross-image synthesis with dictionaries.
9.3 data and experimental setup
9.3.1 WorldView-2 images of Atlanta
In the experiments below, we made use of two of the images belonging to Two oppositeangularimagesthe in-track multi-angle WorldView-2 acquisition over the city of Atlanta(see Appendix B.4 on page 158). We considered a first acquisition with apositive off-nadir angle of 31.5◦ (image #13 acquired from the south of thecity) as the source image and a second image with a negative off-nadirangle of 24◦ (image #3 acquired from the north of the city) as the targetimage. For the position of the satellite during these acquisitions refer tothe azimuth-elevation plots of Fig. B.5. From the initial scene visible inFig. B.4(a) we selected a spatial subset of size 1115×1266 pixels.The dataset shift affecting these two images is associated with the distor- Nature of thedataset shifttions of the spectral signatures caused by the view angle. The source imagelies in a region of the angular sequence where a strong backward scatter-ing pattern is present (satellite on the same side of the sun with respect tothe imaged area), whereas the target image lies in a region with a forwardscattering regime (satellite opposite to the sun). As seen in Chapter 8, theloss in classification accuracy when porting a model across different solarscattering regions can be passably large.For this study, the ground truth of the scene consisted of 45, 706 pixels Land-coverclasses &preprocessingfeaturing 8 land-cover classes (see Tab B.4): “water”, “concrete”, “asphalt”,“soil”, “grass”, “buildings”, “shadow”, “trees” (the class “vehicles” has been ex-cluded). The acquisitions have been calibrated to surface reflectance valuesusing the DG-AComp method (see Section 8.2). Moreover, with the goal ofincreasing the spatial representativeness and discriminative power of theconsidered signals, the initial data vector (the 8 WorldView-2 bands) hasbeen augmented with the values of the first two principal components ob-served in a 5× 5 neighborhood. For each component, these 24 newly addedvalues are also sorted to guarantee invariance to rotation of the objects inthe scene [Tao et al., 2014].
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Table 9.1: Description of the different settings (baselines and DA strategies) usedfor the classification of the target image.
Name Domain fortraining Train. set[pix./class] Detail
TGT-large target 200 Uses many target pixels for train-ing (upper bound on accuracy)
TGT target 20 Uses the few available target pix-els for training
SRC source 200 Uses many source pixels for train-ing (DA baseline)
SRC-AdaptSRCtrain source 200 Adaptation: source training setconverted to target domain
SRC-AdaptTGTimage source 200 Adaptation: entire target imageconverted to source domain
9.3.2 Experimental setup
Due to the large variability of the spectra and spatial structures encounteredClass-specificmapping in the images, the definition of a global mapping valid for the entire imageis highly challenging. Following an intuition similar to that of Wang et al.[2012], we decided to run the synthesis algorithm at a lower level in thehierarchy of the image: the semantic class. This means that a different W clfor each class cl ∈ C = {1, 2, . . . , c} is sought and that, consequently, adedicated mapping for each land-cover is defined. To enable this option,labeled samples are needed in both images. We assume that many morelabeled pixels are available in the source image, whereas just a few can beacquired in the target image (supervised DA setting).As the projection can be applied in both directions, the pixels x i to beTwo mappingsettings synthesized by Eq. (9.7) can belong to either the source or the target domainand be projected into the other one to obtain the corresponding y∗i . For thisreason, we consider two experimental settings:
• Perform a synthesis of the source training set to convert it to thetarget domain: this option allows the direct use of the mapping matrixW cl of the respective class for each training pixel.
• Perform a synthesis of the entire target image to convert it to thesource domain: this options allows to synthesize anew a complete im-age matching the radiometry of the source image. This option has thedisadvantage of requiring the knowledge about which class-specificW cl to employ for a given new target pixel to synthesize.
Once both data are in the same data space, we compare the cross-imageComparedapproaches classification approaches summarized in Tab. 9.1 by assessing the perfor-mances using the ground truth of the target image. The reference accuracy(best foreseeable result) is set by the TGT-large method, which uses a largetraining set with 200 pixels per class extracted from the target image. Such
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a dataset is assumed to be unavailable in practical applications. Instead,
TGT and SRC constitute the baseline models built from a small training set(20 pixels per class) from the target image and a large training set (200pixels per class) from the source image, respectively. The former dataset ismade up by the only ground truth assumed to be available in the targetimage. The latter, although being of substantial size, is not very represen-tative of the probability distributions in the target image as it belongs tothe original untransformed source image. In strategies SRC-AdaptSRCtrainand SRC-AdaptTGTimage, the cross-domain synthesis has been carried outusing, for each class, training sets X and Y of size n = 20 pixels (all the la-beled target pixels assumed to be available). For the SRC-AdaptTGTimageoption, it is important to assign a class membership to each pixel in thetarget domain, in order to select the appropriate mapping matrix W cl foreach pixel. To do so, we used class assignments of the TGT strategy as ini-tial class guesses in the target domain. We report results averaged over fiverandom realizations of the training sets. The test set included all the pixelsin the ground truth of the target image that were not used for training.For the proposed DL algorithm, initial dictionaries have been found by ParametersK-SVD randomly initialized with dictionary size K = 5. The sparsity levelssx and sy, which control the maximum number of atoms used for the recon-struction of a pixel, are set to 4. The regularization parameter ζ is set to 0.1while the tradeoff parameter has been set to η = 0.05. As classifier, we useda linear SVM with a penalty parameter tuned by 5-fold cross-validation in{10−1, . . . , 103}.
9.4 results and discussion
Figure 9.2 reports the classification performances on the target image (Kappastatistic on the test set) of the strategies described above. First, we notethe very precise TGT-large classification, with a Kappa statistic of 0.846.The accuracy of the prediction decreases to Kappa = 0.725 if the linearSVM is trained on a set composed of 20 target samples per class only (TGTsetting). If we try to predict the thematic classes in a cross-domain settingand without adaptation (SRC setting), even though the source image modelrelies upon 200 samples per class, the average quality of the resulting targetclassification maps drops to Kappa = 0.589.Analyzing the cases were a synthesis aiming at overcoming the datasetshift is involved, we observe Kappa statistics of 0.698 and 0.711 for the
SRC-AdaptSRCtrain and SRC-AdaptTGTimage approaches, respectively.These results yielded by SVM models exclusively trained on labeled sourcesamples are quite satisfactory. Indeed, these strategies clearly improve thecorresponding cross-domain approach based on the same, yet untransformed,pixels (SRC).We remark that the strategies involving a cross-image synthesis are notable to outperform the TGT setting. On the one hand, this is due to thealready known outstanding performances of the linear SVM even if trained
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Figure 9.2: Classification performances (average and standard deviation of esti-mated Kappa statistic over 5 runs) obtained on the target image withthe different strategies described in Tab. 9.1.
on a limited amount of labeled pixels. On the other hand, the accuracy of
SRC-AdaptTGTimage is strongly dependent on the quality of the initial TGTmap used to choose which class-specific mapping to use. However, we drawthe attention to the fact that, in the last two cross-domain synthesis cases,the labeled target samples are not directly involved in the classification.They are only indirectly contributing to the DA task by helping the DLalgorithm in designing the transform.
9.5 conclusions
This Chapter is a first attempt to study the assets of DL strategies for DA inAssets ofDL-basedsynthesis remote sensing image classification. After a proper synthesis of the source ortarget image to match the other acquisition, we observed an improved cross-domain portability of the classifiers. The algorithm constitutes an elegantway to align datasets, and does not depend on the dimensionality of thedata sources. This last point opens interesting opportunities for cross-sensorDA, which will be explored further in future studies.The basic limitation of the current methodology resides in the need forLimitations &improvements labeled samples in both domains for the crucial phase where the mappingmatrix is learned. While this class information allows a suitable cross-imagesynthesis, it also bounds the performances of the algorithm by the qualityof the initial classification guess: a more promising setting would be thatof a completely unsupervised synthesis. Hence, an open issue consists infinding appropriate units (instead of the land-cover classes) from which todetermine the dedicated mapping function.
Part IV
CONCLUS ION

10D ISCUSS ION
10.1 fulfillment of the objectives
This Thesis project started with the intent to provide concrete solutions to Originalmotivationone of the main problems currently faced in Earth observation: the difficultyin gathering ground truth samples when building (and validating) large-scale supervised land-cover classification models. In this dissertation, weaddressed the issue by resorting to recently proposed developments in thefield of machine learning and, more specifically, in its branch named DomainAdaptation.A mere application of these novel and highly promising techniques on Specificities ofremotesensinga new dataset, a pair of remotely sensed images in this case, would notsuffice to answer the needs of remote sensing practitioners. In fact, all thefield-specific implications require a more dedicated study of the differentcomponents of the investigated methods as well as an evaluation of the bestcontext for their application. We believe that in this Thesis the peculiaritiesrelated to the nature of the datasets we analyzed were taken into accountwhen exploring the methods we proposed. In each Chapter of Part iii, weput forward the potential of novel Domain Adaptation methods or measuresand examined their combination with more classical processing techniquesalready used in the remote sensing community. In order to favor the knowl-edge exchange between the two fields, we carefully avoided to treat theproposed adaptation procedures as black-boxes.Coming back to the list of specific objectives of this Thesis formulated in Fulfillment ofthe keyobjectivesSection 1.2 (page 6), we can proceed with the following assessment of theirfulfillment.
1. X The main purpose of this work consisted in increasing theportability of the supervised classifiers across images. In this respect,we evaluated the suitability of supervised and unsupervised DomainAdaptation strategies, two means of tackling the dataset shift prob-lem implying radically different degrees of involvements of the user.In both cases, encouraging results have been obtained on differentdatasets and in a range of settings. In general, the baseline of stan-dard, non-adaptive approaches we compared them to was systemati-cally outperformed.
2. X Finding appropriate tools to evaluate the dataset shift occur-ring in remote sensing images acquired under different conditions wasthe second objective. The analyzed kernel-based measure of distancebetween probability distributions derived from the field of machinelearning proved potential in detecting this shift and highlighting its
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Table 10.1: Summary of the approaches investigated in the Thesis with their re-lation to the DA families and types of learning problems outlined inChapter 4.
Approach Principle DA family Learningproblem Where?
Adaptive ActiveLearning:Active Learning Intelligently collect samples inthe target domain. Instance-transfer SupervisedDA Chapter 6Instancereweighting Differently reweight source andtarget samples to use in target. Instance-transfer
Kernel-basedFeature Extrac-tion
Reduce the divergence betweendomains by projecting them intoa new subspace.
Feature-repres.-transfer UnsupervisedDA Chapter 7
Classic radio-metric norm.:HistogramMatching Relative band-by-band match-ing of the CDFs. Feature-repres.-transfer UnsupervisedDA Chapter 8Atmosphericcompensation Absolute conversion to surfacereflectance. Feature-repres.-transfer
Cross-imagesynthesis withdictionaries
Reduce the divergence betweendomains by synthesizing pixelsvia sparse representations.
Feature-repres.-transfer SupervisedDA Chapter 9
peculiarities. Meaningful considerations about the physical processesbehind the change in the pixels distribution could be derived basedon this indicator.
3. ≈ The last goal of this dissertation resided in the investigationof the consequences of a change in acquisition geometry among im-ages with a joint approach exploiting the complementarity of machinelearning/statistics and physics. In this respect, the quantification andunderstanding of the angular effects can be deemed satisfactory. Onthe contrary, the efforts turned out to be insufficient to completelycorrect the impact of these phenomena. Both in terms of the spectraldistortions of the class signatures and in terms of the portability ofthe land-cover models, we see room for improvement in reducing neg-ative effects such as the reflectance anisotropies observed at variousscales.
10.2 comparison of the presented approaches
In this Section, we will briefly review the solutions to remote sensing adap-tation problems proposed in this Thesis. More importantly, we will putthem into perspective with a comparison underlining their strengths andweaknesses. Table 10.1 recapitulates these approaches and recalls their re-spective Domain Adaptation and machine learning contexts. At the end ofthe Section, Tab. 10.2 reports instead a summary of the comparison.
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• svm-based adaptive active learning via sample reweight-ing:In Chapter 6 we addressed the topic of adjusting Active Learning Summarystrategies to the situation in which the target image has seen a shiftin the probability distributions. The main novelty of this study con-sisted in uncovering and thoroughly analyzing a sample reweightingscheme implemented using a SVM classifier. The strategy has beenapplied in combination with the active sampling procedure in order tointelligently re-use the information on the land-cover classes comingfrom the initial source image.The experimental results revealed sharper accuracy increases for the Strengths &weaknesseslearning curves associated with the proposed strategy if comparedto the baselines. Although the routine guides the sampling effortsof the analyst, the latter still has to collect ground truth labels foreach new target image (supervised Domain Adaptation). This factorlimits the rapid application of the method at a large scale since end-user intervention, even if minimal, is constantly required. Moreover, iffield campaign and image acquisition are not simultaneous, the col-lected reference data could prove useless in applications with dynamicground conditions. Nonetheless, the iterative collection of target sam-ples combined with a reduction of the influence of misleading sourcesamples prevents negative transfer effects. This means that as soonas the new image starts to be sampled, even though the initial sourcetraining set poorly represents the target domain, the systems is ableto converge to satisfactory classification performances.
• kernel-based feature extraction for relative normaliza-tion:Chapter 7 was devoted to finding meaningful projections of the data Summaryreducing the distance between the domains. We investigated the Fea-ture Extraction paradigm, in particular examining a specific semisu-pervised kernel-based technique developed for Domain Adaptation.The key contribution here was the detailed study of the propertiesof the method as well as the remote sensing scenarios in which itsapplication allows the best cross-image knowledge transfer.The methodology falls in the category of unsupervised Domain Adap- Strengths &weaknessestation approaches. This means that series of new images receivedby the operator can be projected to the mentioned subspace andthen classified with an already trained thematic classifier, openingthe way for a rapid processing of multiple images. The suitability ofsuch a solution is backed by the good quality of the final products ofthe cross-image classification generally observed in the experiments.However, this system allowing such a quick mapping is heavily rely-ing on the relevance of the initial image. If in the source image thespectral signatures of the land-cover classes are distorted to a greatextent, adaption can be undermined. Another drawback of the adop-
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tion of this solution resides in the loss of the physical meaning ofthe variables after the projection: the spectral bands are turned intoarbitrary features whose interpretation and usage for problems otherthan classification can be difficult.
• angular dataset shift & model portability in multi-anglesequences:The primal objective of Chapter 8 was to shed light on the distortionsSummary caused by a change in the geometry of the acquisitions. By analyzingsequences of images of the same area acquired in-track by the satel-lite, we first focused on the physical factors controlling the imagingprocess. A robust kernel-based measure of distance between prob-ability distributions showed promise in assessing the dataset shiftinduced by such phenomena. Subsequently, the portability of super-vised classifiers across the sequence has been investigated. In thisrespect, we observed the evolution of the classification accuracy in theangular domain and related it to the shift highlighted with the pro-posed statistical measure. The substantial agreement of these trendswith the underlying physical phenomena confirmed the benefits ofjoining the efforts of the disciplines of Earth observation and machinelearning. The common denominator of the analyses mentioned abovewas the evaluation of the radiometric normalization abilities of tradi-tional techniques such as atmospheric compensation and HistogramMatching.Discussing now these normalization methods, it is important to noteStrengths &weaknesses that both of them have been extensively used in remote sensing asthey maintain the physical quantities conveyed by the images. Con-cerning Histogram Matching, as previously remarked in the discussionfor the solution based on Feature Extraction, we point out that theapproach strongly depends on the relatedness of the two images to beprocessed. Therefore, the setting of the present case study involvinga single scene certainly contributed in underestimating the nega-tive transfer issues of this univariate matching (same thematic classeswith stable proportions on the ground). Conversely, a system basedon atmospheric compensation is unaffected by this type of problemin the alignment phase, as the calibration is executed with respectto an absolute reference, i. e. the surface reflectance. Nevertheless,as the setting in which the cross-image classification takes place isthat of unsupervised Domain Adaptation, models trained only usingground truth data from the source image could still underachieve inthe target domain. The large-scale extension of such normalizationstrategies can be both reasonably accurate and relatively straightfor-ward. Indeed, Histogram Matching is quickly performed and currentlydeveloped semi-automatic atmospheric compensation routines requirethe input of less and less prior knowledge by the user.
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• cross-image synthesis with dictionaries:In Chapter 9, we explored the framework of Dictionary Learning and Summaryassessed its potential for synthesizing pixels with more similar char-acteristics across images. The investigated algorithm is based on asparse representation of the samples. It showed an encouraging per-formance in finding a mapping matrix to convert the data space of agiven image into that of another, a transformation ultimately increas-ing the cross-image portability of the classifiers.One of the positive aspects of this approach is that it preserves the Strengths &weaknessesphysical meaning of the data spaces being transformed. Indeed, theprojection directly converts the spectral bands of an image into thoseof another (e. g. keeping pixel values in surface reflectance units), andthis irrespective of the number of channels. This flexibility regardingthe dimension of the data spaces comes at the expense of a more strictsampling requirement. Despite the fact that the cross-image classifi-cation itself has been carried out only based on a training set from thesource image, in this preliminary phase of its development the pro-cedure still requires labels in both domains to define the projection(supervised Domain Adaptation). In this case as well, the pertinence ofthe source domain is key, as a harmful knowledge transfer could hap-pen in case of an extreme dataset shift. Such a situation is howeverhardly reached in practice, since the algorithm has to be applied to co-registered images. Thus, in its present form, the cross-image synthesisstrategy constitutes an appropriate solution to temporal map-updateproblems (same scene to be classified in time) but not for land-covermapping efforts involving multiple spatially disjoint images. Nonethe-less, it is a first step towards Domain Adaptation with sparse coding,a new kind of reasoning that is becoming a major current in remotesensing image classification.
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Table 10.2: Comparison of the DA approaches investigated in the Thesis.
AdaptiveActive Learning Kernel-basedFeatureExtraction
Classicradiometricnormalizations
Cross-imagesynthesis withdictionaries
Systemexclusively usessource labels? 7 X X 7
Handlesnegativetransfer? X 7 ≈ 7
Preservesphysicalmeaning? X 7 X X
Cross-sensorknowledgetransfer? 7 7 7 X
Ease ofapplication atlarge-scale? ≈ X X 7
Accuracy oftargetland-cover map? X X ≈ ≈
10.3 further work and challenges
The possible extensions of the developments presented in this Thesis arenumerous. They are mostly targeted at answering the needs of the remotesensing community as regards the steadily increasing amount of data ac-quired by the sensors. Thus, in the following we briefly recall the researchdirections that are worth investigating further.
• Within the Active Learning framework, the refinement of the tech-Discovery ofnew classes niques in terms of learning curves has reached a standstill both forclassic and adaptive strategies. A much more challenging topic is thatof discovering and handling new land-cover classes in the iterativeprocess. Attention could be paid to approaches favoring a samplingheuristic based on a diversity criterion in the first iterations to com-prehensively search the input space and then gradually turning to themore conventional class boundary refinement objective.
• Another central aspect of adaptation that only recently started toFromcross-image tocross-sensor draw the attention of the scientists in Earth observation concernsthe ability to cope with images acquired by different sensors. If inchange detection this line of research is more mature, when dealingwith land-cover model portability much work is still needed. The factthe images are not co-located makes the definition of such a cross-sensor mapping more difficult. Although ambitious, this objective couldlead to unprecedented opportunities in terms of constant and spatially
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extensive monitoring efforts. Not having to always rely on acquisitionsby the same specific sensor will enable the user to flexibly re-use thecollected ground truth, minimizing thus his/her onerous involvementin the mapping process.
• Throughout this manuscript, all the approaches we explored had one Object-levelknowledgetransferthing in common. During both the optional projection phase and thecross-image classification step, the basic spatial unit we consideredwas the pixel, even if in some cases neighborhood information hasbeen included. We believe that a key research question for the futureresides in the study of adaptation strategies working at the objectlevel, thereby replacing the traditional pixel-based strategies.
• A complete understanding of the angular effects impacting acquisi- Angulareffectstions bearing different view angles is also still an open issue. In thisThesis we made an attempt in this direction but, to paint the fullpicture, more analyses are definitely required. For instance, small-scale anisotropic reflectance behaviors that greatly modify the spec-tral signature of certain materials, the BRDF effects, have yet to bespecifically investigated and properly compensated. To this end, aus-picious results can be expected with scientific studies at the interfaceof statistics and physics, two complementary disciplines playing acentral role in the development of the remote sensing technology.
• The solutions proposed in this Thesis, as well as most of the works Trulylarge-scaleapplicationsproposed in the literature are actually tested on image subsets thatare often orders of magnitude smaller than the original acquisitionscollected by the sensors (e. g. a WorldView-2 panchromatic imagegenerally has a size of more than 30,000×30,000 pixels). In this con-text, even when working with single images, the sample selectionbias arising from small sampling regions has not to be underesti-mated. Therefore, to pursue studies of the land-cover at a truly largespatial scale, more development and validation efforts for the adap-tation methodologies are clearly needed. With this objective in mind,we believe complex approaches should be avoided in concrete appli-cations, giving the priority to simpler solutions (e. g. linear models,classic kernel-based classifiers, basic compensation strategies).

Part V
APPEND IX

ACLASS I F I CAT ION QUAL I TY MEASURES
Considering the special case of a classification task involving remote sensing Supervisedclassificationassessmentdata, in this Appendix we present some useful measures taken as the goldstandard by the community when assessing the quality of the thematic mapsproduced with a supervised classifier [Foody, 2002, 2004].The starting point is the confusion matrix, which is the result of a cross- Confusionmatrixtabulation of actual (observed ground truth) and predicted (by the classifier)classes. This matrix that allows to subsequently derive the quality measuresis outlined in Tab. A.1.
Table A.1: Confusion matrix for a multi-class prediction with c classes concerningn•• samples. PA: Producer’s Accuracy, UA: User’s Accuracy.Actual class
1 2 · · · c Totals UA
Predictedclass
1 n11 n12 · · · n1c n1• n11/n1•2 n21 n22 n2• n22/n2•... ... . . . ... ...c nc1 ncc nc• ncc/nc•Totals n•1 n•2 · · · n•c n••PA n11/n•1 n22/n•2 · · · ncc/n•c
a.1 overall measures
The most common measure is the Overall Accuracy (OA) (ranging in [0, 1] OverallAccuracywith best score 1), which is the sum of pixels correctly classified in eachclass, nii, divided by the total number of pixels involved in the prediction,n••:
OA =
c∑
i=1niin•• . (A.1)The Kappa statistic κ (ranging in [−1, 1] with best score 1), also referred Kappastatisticto as Cohen’s Kappa coefficient of agreement [Cohen, 1960], provides amore complete measure of the accuracy of the prediction. Indeed, contraryto the previously presented OA which only considers the information in thediagonal of the confusion matrix, this index makes use of the entries of thewhole table. An estimate of Kappa is provided by
κ = po − pc1− pc , (A.2)
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where po = ∑i nii/n•• is the observed proportion of correctly classifiedpixels, i. e. the OA, and pc = ∑i ni•n•i/n2•• is the proportion of correctlyclassified pixels that is expected by chance. This metric may be interpretedas a measure of the improvement ensured by the classifier at hand over arandom allocation the predicted labels. Moreover, when dealing with a largeimbalance in the actual class counts, Kappa is much better suited, with re-spect to OA, to provide an unbiased measure of accuracy also appropriatelyfactoring in the errors committed on small classes.Finally, when the test site where the ground truth has been collected isMcNemar’stest the same, a direct comparison between two classifiers can be carried outvia a McNemar’s test [Bradley, 1968]. This is a non-parametric test that isbased on the following standardized normal test statistic [Foody, 2004]:
z = n12 − n21√n12 + n21 . (A.3)The quantity n12 indicates the number of pixels correctly predicted by clas-sifier 1 while simultaneously being incorrectly predicted by classifier 2.Conversely, n21 represents the number of samples incorrectly predicted byclassifier 1 and correctly predicted by classifier 2. Under the null hypothesisH0 stating that the two classifiers are equivalent (n12 = n21), the McNe-mar’s test z value follows a normal distribution. Thus, running a two-tailedtest with the standard α level of 5%, a value z > 1.96 indicates a statisticallysignificant superiority of classifier 1 over classifier 2.
a.2 class-specific measures
The associated individual class accuracies are named User’s Accuracy (UA)User’s andProducer’sAccuracy and Producer’s Accuracy (PA) (see last column and row of Tab A.1, respec-tively). On the one hand, UA accounts for the commission error (1− UA),i. e. the proportion of predicted pixels wrongly allocated to a given class bythe model. UA provides map users with accuracy information indicating thequality of the thematic map. In fact, it is nothing but the probability thata pixel classified in a given class actually represents that same class onthe ground. On the other hand, PA is complementary to the omission error(1− PA), that is the proportion of ground truth pixels wrongly assigned toother classes. PA helps the map producer to evaluate and refine the map-ping (prediction) process, as this measure denotes the probability that anactual ground truth pixel has been correctly classified by the model.An efficient way to provide a single class-specific indicator combiningF-measure UA and PA is represented by the F-measure, which is computed as follows
F-measure = 2 · UA ·PAUA+ PA . (A.4)Such a statistic, the harmonic mean of the two class-specific measures, isusually employed in information retrieval as a means to combine precisionand recall [Powers, 2011], the equivalents of UA and PA in binary classifi-cation problems.
BDATASETS USED IN THE THES IS
This Appendix describes the 5 remote sensing datasets that have been usedin the Thesis:
B.1 QuickBird images of Zurich
B.2 AVIRIS images of the Kennedy Space Center
B.3 ROSIS image of Pavia
B.4 WorldView-2 multi-angle sequence of Atlanta
B.5 WorldView-2 multi-angle sequence of Rio de Janeiro
We would like to thank Prof. Melba Crawford at Purdue University for mak-ing the Kennedy Space Center AVIRIS data available. Prof. Paolo Gambafrom the University of Pavia is acknowledged for providing the Pavia RO-SIS image. We also thank Dr. Nathan Longbotham and Dr. Fabio Pacificiat DigitalGlobe for supplying and preprocessing the Atlanta and Rio deJaneiro WorldView-2 imagery.
The Pavia ROSIS dataset and part of the Rio de Janeiro WorldView-2sequence (5 angular acquisitions) have been distributed in the context ofthe IEEE GRSS Data Fusion Contest of 2008 and 2011, respectively. Inthis regard, we acknowledge the GRSS Image Analysis and Data FusionTechnical Committee.
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b.1 quickbird images of zurich
The Zurich dataset consists of two VHR QuickBird images of the city ofAcquisitionand size Zurich (Switzerland), representing two spatially distant neighborhoods. Thetarget image is a 474×482 pixels subset of an acquisition of August 2002while the source image is a 301×296 pixels subset of an acquisition ofOctober 2006. Figures B.1(a) and (c) illustrate the two considered images.The images present 4 multispectral VNIR bands and a PAN band coveringBands andspatialresolution the region of the spectrum from 450 to 900 nm (see Tab. 2.1 on page 18).The multispectral bands, originally possessing a spatial resolution of 2.4 m,have been pansharpened with the Gram-Schmidt method [Brower and Laben,2000] to reach a spatial resolution of 0.6 m.The ground truth defined by visual inspection includes pixels from 4Land-coverclasses land-cover classes characterizing both images: “buildings”, “roads”, “grass”,“vegetation”. An extra class “shadows” has been arbitrarily added, bringingthe total of classes to 5. Figures B.1(b) and (d) show the ground truth mapsfor the source and target images, respectively. Table B.1 details the classcounts per image and presents a legend of the colors used in the maps.The differences in marginal and class-conditional distributions betweenReasons of thedataset shift the source and the target image are caused by three factors: 1) differences inillumination conditions (sun and satellite elevations have changed), 2) sea-sonal effects affecting vegetation growth and 3) varying materials composingroofs and roads.
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(a) Source image: false color NIR composite(RGB: QuickBird bands 4-3-2). (b) Source image: ground truth.
(c) Target image: false color NIR composite(RGB: QuickBird bands 4-3-2). (d) Target image: ground truth.
Figure B.1: QuickBird images of the city of Zurich. The source image is of size301×296 pixels. The target image is of size 474×482 pixels. Groundtruth: 5 thematic classes. For the legend refer to Tab. B.1.
Table B.1: Zurich dataset: names, number of labeled pixels per image and colorsfor the land-cover classes.
Class name # source samples # target samples Colorbuildings 10,729 15,897roads 4,970 10,050shadows 3,159 8,551trees 3,324 9,981grass 6,062 5,041
TOTAL 28,244 49,520
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b.2 aviris images of the kennedy space center
The KSC dataset comprises two sub-regions of the same hyperspectralAcquisitionand size acquisition that has been obtained over the Kennedy Space Center, Florida(USA), on March 23 1996 [Rajan et al., 2008]. Figures B.2(a) and (c) illustratethese two 614×512 pixels subsets.The image has been acquired with the airborne AVIRIS hyperspectralBands andspatialresolution instrument and counts 224 bands covering the region between 400 and2500 nm. After the removal of water absorption and low SNR bands, thedataset is composed of a total of 176 bands (indices of the original bandskept: 5-101, 117-150, 173-217). The spatial resolution of the image is 18 m.The retained ground truth only includes land-cover classes that are foundLand-coverclasses in both images. Figures B.2(b) and (d) depict the ground truth maps for thesource and target images, respectively. The list of these 10 classes, mainlyconsisting of types of subtropical vegetation, along with details about theclass counts per image and a legend of the colors used in the maps is givenin Tab. B.2.The spectra of the classes present a rather large variation across the twoReasons of thedataset shift retained areas, justifying the definition of distinct source and target domains.Some of the classes have been defined as mixed land-covers. Therefore,slight changes in the proportions of these end-members throughout theimage will cause a shift in the probability distributions.
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(a) Source image: false color NIR compos-ite (RGB: AVIRIS bands 45-25-14). (b) Source image: ground truth.
(c) Target image: false color NIR composite(RGB: AVIRIS bands 45-25-14). (d) Target image: ground truth.Figure B.2: AVIRIS images of the Kennedy Space Center. The both sub-regionsare of size 614×512 pixels. Ground truth: 10 thematic classes. For thelegend refer to Tab. B.2.
Table B.2: KSC dataset: names, number of labeled pixels per image and colors forthe land-cover classes.
Class name # source samples # target samples Colorscrub 761 422willow swamp 243 180cabbage palm hammock 256 431cabbage palm/oak hammock 252 132slash pine 161 166oak/broadleaf hammock 229 274hardwood swamp 105 248graminoid marsh 431 453salt marsh 419 156water 927 1,392
TOTAL 3,784 3,854
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b.3 rosis image of pavia
The Pavia dataset consists of a single image acquired by the airborneAcquisitionand size ROSIS-03 hyperspectral sensor with a flight over the city center of Pavia(Italy) operated by DLR [Licciardi et al., 2009] (see Fig. B.3(a)). From theoriginal 1400×512 scene, a source sub-region was defined on a patch of172×123 pixels whereas a target sub-region was set to cover a separateand larger 350×350 pixels area.Although the sensor acquires a total of 115 spectral bands covering aBands andspatialresolution region of the spectrum between 430 and 860 nm, due to the presence of13 noisy channels, only 102 bands were retained for the analyses. Theassociated spatial resolution is 1.3 m.The captured scene is mainly representing an urban setting: 4 thematicLand-coverclasses classes have been delineated throughout the image: “buildings”, “roads”,“shadows” and “vegetation”. Figure B.3(b) shows the ground truth map. De-tails about the labeled samples located in the source and target sub-regionsare given in Tab. B.3. Note that the original dataset also includes the the-matic class “water”, excluded here as not present across the entire image.The different nature of the materials constituting roofs and roads as wellReasons of thedataset shift as the presence of various types of vegetation, cause a remarkable variationacross the image of the spectral signatures of these land-cover classes. Inthis context, we could consider the two disjoint subsets of the scene as twoseparate domains.
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Target
Source
(a) True color composite (RGB: ROSIS bands 49-26-8).
(b) Ground truth: 5 thematic classes (only 4 were used in the adaptation experiments as“water” was excluded). For the legend refer to Tab. B.3.
Figure B.3: ROSIS image of the city center of Pavia. The sub-regions consideredas source (172×123 pixels patch on the right) and target (350×350pixels patch on the left) images are indicated with white polygons in(a) and with black polygons in (b).
Table B.3: Pavia dataset: names, number of labeled pixels per image sub-regionand colors for the land-cover classes.
Class name # source samples # target samples Colorbuildings 1,465 17,501roads 326 2,549shadows 514 1,638vegetation 1,793 6,406water - -
TOTAL 4,098 28,094
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b.4 worldview-2 multi-angle sequence of atlanta
The Atlanta dataset consists of a multi-angle in-track sequence collectedAcquisition,geometry ofthe collectionand size by WorldView-2 during a 2-minute time frame over the city center of At-lanta, Georgia (USA), in December 2009. From this multi-angular acquisi-tion, we retained 13 images with an off-nadir angle varying from −33.2◦(i. e. 33.2◦, looking southward from the satellite to the imaged area) to
+31.5◦ (i. e. 31.5◦, looking northward from the satellite to the imaged area).Each image covers exactly the same area and has a size of 1907×1266pixels (a subset of the complete scene). Figure B.4(a) illustrates the mostnadiral acquisition of the sequence, while Fig. B.5 reports the satellite el-evations and azimuths along the collection track.The images present 8 multispectral bands between 400 nm and 1050 nm.Bands andspatialresolution In fact, WorldView-2 extends with 4 additional spectral channels (coastal,yellow, red edge, NIR2) the standard 4 of the QuickBird sensor (blue, green,red, NIR). The spatial resolution is 2 meters (see Tab. 2.1 on page 18).Since the sequence has been collected over part of downtown Atlanta, aLand-coverclasses set of classes commonly found in urban environments has been considered.Hence, the ground truth included different kinds of vegetative cover, severaltypes of man-made objects and urban structures found across the entirescene. The 9 ground-cover classes ultimately identified are listed in Tab. B.4with the respective class counts and map legend colors.The reference polygons could be propagated through the whole multi-Validitiy of theground truth angular sequence by using true-orthorectified images obtained thanks toa Digital Surface Model [Longbotham et al., 2012a]. However, as abruptchanges in elevation (e. g. high buildings) could produce occlusion artifacts,the survey has been carried out to collect samples in open areas with arelatively small topographic variation. Figure B.4(b) reports the commonground truth map valid for all the sequence.Three main factors cause the observed angular dataset shift in this se-Reasons of thedataset shift quence. First, we remark an increased Rayleigh scattering at high off-nadirangles, yielding hazy images in these angular regions of the sequence.Second, small-scale BRDF effects are clearly visible for some specific sur-faces (asphalt, grass, etc.). Third, at a larger object scale, the solar ob-servational cross-section causes remarkably different scattering/shadowingbehavior along the path. In this regard, starting from the northernmost ac-quisition, note that images #1 (−33.2◦) to #8 (+9.5◦) lie in the forwardsolar scattering region. This means they have been acquired opposite thesun with respect to the target area. The remaining images #9 (+12.2◦) to#13 (+31.5◦) are instead in the backward scattering region, where the sunand the satellite look at the imaged area from the same side (see Fig. B.5).
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(a) True color composite (RGB: bands 5-3-2) of the image acquired at −8.5◦ off-nadir (mostnadiral image, i. e. image #7).
(b) Ground truth: 9 thematic classes. For the legend refer to Tab. B.4.
Figure B.4: WorldView-2 images of the city center of Atlanta.
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Table B.4: Atlanta dataset: names, number of labeled pixels and colors for the land-cover classes.
Class name # samples Colorwater 313concrete 16,479asphalt 30,099vehicles 1,759soil 2,014grass 27,561buildings 6,283shadow 3,156trees 3,905
TOTAL 91,569
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Figure B.5: Atlanta dataset: ground observed azimuth (plotted angularly clockwise:north = 0◦, east = 90◦, south = 180◦, west = 270◦) and elevation(plotted radially from the center: ground nadir = 90◦, ground hori-zon = 0◦) of the satellite for each acquisition in the sequence (blackcrosses) as well as for the sun (yellow circle). Images are identifiedas #1 (−33.2◦ off-nadir) to #13 (+31.5◦ off-nadir), starting from thenorthernmost acquisition.
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The Rio de Janeiro dataset is an angular in-track sequence acquired by Acquisition,geometry ofthe collectionand sizeWorldView-2 over of the city center of Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), in January2010. The sequence, obtained during a 5-minute collection period, consistsof 20 images with off-nadir angles going from −47.3◦ (i. e. 47.3◦, lookingsouthward from the satellite to the imaged area) to +47.5◦ (i. e. 47.5◦, look-ing northward from the satellite to the imaged area). The considered sceneis the same across all the acquisitions and is a subset of size 463×328 pix-els of the imaged area. Figure B.6(a) pictures the most nadiral image of thesequence. Figure B.7 shows the satellite elevations and related azimuthsalong the collection track.The images possess the same spectral channels and the same associated Bands andspatialresolutionspatial resolution of the Atlanta dataset presented in Appendix B.4: 8 bands(400 nm to 1050 nm) at a spatial resolution of 2 m.The imaged scene concerns an area just south of downtown Rio de Janeiro. Land-coverclassesWe observe several large buildings, roads of varying size, community parksas well as part of the bay. Table B.5 details the 5 land-cover classes, andtheir colors used in the maps, which have been manually delineated on theimages by photo-interpretation. The corresponding class counts refer to theimage acquired at −6.1◦ off-nadir and can be considered as representativefor the entire sequence.In fact, for this dataset, the images were not true-orthorectified, i. e. there Validitiy of theground truthwas not a perfect pixel-by-pixel superimposition throughout the sequence.This required us to provide a separate ground truth for each acquisition,though always including the same objects. Figure B.6(b) reports the groundtruth map for the image acquired at −6.1◦ off-nadir, the most nadiral acqui-sition.As for the Atlanta dataset, the geometry of the acquisition and the related Reasons of thedataset shiftangular effects are the only factors inducing the probability shift for theseimages. However, the solar observational cross-section effects (third factor)have changed. If compared to the Atlanta sequence, the Rio de Janeiro acqui-sition took place with a different combination of satellite-sun positions. Inthis case, the sun was almost perpendicular to the satellite flight path, caus-ing a more symmetrical scattering/shadowing behavior along the sequence.No clear distinction between forward or backward scattering regimes canbe made.
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(a) True color composite (RGB: bands 5-3-2) of the image acquired at −6.1◦off-nadir (most nadiral image, i. e. image #9).
(b) Ground truth: 5 thematic classes. It refers to the image acquired at −6.1◦off-nadir (most nadiral image, i. e. image #9). For the legend refer to Tab. B.5.
Figure B.6: WorldView-2 images of the city center of Rio de Janeiro.
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Table B.5: Rio de Janeiro dataset: names, number of labeled pixels and colors forthe land-cover classes (relative to the ground truth of the image acquiredat −6.1◦ off-nadir).
Class name # samples Colorwater 13,532grass 1,564roads 2,047trees 2,946buildings 2,042
TOTAL 22,131
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Figure B.7: Rio de Janeiro dataset: ground observed azimuth (plotted angularlyclockwise: north = 0◦, east = 90◦, south = 180◦, west = 270◦) andelevation (plotted radially from the center: ground nadir = 90◦, groundhorizon= 0◦) of the satellite for each acquisition in the sequence (blackcrosses) as well as for the sun (yellow circle). Images are identifiedas #1 (−47.3◦ off-nadir) to #20 (+47.6◦ off-nadir), starting from thenorthernmost acquisition.
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